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TO OUR LOVED AND RESPECTED FRIEND,

JAMES WHITE,

Dear Master,
Allow us
as a sincere

to offer to thee this little publication

though humble token of affection and gra-

titude from thy pupils.
its

of

It

was encouraged by thee

commencement; thy kind advice
its

faults

— thy indulgence smiled upon our

to thee, therefore,

we

dedicate

mal dedication, dictated by

it

to place

without thy knowledge

;

shrink from any
servation.

friends

care

own

But

thmg
it is

and

efforts

not a for;

it is

the

gratitude.

we

thy name at the head,

flattei^y,

thy modesty would

like public fame or worldly ob-

only destined for the kind circle

dear and obscure village, and for those

who had once

— who

is

well aware, that even though

cannot be suspected of

of our

This

many

been intended to circulate in the world,

would not have dared

we

it.

servile interest

artless effiision of sincere love

Had

corrected

at

still

the happiness of being under thy

remember the sequestered shades of

A

DEDICATION.

ir.

Ballitore,

and the unassuming worth of

with affection and
of thy talents

delightful simplicity,
superficial eye.

and

We
love,

which almost

which thy
felt

are biM

ill

and of that

them from the

this

pupils

have always

can never be forgotten.
imperfect address, that

are not deficient in gratitude

may

veils

not speak

will not even tell of that paternal

Let them only know by

at least,

we need

of thy virtues,

experienced, as these once

we

these

inhabitants,

and acquirements, (which we

qualified to appreciate,)

solicitude

To

regret.

its

and

affection.

This,

be in their eyes a recommendation,

wha^^of itself can possess

little intrinsic value.

to^

PREFACE.

JL

O

a printed selection of articles from the

of the Ballitore Magazine, for 1820,

it

first series

may not be

amiss to prefix some brief observations on the existence
of the

Magazine

itself.

From the establishment

in this

neighbourhood of the

family of Shackleton, about a century ago, the village
of Ballitore has been in
letters.

some degree consecrated to

Since the days of

Edmund

Burke, in particu-

lar,

the incentive of his example, and the honest pride

felt

at enrolling his

name amongst

kept up the flame of literature
here totally extinct, although

;

it

alumni, have

its

which has never been
has shone brighter at

certain periods.

Ballitore in

productions for the press, has been

its

no stranger to the

literary circle

:

and

its

manuscript

effusions have been very numerous, through

of several years.

most constant devotion
rals,

a course

Poetry has been here the object of

manners, piety,

;

but prose, on subjects of mo-

and general improvement, has

been neither infrequent or contemptible.

most periods, some

little

Indexed, at

occasional pieces, or periodi-

cal manuscripts, have been

handed about

;

in

which a

PREFACE.

VI.

laudable emulation has been displayed, in a friendly-

These have not

contest of talent and benevolence.

always preserved an uniformly serious cast
been interspersed

mour

proving that gaiety of heart

;

is

;

but have

wit and hu-

scintillations of

v^rith

not inconsistent

with grave deportment; and playfulness of fancy

is

perfectly admissable with the strictest innocence.

The

frequency of such performances, suggested the

idea of a Magazine, to appear at stated periods
this,

we

first,

confined to very limited

At

and friendly

proficient

members of the

calling in the aid of the

into

more

continued during

it

was thought worthy of being
amongst the

thus taking a wider range,

printed;
friends

at

Ballitore school, under the

of the Juvenile Magazine,

eighteen months; and

:

circulation^

was embodied

length, this literary disposition

a more regular form; and

title

and

;

believe, has occurred at different times

and connections of that establishment.

Intended as an amicable arena, in which the youth
of the school and village might try their ability and

improve their strength,

it

those maturer adventurers,

mulate,
give a

was not meant

and whose more experieuced

more decided tone

bad

mixed

Nor does

species of contribution

by

effect;

operation,

it

sti-

might

and greater
appear, that

ever produced

any

exciting envy, or preventing candid co-

The

and general support.

publication,

efforts

to juvenile style,

variety to local observations.
this

to exclude

whose example might

may

be accounted

temporary causes, known to

harmonious community.

for
this

by

cessation of that

various local

and

well meaning and

PREFACE.

The
more

present year,

1820,

Vll.

lias

again reviverl in a

active degree, the sacred flame whicli Ballitore

seems likely not to see totally expire.

Not only has the Magazine been
and continued

came

re-established,

months; but emulation be-

for seven

so strong, as to produce other effusions, in the

shape of weekly publications, which for a period held
a concurrent course, and shared with the Magazine the

palm of

From

village approbation.

these have been discontinued

different causes

and, perhaps,

;

bet-

it is

ter that the ebullitions of genius should have subsided

more regular and arranged channel.

into this

effect of their existence

was,

those portions of writing,

which,

to

divide

and

scatter

both in prose and verse,

concentrated into one publication,

if

One

might

give a fuller specimen of the state of capability in the

neighbourhood;

and thus
It therefore

friendly taste.

afford a better repast

of the contents of those temporary effusions
it

to

seems desirable, that some

may,

if

caiybe so arranged, be incorporated with the pre-

sent

work

:

and

this will

be the more easy, as the

ferent publications alluded

to,

were

dif-

instituted in the

most amicable semblance of opposition, and preserve
not any conflicting interests
alike impressed with a

:

'

common

their conductors being

object

—

to support the

character and honest fame of their favourite seminary

and beloved

village.

Thus may a

better idea be

Ballitore literature
for this year,

may

;

formed of the progress of

while the

first

specimen presented

be preserved from the appearance of

too scanty a beginning

:

as the

more practised habits

PREFACE.

viit.

of

its

may

competitors,

with greater

facility

and

be

expected to proceed

through their future

scope,

series.

Such being the circumstances

that have contributed

to the existence of the present undertaking,

success

may

attend their efforts

yond doubt, and executed

;

well intentioned, be-

to the extent of their

derate and improveable abilities.
tion

may

some

effect

fruits

more

—

it

more worthy

we have

with the conductors, that

only to join our vdshes,

may

mo-

Friendly approba-

tend to produce, at

last,

of notice.

J.B.

OF THE

BALLITORE MAGAZINE.
s.>OME of the students of Ballitore school, having
formed a design of beginning a Magazine, similar to
that formerly conducted by their learned school-fellow,
Thomas Fisher, are induced to submit their views to
their friends and the public
hoping to find among
them readers and writers to encourage and enrich
;

their intended publication.

The

have had the advantage of much
but trust they can answer for their doci-

editors cannot

experience

;

lity,

and their attention

tions

with which they

to

may

any

hints or

communica-

be favoured.

Being totally exempt from the pride of authorship,
they come forward to place themselves under the direction and patronage of their more experienced friends,
whose co-operation they earnestly solicit, in aid of
their own exertions, to produce a Miscellany that may
not be unworthy of public notice.

They will receive with gratitude and respect, all
communications that appear to be adapted to such a
Miscellany,

and Narratives,
would be most acceptable;
intended the Magazine shall be principally com-

Instructive or entertaining Essays

and
as

interesting Anecdotes,

it is

posed of such materials.

The

Editors, on their part,

PROSPECTUS.

X.

promise, that they will use their exertions to obtain
suitable matter
though they are conscious, that unless they should be favoured \^^th contributions from
the friends of the undertaking, the collection could
not be so well worthy of attention, as they wish to
render it.
;

It is intended, that each publication shall contain a
report of such interesting matter, as may have occurred

neighbourhood, in the preceding month.
The
Editors would also be obliged by communications of
natural and agricultural appearances, such as the migration, return, and building of birds
the leafing of
trees, the liowering of indigenous plants, and the general state of the crops.
in this

;

They return their unfeigned thanks to the numerous friends, who have favoured them with their names
"

as subseribers.

J.W.
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Belief in the Existence op a God necessary
TO Human Happiness.

JtXaN

is too imperfect a being, to be able to do
without a pure and intellectual Nature, to whom he

may

humble adoration.
philosophers, in their enthusiastic desire of explaining every thing according to natural principles,
have, in their fanciful systems, altogether discarded
They have, howthe belief of a supernatural agency.
offer tiie tribute of

Some

ever, convinced but

few

;

and they themselves seem,

at times, far from being converts to their

Man

wants a God, not only

cial order,

but also for his

own

doctrine.

for the preservation of so-

own

comfort.

Even the

most refined man, he that approaches nearest to that
abstract " intellectuality " of being, which is the beau
ideal of the virtuous atheist
he that is best able to feel
and appreciate the abstract beauty of virtue separated
from its utility even he is too much of an earthly being to practice virtue always for its own sake though
the consideration of the worldly advantages and plea-

—

—

;

sure that attend

it,

may

not entirely satisfy his refined

and exalted ideas of moral rectitude.
The selfish and interested spirit of calculation which
it requires, must be repugnant to a lofty mind, and may
be, in many cases, beyond the capacity of an ordi-

B

On

2

nary one.
the

a Belief in the Existence of God.
Present and certain

gi-atiiication will/with
weigh down the consideraand uncertain evil. Even the man whom

common bulk

tion of distant

of men,

we suppose endowed with the noblest attributes of human nature, wants the divine influence of religion

;

and he must equally reject, though not with the same
feelings, the selfish and humiliating doctrine of pleasure, and the superhuman one of the love of virtue for
its

own

sake.

If he ever attempts to explain nature without its
directing Spirit, though he may seemingly overcome

every difficulty, and reconcile every contradiction
his
forlorn state, his feeling of conscious weakness, now
that he is deprived of his only support, will soon overand his reason, in spite of its
turn every hypothesis
momentary triumph, will bend before the great Author
of nature.
But this sense of religion, is not sufficient to constitute the sense of duty which ought to be the principle
of all our actions, and to which the consideration of
the pleasure annexed to virtue, ought to be an auxiliary
motive
it must be confirmed by the belief of a future
;

;

:

—

state of retribution.

The punishment
is

of vicious conduct, in this world,

so seldom adequate to the offence, that vice often

escapes with seeming impunity
hence closely connected with the belief of the existence of a God, is that
of a future state, where every seeming anomaly shall
be explained where every imperfection shall be rectified
where every secret shall be revealed where the
souls of the wicked shall be subjected to a just discipline, till they are worthy to mingle with the souls of
the just, and in that regenerated state, enjoy with them
that pure and ineffable felicity, arising from the contemplation of intellectual and moral perfection, in the
great Principle and Director of all things.
;

;

;

;

TitPic-Nic.

The Automaton Chess-Player.

3

External xVppearaxce of the Automaton Chessplayer, MADE BY MaEBZAEL OF ViENNA, AND
NONv IN London,
London, March 24, 1819.

THE

Automaton Chess- Player

faces the spectators,

seated at what appears to be a table, upon which his
He wears a rich Turkish hachess-board is placed.
bit, sleeves and vest of gold stuff, a green mantle trimmed with fur, a white turban and heron's feather. His

hand

right
titude

extended gracefully on the table

is

ance of that
signate as a

One

;

his at-

dignified, his aspect grave, diid his counten-

is

is

we, of the present day, often de-

class,

Kemhle

surj)rised

face.

on

first

viewing him, at feeling a

strong impression of sadness, and somewhat of awe,
from his complete immobility, as connected with so
close an imitation of life.
After a few minutes, one of the spectators, who has
engaged him many nights before, ventures to attack
this representative of Destiny, and concedes to him
the right of opening the game.

A

slight noise, as of

winding up,

is hoard
and the
hand
" That hand whose
(for Lord Byron's expressions

fateful figure raises its left

motion

is

not

life ;"

—

cross us wherever we go.)
This inauspicious
hand, which bears some resemblance to the talon of a
bird of prey, though covered with a white glove, now
lifts its pawn and drops it in another place, with a
slight but hard and bony noise.
The humble looking
opponent plays his best, but his schemes are soon
thwarted, and his pieces inexorably taken the automaton always putting them aside before he places his
own, differing in this alone from the living player, in

must

;

whom

these

The game

movements are usually simultaneous.
goes on

;

the spectatoi-s take part with

—whisper—

advise.
He is puzzled
with their hints, and somewhat appalled by engaging
an unknown and mysterious power. The very buz^
and delay of winding up, increases his embarrassment.

their fellow-mortal

—

—

:

The Automaton Chess- Player,

4

Once when he was slower than

usual, the

hand tapped on the table, as if
tardiness, and the poor player seemed
right

handsome

to reprove

his

fearful of hav-

made his opponent wait too long.
At last the talon-like hand, after pouncing

ing

like a

bird of prey on several of his adversary's best pieces,

with an alarming air of unwavering volition, checks his
king and castle.
The automaton sure of a speedy victory, nods his head with an air of conscious superiority,
like the statue in Don Juan.
A few moves hnish the
game, which has lasted about half an hour, and a fresh
adversary advances to a fresh defeat.
This invincible champion is engaged for above an
hundred nights.
He has never been conquered in
England.
This is the triumph of mechanism. No one has yet
discovered how the impulse of the real player is communicated to the figure. Many persons seem to think
it owes its powder of playing chess better than all its
opponents, to its original formation and that its capability of motion, and skill in the game, are inseparably
united.
Some only admire '' how neatly he takes up
;

his pieces."

After he has played, he and his table, for they are
one and indivisible, are rolled away, and succeeded
by an automaton Trumpeter, who is complete from
top to toe, and represents a large portion of mankind
is a fine military figure
for he holds up his head
dresses well
se fresente bien—heoX time correctly,
and plays two marches in good time. Many come in,
aye, and go out too, of the world, in this their vocation, who do little more.
There is no visible communication between the auThe
tomaton chess-player and any human being.
lower part of his table, which is shaped like a chest on
the side where it meets the eye of the spectator, is not
nor could any one so
large enough to admit a man
He and it are rolled
placed view the chess-board.
about without mystery or hesitation: his possessor

—

;

Dialogue on Charity.

.5

walks or stands near liim with apparent carelessness,
and lays down the pieces he has taken from his adversary in the course of the game, but has no other comhid plays by day, and the room in an
munication,
No one has yet made anyevening is fully lighted.
probable guess as to the manner in which the impulse
is communicated.
There is some little trick, however, in the automaton's appearing invincible, as he allows but an hour
in the evening, and half that time in the morning, for
any game; and it is easy to conceive, that a skilful
player, who might not be' capable of always winning,
might, in every instance, have the power of protracting a" game, so as not to lose it within an hour.

M. T.

We

are indebted for the above very interesting de-

scription of this wonderful triumph

of mechanism, to

We

admire
the kindness of a distant correspondent.
the ingenuity and art that must have been exerted in
planning and executing such an imitation of life in this
unconscious figure.
The allusions to the stage and
the chess-board we do not profess to understand, but

presume that they are correctly given.

Dialogue ox Charity.
Mrs. M. and Louisa, (a young lady) sitting in a window, a ]Joor man ajjproaches, Mrs. M. gives him
something he retires.

—

Louisa.

—

I

wonder you

Mamma

give

any thing to those beg-

they themselves are generally
and she has
the occasion of their own misfortunes
gars.

says,

;

made

a rule never to give them any thing.
Mrs. M.
It is certainly the case with too many of
them but when I see a person in distress, I do not
think it necessary to enquire why he is so
I think it
it

—

;

:

b2

—
Descrii^ion of the

6

my

Moat of

duty, (and a pleasing one

it

Ardscull.

is,)

to alleviate tlie

suiTerings of a foUow-creature.

—

But surely we need not relieve those, who
Louisa.
have brouglit themselves to an unhappy situation they
are only punished for their own faults.
I did not expect you, Louisa, to reason
Mrs. M.
What because a person has erred,
in this manner.
are we to withhold that pittance which nature craves ?
Do you forget that human nature is weak, and that
if you or I were judged as you think that poor man
ought, w^e would not have one of those numerous bless;

—

!

ings

we

at present enjoy ?

Louisa, (confused.)

Mrs.

M.

(smiling.)

— did not mean that —that
—That what? Louisa, am
1

I

glad to see that you feel your error and as to punishment, if they have erred, is it not a sufficient one, to
be obliged to ask that charity, often so scornfully
denied ?
'Tis true, I am sincerely sorry 1 ever enLouisa.
but I will try in future to
tertained such an opinion
make up for the past.
Mrs. M. ^You are a good girl l3ut if ever you should
be inclined to act as you have done, recollect all the
blessings you so undeservedly enjoy.
Eliza.
;

—

;

—

;

op the Moat of Ardscull.
To the Editors of the Ba Hit ore Magazine.
IF you think this, a description of a great artificial
curiosity, and the first production of my unqualified
pen, worthy of a place in your Magazine, by inserting
it you will oblige your well-wisher,
Description

G.G.

The Moat

^

of Ardscull is situated in the county of
Kildare, about five miles to the west of Ballitore, in
a level country, above which it rises nearly ninety feet.

The circumference of the base, if measured on the
road which surrounds it, is nearly 1600 feet; and there

7

Miscellaneous Pieces.

is about 20 feet
200 in diameter, and 600 in circumference.
There are two entrances to this excavation, to which
one comes by a gentle ascent but in all other parts
the sides are steep, and overgrown with furze and sloc-

is

a great liollow on the top, which

in depth,

;

From the top there is a beautiful prospect of
the adjacent country.
Perhaps it was formerly a fortification, or rather a place
of assembly for the ancient inhabitants of this country
or, perhaps, it was erected as a monument, over those

trecs.

;

who

fell in a battle, fought here some hundred years
by the English against Edward Bruce, in which
This battle was occasioned
the former were defeated.

ago,

by Edward's having invaded Ireland, at the invitation
he was at first sucof some of the native chieftains
cessful, but was finally overcome, and slain near Dundalk, in the year 1318.
He was the brother of that
renowned hero, Robert Bruce, who recovered Scotland out of the hands of Edward II. king of England.
But whatever was formerly its destination, or on
whatsoever occasion it was formed, it is now of little
use, except to the rabbits, which in great abundance
burrow in its sides.
:

*

Miscellaneous Pieces.
Dream.

—A

person in the county of
a sea-faring
He had not long returned from a voyage, when
life.
he dreamed his brother's house was on fire he awoke
dreamed the same still he continued
slept again
to sleep, and still his imagination presented the same
When he saw the house nearly consumed, he
scene.
started up, and went directly to the place, where he
found his brother apparently in the agonies of death.
Dreading that he had too long neglected the warning
The
vision, he enquired the cause of his sufferings.
wretched man confessed, that having squandered his
'Extraordinary/

Wexford had two

—

sons, one of

whom chose

:

—

:

8

Miscellaneous Pieces*

property, and oftended his father,

who

refused to as-

he had taken poison. The sailor
immediately made him swallow large quantities of
melted butter, which was the means of saving his life,
though his health was much impaired.
sist

him any

Anecdote.

longer,

—A

clergyman

in

England,

having

re-

ceived the gift of a second living, told his clerk to say,
in the clmrch where he usually officiated, "' that there
would be no service the following Sunday, as he in-

tended

and

officiating at

up and

"

Take

alternately."'

The

be
Sunday, as the Rev. Mr. A, intends attending the parishes of
and
to all
clerk stood

no

said,

notice, there will

service here next

eternity."

—

Meteor.
17th. This evening, at eight o'clock, there
appeared a beautiful meteor, in appearance a large ball
of fire, drawing after it an immense tail, which shot
across the heavens in a serpentine motion, from south
to north-east; and fell with the splendour of the noon-

day sun, and the rapidity of lightning. It was instantThe -moon
ly followed by a loud and rumbling noise.
and Venus were darkened but it is most likely, that
that conception proceeded from the sudden appearance
of this grand and unexpected phenomenon, and a flash,
of light which accompanied it, and which was so
great, that, (in the words of one of the beholders,)
;

" you might see a pin on the ground." The ball was
apparently about eight inches in diameter, and the tail
shot forth sparks of fo-e, from the time it was first seen
till it

fell.*

very likely the effect of an electric explosion
heavens and we are told that those meteors are

It wr»s

in the

very

common

;

in

the

West

Indies,

and other

tropical

climates.
* This meteor was seen, at precisely the same time, by a gentleman in the county of Wexford.

;
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Advertisement.

— The

ladies

and gentlemen of Bal-

that subscriptions for
the purchase of an elegant light skiff, to glide upon
the silver Griesc, are received by Richard Shackleton
Leadbeater, Post Office, where a list of subscribers
can be seen.

litore are respectfully informed,

—

THE

Agricultural Report for March.
weather during this month has been very change-

able, but in general favourable to the culture

and sow-

ing of the spring crops, which, in consequence, are in
a forward state many farmers being enabled to attend
to the potato crop, and in many places a considerable
quantity sown.
The winter crops, in consequence of
the severity of that season, look in general very weak;

—

but there seems a sufficient stock of plants in the
ground of wheat and here. The \\inter oats have suffered most, and in general must be resown.
Grass
rather forward, and the hay in great abundance. Turnips, with the exception of the Swedish, have been
destroyed by the severity of the frost.
Cattle, in good
condition, and low in price.
Corn, though little remains in the hands of the farmer, so depressed as not

ly

to

;

pay the grower.

IP®lg^IE^o
Lines addressed to the Editors of the
Ballitore Magazine.

PERMIT
On

a friendly pen's address,

benefits of village press

A

good unbought, and unabus'd.
as of yore an hour amus'd.
Ko party rage, no feuds we me,
Despots and slaves at distance view.

Such

——
10

;

Poetry.

No

venal lines can find their way,
smiling to betray
Corruption yet is hero unknown ;
Astrea hence has never flo\\'n
Though elsewhere scorning to appear,
Still, charm'd, she's found to linger here.
No libel foul can stain the page,
Or follies of maturer age.
No prosecutions need you dread.
For errors of a stronger head.
Then what can point the busy pen,
Deny'd the range of active men ?
The budding foibles of our race.
That, nourish' d, would the man disgrace.
Each embryo passion unrestrain'd,
Which soon had sad consistence gain'd;
Each petty shift of struggling pride,
That soon woidd stdk with ampler stride
And mean attack on other's weal.
That harmless satire's point may feel.
Thus fainter lash of feebler wrong.
May here excite the useful song.
That unrepressed would swell to ire,
And this discouraged soon expire.

Or sarcasm

:

;

—

Thus

let

—

a cordial friend address

The well-meant aim

of village press.
J. B.

Lines addressed to

THE

J. B.

village Editor returns

(While gratitude his bosom burns),
His highest thanks to him whose praise

The drooping spirits served to raise
And humbly hopes he'll oft address
>Some lines to

fill

;

the village press.

E.G.

;

;

—

—

Poetri/,
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Pride.

TRUE

a beacon to lead us througli life,
To keep us from meanness, to keep us from strife;
'Tis a prop which was given by heaven, to save
FallingjVirtue, when placed on the brink of its grave
That grave which the world has planted with wiles,

Where

Pride

it

is

;*

by terror, or leads us by smiles.
which merit, when injur'd, possesses,
of worth, which (though cares may op-

drives us

'Tis +hat feeling

That

feeling

press us),

Preserves, through all changes,

its

That would

if

scorn to be rich,

pureness of thought,
by meanness 'twas

bought

And when
Or to draw

[meek.
rich,

ne'er

was known yet

to

injure the

forth a blush on pale misery's cheek.

"Tis that freedom of merit, that frankness of mind,
Which atones for the error it had not designed.
'Tis an heavenly

To

gift, 'tis a beacon thro' life.
keep us from meanness, to keep us from strife.

J. G.

LiXES, WRITTEN-

ON A WaTCH.

WHO can stop the fleeting hour?
Who

the

moments

past recall ?

Quick, O man, exert thy power,
Ere they pass and vanish all.
Foolish man, in vain you tiy
Spite of you the moments fly.

Let the present, then, suffice
Taught by me, mispend it not
Seize each moment as it flies,
Increase the talent you have got.
So may'st thou, when thy time
Triumph over time at last.
;

is

past,

R. G.
• V'ice.

;;

—

Poetry.
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On

seeing a Rose plucked in full bloom.

BEHOLD
How
And

this rose,

how

bold,

yet, alas

WilLrank

!

it

now

strong,

fresh
it

and gay,
its head

rears

:

one single day
with the silent dead.

But tlio' its colour fades and dies.
Yet still it yields a rich perfume

;

And

a soft essence still will rise,
E'en from its ashes in the tomb

So beauty blooms

—

—

so beauty dies
blossoms ere 'tis gone.
Honour and fame to us can rise
From virtuous deeds alone.
It scarcely

H.G.

The

falling Tear.

WHY

heaves my love the bursting sigh
thus grieves my Eva dear ?
dimm'd the lustre of that eye ?

Oh why

Why

And whence
'•'

Low

the falling tear ?

trampled Erin's glories

lie;

The Saxon won the fight severe
Her Dermot fell for him the sigh,
And hence the falling tear.

—

For him she

grieves, and never more
Shall pleasure in her eye appear
Those eyes, that beam'd delight before,
Shed now the falling tear."

'^
,

But haply time may heal her woe,
And love again may charm her ear

Then shall her sorrows cease to
Time wipes the falling tear.

flow

;

?

—
:

Poetry.
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''Ah! no, time ne'er can lend

relief;

than love is near
"Tis death alone can cure her grief;
x\ truer friend

Death

;

dries the falling tear.

Death of Miss * * *, a young Lady
sixcerely regretted by all who knew her.

Lines, ox the

AND

art

That

thou gone

?

and

is

that spirit fled.

lately spread such happiness

around ?

TJie heart that felt for others' w^oes is dead
No trace of life can in that form be found.
;

Thy

life

was

spotless,

and thy

virtues rose

Before the throne of Him who reigns above
Thy form he gave to deep and dark repose,

Thy

spirit rais'd to everlasting love.

When the

day

shall gild the eastern skies,
stand before the Judge Supreme,
In immortality thou then shalt rise.
And join the angels in a glorious theme.
Eliza.

And

last

all shall

Petitions, sent to the Ballitore School-Boys,
ox the settixg-in of the Winter, 1819.

The Robins Petition.

BRIGHT

buds of hope, sweet flowers of spring,
Oh hear your pretty Robin sing.
The bird to childhood dear, I come.
Beside your board to pick my crumb ;,
!

With bosom

and glancing eye,
presence loath to fly.

red,

And from your

My

ancient honours let me claim,
proudly urge my ancient fame ;
For "twas my kindred, kind and good,

And

Who

saw the

'•

children in the wood,"

C

14

Poetry,

(Their infant lips with berries dyed,)
Lie cold and silent, side by side
And then with pious toil and care.
Covered with leaves the hapless pair.
:

Oh

!

then,

if

heedless of

Within your

crib I

Oh

when

And

stray,

ray fate you see,
set your pretty Robin free.
raise

!

my^way,

chance to

it

The Blackhirds Petition.

Bright buds of hope, sweet

Oh

flowers of spring,

hear your pretty Blackbird sing.
With glossy plume and swelling throat,
In summer's shade I pour my note
'Tis so melodious, rich, and clear.
!

;

You must delight my note to hear.
Have you not read the charming song,
Which Vv-ailed the widow' d Blackbird's wrons
Have you not mourn'd her hapless fate,
Robb'd by the gunner of her mate ?
then be kind the wintry sky
Scowls, and the wintry storms are nigh.
If I, by hunger press'd, am found,
Within your crib's too treacherous bound

Oh

Oil

!

!

And

;

raise

it,

when my

fate

you

your pretty Blackbird

set

;

see.

free.

The Thrush's Petition.
Lone, sitting on the leaiiess bush.
Heard you the melancholy Thmsh ?
Dear Ballitore boys, whom ere long,
I

hope

Oh

!

to

let

gladden with my song
not excluded be

me

From mercy

—

Pity, pity

And when my prisoned

Oh

!

raise

your

crib,

me

;

!

form you

see.

me

free

and

set

!

M.

L.

Poetry,
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Answer to the Author of the

IN

you plead

vain

The sweetness
They don't agree
Aias

tlic

Though

Blackbird's cause

of the Thrush's breath

;

;

with school-boys' laws,

those laws are

!

Petitions.

—

instant death.

the sweet Blackbird tunes his note,

Enliv'ning, cheering all the plain

;

Xiiough the Thrush plumes his polish'd coat,
With us with schoql-boys 'tis in vain.

—

—

may quickly come,
with your request agree
And Blackbirds, as they gaily roam.
Shall thank your muse for being free.

Yet

the time

still,

When

all

;

A

School-boy.

Reply.

WAS

it a messenger of fate
from the Classic Hall of late ?
Black was the seal
a presage dread;
Dire the device*
the words I read,
Of import sad yet, cheering friend,

Came

—
—

:

Sweet Hope, came smiling

at the end.
Speed, speed the day, when Pity's voice.
Shall bid the feathcr'd tribes rejoice;
Shall bid your hearts the transport know,
Of those who happiness bestow.

M.

To Winter. — Written

L.

during the late Snow.

THAT

beauty which so lately shone
In each small bush, in every tree,
That beauty all is lost and gone,
'Tis
•

The

Winter

seal,

—

all in thee.

a Sharp-shooter;

the motto,

" Vrai a mon objet."

;

I
Poetry.
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But soon the sun shall melt the snows,
By which all nature's dreary made
The oxen soon shall seek repose,
From summer's sun in cooling shade.

And

nature's beauties, although

\^

now

They're dark'ned by thy baneful power,
Are only dark'ned soon to shine,
With brighter bloom in ev'ry flower.
Aquila.

Slieve Bloom, a Fragment.

AFAR
With

No

Slieve

Bloom

exalts his head.

moss and heath o'erspread
tow' ring trees their summits rear.
cheerless

Nought but a dreary

Where

waste.

—

;

'Tis there.

msh and

whirlwinds roar.
Rise the Suir, Barrow, and the Nore.
torrents

From chrystal springs, and granite grey.
The sister rivers speed their way
They, smiling, through the meadows flow,
;

And

scatter plenty as

they go.

'Tis there that lofty Dun'maese towers.
And rears his ruin'd regal bowers,

*********
Long

Oh

blasted

by the hand

of time.

Dunamaise, upon thy sod
Hibernia's ancient giants trod.
That well is cloth'd with weeds, and dry.
Around it ow^ls and ravens fly.
That twice four hundred years ago,
Was wont with blood to overflow
When Brian thunder'd at thy towers.
That bane of hostile Denmark's powers.
Thy inmost depths the cold, cold grave
!

;

Of many

an ancient warrior brave

;

Poetry.

Who
And

17

down thy side,
human blood in torrents died.

htiply tliund'ring

spiUing

For whom, perhaps. Fame, faithless Fame,
Had blazond hio-h as o-reat a name,
As she in modern times has done,
For Buonaparte or Wellington

DO

'

;

Glories "

now

dubious or forgot."

Such, warriors,

is

your common

lot.

******

Virtue, alone, true glory gains,

And

R. D.

W.

To Correspondents.
The

Dialogue,

signed

" Scribleria,"

shall be in-

serted in our next.

The paper signed E, is too pointed, and we could
not insert it.
K. M. must write with more politeness, or drop his
correspondence.
It is requested that all correspondents will favour us
with their productions, before the last week of each
month.

END OF THE FIRST NUMBER.
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To the Editors of the Ballitore Magazine.

V^N

considering various

sagacity, displayed
I

was led

extraordinary instances of

by individuals of tile animal

creation,

they miglit be reconciled
which is allowed to be the

to enquire liow far

to the principle of instinct,

great principle of action in the brute creation; and
whether the existence of a higher power was not
indispensibly necessary, to give a satisfactory solution

of such and other well authenticated facts.
I now send
you a few reflections upon this highly interesting question, hoping that 1 may thus induce some abler person,
to lay before the public his own reflections upon a subject, which, notwithstanding its close connection with
the moral history of man, has been hitherto left so
much in the dark.
I am, Messrs. Editors, &c. &c.
Tit Pic-Nic. Esq.

of

The
man

—

question I would propose is
Do the faculties
differ in degree, or in kind, from those of the

?
When we look around us in the phyand observe that perfect, and insensible
gradation of beings, by which the three kingdoms run

lower creation
sical world,

into one another, without

it's being possible to ascertain
when
the exact line of division which separates them
confining ourselves to the animal kingdom, we see man not
.'separated from the other animals, by so great an interval, but that he may be humbled, by his similarity to
;

some

of them.

When,

lastly,

we

—

trace that gradation,

On

the Faculties of Men

in the distribution of tlieir

and Brutes.

19

powers of sensation, insen-

down to the
expect the same gradation,
we are apt to suppose,
in their intellectual qualities
that the distance between the mind of man, and that
of the brutes, is not greater than the one which sepaBut the love
rates his bodily organization, from theirs.
our fondness for ascribof, analogy may cany us too far
ing similar appearances to the same causes must lead
us to refer to the same principle, those actions in man
and brutes, which resemble each other on the other
hand the j^ride of man is unwilling to allow, that the
beasts of the field, his slaves, created for his use and
convenience, shouhl possess a mind of the same nature
with himself, and that he should be thus put on a level
with the beasts that perish. whatever, therefore, we
hint here, not immediately supported by the evidenc.e
of facts, is meant only as an amusing and fanciful speculation, founded on probability, intended to eke out
in' a regular form, the little certain knowledge we have
been able to collect, stimulate to enquiry by its inviting aspect, and thus, perhaps, lead the way to dissibly diminishing in ^.cuteness, from ma7i

•polypus;

—we

are led to

;

—
;

;

—

covery.

In the first place, there is a strong and evident resemblance between the external structure of a man
and a quadruped. In both beings we find the same

organs of sensation and motion, employed in exactly
If we search farther, and with the
the same manner.
anatomical scalpel, look more deeply into their organization, we perceive similarity, no where more striking than in the brain, and we are induced to think,
that both bodies have been constructed for the habitation of a similar mind
so that if tnere be any dissimilarity, it is not discoverable from the examination of
their bodies.
The resemblance we speak of, is not
that of shape, so striking in the monkey tribe, but that
of their organ of sensation, which we see descending
in point of acuteness, as we go down the scale of animated beings, till they dwindle, insensibly, into in-*
;

—

sentient vegetating substances.

—
20

On
One

the Faculties of Men

of the causes

and Brutes*

which seems

man

to place

at a

greater distance from animals, than they are from one
another, is the more perfect system of sensitive organs

which he
cel him,

for though some bmtes may expossesses
by the acuteness of some particular sense,
;

none possesses

tlic

five

senses, taken together, in the

same proportionate degree

man

is

of power.

But, above

all,

distinguished by the acuteness of his sense of

which is diffused through the whole delicate
texture of his skin, but chiefly resides in his hands.
These admirable organs are of such use to man, by

touch,

making him acquainted with the qualities of external
objects, and enabling him to make them act upon
each other, that some philosophers, (chiefiy among
our fanciful neighbours, the French), have not hesitated to assert, that were animals endowed with hands,
they would arrive to the same degree of improvement
as man, form a language, acquire the same abstract
ideas, build cities, &c. &c. The similarity of the organs
of perfection, and of the intenial structure of the brain,
which we have already mentioned, leads us to believe
that bmtes acquire their perception of external objects
brute by the sense of
in the same manner as man.
sight, can estimate the real distance, figure, and magnow the
nitude of external objects, as well as man
sense of sight alone is not sufficient for this purpose.
The original perception of sight is mere colour, and

—A

:

thence visible figure.

It

is

from observation, and

experience, that we learn to distinguish the real distances
and magnitudes of bodies. Brutes must acquire their
perceptions in the same way, and, therefore, every
brute must have learned to distinguish distance and
magnitude by his sense of touch and must, eveiy day,
;

whenever he perceives an object of which he knows the
distance,

make allowance

for this distance, in estima-

and vice versa. The memory
of brutes is well known, not only to exist, but in
many instances to be amazingly retentive; but the
memory of animals is more dependant upon the assoting

its

ciation

size

and

figure,

of place,

or of circumstances;

they cannot

)

»

Dialogue

remember a long train of

ideas

21
the recollection of past

;

them by the appearance
of the places where they were produced, or by their
being placed in the same circumstances. x\ll is done
upon the spur of the moment. This may be another

ideas can only be excited in

—

feature of distinction between man and the lower order
of animals, along with the inability of the latter of

upon the internal operations of their minds.
the power of classification, since they
ascribe to the whole species, the qualities of an indiviindeed, without the powers of abstraction
dual in it
and generalization, they could not exist.
The faculty of conception, being dependent upon
abstraction, it must be supposed to exist in animals to
whom we allow some degree of the latter, and it is,
besides, evident that they have imagination, from

reflecting

They have
;

the well

—

known

fact of their dreaming.

Tit Pic-Nic.

( To

he continued.

Dialogue.
Pat, Mon-ow, Syl.

S^L Morrow,

Pat. a

merry

you.
Pat. A merry one to you,
yesterday ?
Sf/L

Pat.
Syl.

Why
No

A

;

I
I

saint Sheelah's

too

;

how

did

;

how

to

you spend

went to mass were you there
was at a better place.

better place!

day

?

can there be a better

place ?
Pat.

Is not Jack O'Callaghan's a better place?
where one can drown the shamrock, in a pot of

porter, or a jug of punch.

SyL

Certainly

it

is

;

and

I

drown'd

my

gallantly there yesterday, after mass.
Pat. I spent six shillings ready, out of

money, with Paddy O'Shaughnessy, and
more, and that is my week's wages.

shamrock

my own
a parcel

22

Dialogue.
Sj/l.

I

did not spend so much, I only spent three.

Tim Nowlan spent twice as much as either of
us, I am sure
for he was driniving the whole day,
and was as dmnk as a piper, in the evening but here
Pat.

;

;

comes Mr. Worthy,
(then addressing himself to
Mr. Worthy,) save you. Sir.
Mr. Wor, Pat. I have long wished to speak to you,
and to you too Syl. concerning a vice to vi^hich you are
very much addicted I mean drunkenness.
You
cannot think what injury it does you, and not only
you, but your wives and children, who get nothing
from your wages, as they all go away at the porter
If you continue in this course, some time or
house.
other you will be sorry for it
sorry when too late to
retrieve your errors
amend, therefore, and save yourselves and your families from ruin
the certain conseIf
quence, if you persist in such a line of conduct.
lx)th

;

;

;

—

you arc not disposed to leave off this beastly vice for
speaking, I hope that this warning will convince you,
and I hope you v/ill
that, what I am saying is true
never again be guilty of the like fault, when I tell you,
that poor Tim Nowlan (who every one knows was a
;

great drunkard),

is

dead.

Dead!
Mr. Wor. Yes, dead
Both.

he died last night in a fit of
death is supposed to have been ocoasioned by excessive drinking yesterday.
^yl. Oh
Pat. I'm certain this ought to hinder us
from ever drinking again.
Pat. Oh Syl. I'll remember it to the longest day

intoxication

;

!

his

!

!

I live.

Mr. Wor. I hope you may; I did not think you
were so hardened, as not to be reclaimed but T hope
you will not forget your promises, and if you do not,
I'm sure you will remember this day, as long as you
live.
Good bye, go home, and remember what I have
;

said to you.

Both.

Good bye Sir, we thank you for your

advice.

N. M.
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Letter from Zachariah Inman.

Letter from Zachariah Inmax.
To the Editors of the Ballitore Magazine,

CANNOT

you with how much pleasure I
and put them on my nose,
to enable me to perase the first number of your new
perhaps you will think it small praise,
publication
I

lirightened

tell

my

spectacles,

—

if I

my

commend the

neatness of the execution, which, in

a great perfection,
thing which is worth doing at
view,

inasmuch as '' any
is worth doing

is

all,

well."

Youth must be employed, and

literary

occupations

afTord a never-failing source of pleasure, as well as im-

You have

it in your power, through the
work, to communicate a variety
of information and entertainment.
I hope you will
also impart instruction, which may benefit yourselves
as well as your readers
as thinking steadily on any

provement.

medium

of this

little

;

subject renders

you

it

more

clear to our perceptions.

arc under the necessity of censuring

any

When

particular

I hope you will do ii in the mildest and most
good-humoured manner, which will be more likely to
have the desired effect, than a severer tone.
Let me recommend to your perusal Addison's papers
in the Spectator, which are signed with either of the

eiTor,

following letters, C, L, I, O
they are highly to be
admired, not only for the correctness and harmony of
the style, but for the judicious manner in which he
censures error if he has not been able to allure his
readers into the paths of virtue, he has, at least, awakened their admiration of exqellence. Excuse the
stupidity of this little essay.
Your worthy predeces;

:

sor rises

up

in

my

remembrance, and creates a degree

of melancholy regret.
With
ponded in the utmost freedom

him

I

formerly corres-

and
Although I entertain very pleasing
expectations of your labours, yet the idea that you are
strangei-s to me restrains my pen.
Old men cannot

he forgot

my

age.

;

I

forgot his youth,

24
form

The

Officer, his

new

Baggage

Wife, and the

acquaintances

;

nevertheless I

am

Ass.

your

sin-

cere admirer,

Zachariah Inman.

The Officer, his Wife, and the Baggage Ass.
An Anecdote, taken from " A Visit to Flanders''

A YOUNG

Irish officer and his wife, an Antwerp
iady of about sixteen, of great beauty and matchless
innocence and naivete, were living in cantonments at
Nivelles, in June, 1815.
The unexpected advance
of the French, called him off at a moment's notice to
Quatre Bras; but he- left his wife, his servant, one
horse, and the family baggage, which was packed
upon a large ass. Retreat at the time was not anticipated but being suddenly ordered on Saturday morning, he contrived to get a message to his wife, to make
the best of her way, attended by the servant and tbe
baggage, to Brussells.
The servant, a foreigner, had
availed himself of the opportunity to take leave of both
master and mistress, and made off with the horse,
leaving the helpless lady alone with the baggage ass.
With the firmness becoming the wife of a British officer, she commenced on foot her retreat of twenty-five
;

leading the ass by the bridle, and carefully
preserving the baggage no violence was dared by any
one to so innocent a pilgrim, but no one could venture
She was soon in the midst of the retreating
to assist.
British army, and, much retarded and endangered by
the artillery, her fatigue was great it rained in watermiles,

:

;

and the thunder and lightning was dreadful in
the extreme. She continued to advance, and got upon
the great road which leads from Charleroi to Brussells,
at Waterloo, when the army, on the Saturday morning, were taking up their line for the dreadful conflict.
In so extensive afield, among 80,000 men, it was in
vain to seek her husband she knew that the sight of
her there would only embarrass and distress him she
spouts,

;

;

\

Lisiances of the Rklicidous,
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kept slowly advancing to Bmssells all the Saturday
night; the road choaked with all sorts of conveyances,

waggons and

horses, mnltitudcs of tlie native fugitives

on the roads, flying into the great wood, and many of
the wounded walking their painful way, dropping
every step, and breathing their last
every few steps
lay a corpse or a limb.
;

—

Many persons were actually killed by others, if by
chance they stood in their way. To add to the horrors, the rain continued unabated, and the thunder and
lightning still raged, as if the heavens were torn to
Fonvard the young woman went, "with linpieces.
gering step and slow;'' in the middle of night, up
to her knees in mud, her boots worn entirely off, so
that she
ass

;

was barefooted

unhurt, she led her
baggage, and
she calmly entered Bmssells in the
;

but,

still

and although thousands

many

their lives,

lost their

safety, self, ass, bag and baggage, withIn a few hours after their
out the loss of an article.
arrival, commenced the cannon's roar of the tremen-

morning with

dous Sunday, exposed to which for ten hours she knew
her husljand to be and after a day and a night in
agony, she was rewarded by finding herself in her
husband's arms, he unhurt, and she nothing the worse
on the Monday.
;

Instances

of the Ridiculous, selected
VARIOUS Authors.

from

BEFORE the conquest by the Normans, thi? land of
Norfolk was so fine, and light, that the farmers usually })loughed it with two rabbits and a case knife.
Jo/iesa \VonderJul Changes, ^age 86.

—

Had man

been a dwarf, he had scarce been a ratiomust have had a- jolt head, so that
there would not have been blood and body enough, to
supply his brains with spirits
or he must have had a
small head answerable to his body, and then there
would not have been brain enough for his business.—
Derhams Physico Theology, hook 4, chap, 11.
nal creature, for he

;

D
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Thomas Fame-Hunter.

Letter from

The city of London is the largest city in the workl,
and the people of London the wisest.
Wihons
Candid Traveller, page 4.

Had the calf of the leg, been providentially and
prominently placed before, instead of being preposterously and prejudicially placed behind, it had evidently
been better, for as much as the shin bone could not
Doctor Moretons Beauhave been so easily broken.
ty of the Human Structure.
Though I have examined, what all other authors
have wrote on this affair, with great impartiality yet
1 cannot conceive, that a?i^ of them, have the least
merit nor do I find one man, who has treated this
S?nithson's Amiablesubject sensihhj, besides myself.
;

\

ness of Candour

To

and

Diffidence, 2iage 8.

the Editors of the Ballitore

Magazine.

Sirs,

AS you

have undertaken the publication of a paper,
no doubt with the intention of being of service to your
neighbours
I take the liberty of wTiting to you.
I
am one of those people, who, like Mr. Jarvis,* have
an unaccountable desire of seeing my name placed in
but, alas
I have not abilifront of some publication
I cannot boast, like him, that
ties to write a book
for since I remember, I
I am not able to form a lie
was always possessed of that faculty and I may well
say, that the art of lying " has grown with my youth,
and streng'thened Vvith my years " but my lies are
always too plain they are immediately known to be
what they are, and as they have never yet answered
the purposes for which I intended them, I could not
now expect them to succeed, therefore I have given
over the idea of publishing falsehoods.
I have often been, like Mr. Jarvis, in houses where
people have made as much noise, and created as much
disturbance, as that which proved fortunate to him;
but as yet no MSS. have been thrown at my feet by
;

—

!

;

;

;

;

—

•

The imaginary

Philosophers.^^

editor

of Elizabeth Hamilton's " Modern

Agricultural Report, for April,
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momentum of a sweeping brush, driven by the
hands of an infuriated house maid.
Now, Sirs, as I know there is no difficulty which
cannot be overcome by the abilities of the fair sex,
and as I presume that you are in their favour, I just
send this to beg that you w411 use your influence with
tliem; and I am sure that they will soon strike out a
plan, by which I may immortalize my name, or place
it in the front of a publication, which you know is the
same thing.
Hoping a speedy answer, I remain, dear Sirs,

the

Your obedient

servant,

THOM\S FAMEHUNTER
The

THE

Fashions.

fashions during the last month, have been less

owing, perchangeable than is usual at this season
haps, to the long continuance of frosts, which may
have nipped the invention, and rendered old approved
modes advisable. Usual habits have continued as long,
and sat as tight as ever, as it is always difficult to
change them early in season. Female dress is observed to be less permanent than that of the men but a
change in general is found desirable and we expect
public taslfe to lead shortly to much improvement.
;

;

;

Agricultural Report

—for April.

THE

weather during this month, (like the last,) has
been djy, and remarkably warm, with the exception
of the last few days, wiien the wind changed to the
north, and brought a sharp nipping blast, which, however, seems to have done little damage, as the crops,
at this season, never wore a more promising appearance.

The wheats, which last month looked rather
now turned a beautiful green, are well

have

and planting well

sickly,

grown,

the oats are likewise very promising, notwithstanding the drought, but would now bo
:

D2

;

;
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Poetry.

benefitted by a fall of rain. The potato sowing is very
forward, and from being got on in such a good state,
Grass forward, but, like
is likely to be a full crop.
Orchards and gardens
the oats, would require rain.
promise an abundance of fruit.

W.

IP

HOW sweet,

® IS ?? IE

F,

'S'c

Sonnet.
when the moon-beam

illumines the sky.
the world seems hush'd in repose
When nothing is heard, save the owl flitting by,
Or the murm'ring stream as it flows.

And

;

How sweet,
Whilst

Each

with the friend of one's youth then to stray,
from a world of pain

retir'd

action of

And joys we

;

which

past to survey,
can ne'er know again.

life

is

With rapture the pleasures of childhood to trace.
Which mem'ry returns to our view
O'er scenes which no distance, no time can
To drop the fond tear which is due.

eflface.

Eliza.

To THE

Editors op the Ballttore Magazine.

AGAIN

the sprightly muse essays,
In column void of art,
To glean ashare of friendly praise,
And cheer the drooping heart.

To

urge the youthful talent forth,
In untry'd course boguil'd
In aid of unassuming worth.
And want's deserted child.

:

;

;

;
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And, doubt not, all will well succeed,
Where harmony attends

And

fost'ring praise

bestows the meed,

Confin'd alone to friends.

J.B.

An Original

Letter.

PortlaiVy

DEAR

Co. Waterford.

Evans,

In scenes where romance surely
Embowering woods, gloQmy caves, rocky cells

dwells,
;

^Yhere poetry breathes in the air I respire,
'Twould be strange if I caught not a spark of its fire
In vain might I strive to write prose at this time,
And 'tis thus I account for my scribbling in rhyme.
Amidst every enjoyment retirement yields,

.

Shady groves,

purling rills, verdant lawns, sloping fields,
the beauties of nature are seen without end,
a friend:
I istill feel a want, and that want is
Each pleasure we feel, has a bitter alloy,
If we have not a friend to partake of our joy.
To the heart that has feeling, the bosom that's warm,
Unsociable solitude brings not one charm
For let grave Doctor Zimmerman say what he can,
Still the subject most pleasing to mankind is man.
Think not that I flatter, for trust me 'tis true.
For the friend I would fix on this moment, is you
And 'tis thus, my dear fellow, I ask you to meet
All the wants, all the comforts that fill my retreat
I promise no dainties, but offer to share
Of whatever is found in my own bill of fare.
I hope to have every thing just to your wish,
And a right hearty welcome shall be the head dish
When that has gone down we will have a remove,

Where

—

:

;

Of long

conversations, on friendship and love
In the middle an anecdote, next a bon mot,
And our wit shall encrease as our liquor will fiow.
For our second course we'll have good humour and fun
And our jovial desert, shall consist of a piyi.
;

D3
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you expect a

But

if

\m

afraid,

substantial repast,

my

poor friend, that you'll come here to fast.
But believe me, that never so jolly a lent.
In the annals of Christendom yet has been spent.
To complete the allusion, youve only to stay
Exactly live weeks, they will pass like a day
And rU answer the fortieth shan't be the worst
Except for regret, that it is not the first.
T. C. G. Lotffli Regiiiient.
:

Lines, spoken by the noted PicKrocKET Barrington, ON OPENING A THEATRE, AT BoTANY BaY.

\YE

are true

2^ at riots,

We left our country

be

it

<••(•.

On

understood,

for our country s

good.

^,<.^«.

seeing THE FIRST StONE OF THE HaRROW SpEECII
Room laid by Lord Clarendon.
Ju?ieSrd, 1819.

BEDDED
The

in classic earth, rest,

learn' d, the wise, the lovely

honoured stone.
round thee shone;

AYhile History, in lucid robes array* d,

The

brilliant page of Clarendon displayed.
In fond remembrance of a son so dear.
Mingling her gratulations with a tear.
This temple rises to thy sacred name.
Resistless Eloquence, whose holy flame
Awakes to great designs the slumbering mind,
Exalts, inspires, and purifies mankind.
Here to thy shrine, th' aspiring youth sliall bring

The healthful blossoms of his mental spring
\Yhen, if applauding smiles* his vigils pay,
His hours of labour, abstinence from play,
Here from his father's eye the tear sliall start,

And

cpiicken'd pulses thrill his mother's heart.

Long

The

shall

remembrance

breeze was balm,

• No
Room

hail the cheerful scene

th'

npplause, but of looks,

:

auspicious sky serene,
is

permitted

in the

Harrow Speech

;

;
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The earth in summer's richest hues arrayed,
Spring's tender green, and blooming flowers displayed
As emblematic of some gifted youth,
Led by
In

fair

whom

Science up the steps of truth

—harmoniously

divine

—we

;

;

see,

The charms

of difF'rent seasons well agree.
the step, and sparkling was the eye
Of many a lively boy, who flitted ln%
Seeking his mother, while that kindling cheek,
Betray'd the joy his tongue forbore to speak
haply more advanced and sage
Lost comrades

Light

fell

—

Eiis firmness

deem

;

—

unecpial to his age.

Another, stampt betimes for public life,
That fen id scene of Britain's friendly strife,
Calmly enjoyed the triumph of the day.
As marking Harrow's veneralale sway.*
Dear boys thro' devious paths your course may bend,
Yet each alike to Britain's welfare tend
The first, to calm sequester'd shades may fly
!

Blessing and

1

l)lest in overs' social tie,

And teach the many how to live and die
The last, a bright example to the few,
O'er thorny paths injustice may pursue.
From keen oppression rend the trembling
Nor heed the perils of his lonely way.
IlaiTow, the proud whence Byron took
I

prey,
his flight,

Lnp'd his strong \\'ing, and sought the source of
Combin'd with that imperishable name.
Thine still would linger on the rolls of fame

light

;

And

the echoes of far ages swell.
Tho" Britain's. arch of empire cmmbling fell.
As time, who realms from their foundation shakes,
That splendid oifering to destmction makes.
should the muse, in such a prosp'rous hour,
in

Why

Shape images
"Tis ever thus

The

of Time's disas'trous

— a triumph must

thought o^ him

The Speech Room

who

power?

recall

triumphs over

all,

building from funds raised cb cflv /"rom
(he donation^ of jouDs: men educated at Harrow; and th.^ li-t ot
tba donors boasts many of those names which do honour to their
country.
•

is

;
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warm energies which here are nurs'd.
Fair freedom's love, and learning's sacred thirst.
Oh guard these blessings well, ingenuous youth
The triple crown of freedom, learning, truth,
Hallows our nature with the purest ray,
Ennobles life, and conquers pale decay.
Save those
!

;

M. T.
Lines addressed to Miss

GO, little fragrant blooming rose,
Go to my love, and take thy place
Unfold thy

leaves,

thy sweets

disclose,

And be an emblem of her face.
And thou my myrtle, evergreen,
Go with the rose, and there impart,
By thy unchanging humble mien,
An eml)lem of thy master's heart.
Then if, Eliza, we should twine
The myrtle and the rose together,
Should not the myrtle's leaves combine
guard the rose from stormy weather ?

To

Henry.

Song of a Linnet.

NOW comes the glad season of spring,
When

nature her beauty renews
night will we sing,
joy all around us diffuse.
;

From morning till

And

Soon the

trees shall

summer

be cover'd with green,

thus they are dress'd,
As if nature intended to screen
The very best place for my nest.

In

'tis

Last year, in the season, to build,
I sought out the shadiest tree,

Wiih

To

rapture

my

bosom was

fill'd,

think on the joys yet to be.

;
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How

soft

was the nest that

And

I fram'd.

daily beside it I sung
But the pleasure can never be

;

nam'd

my young.
One day when, with food in my bill,
I flew to the scene of my love,
Oh awake is the agony still
^yhich lilled with my mourning the grove.
For, my dwelling was torn from its place,
That

I felt

on beholding

!

A wreck and a ruin it lay
And, to finish the piteous case,
My young ones were borne far away.
;

Amaz'd

at so woeful a sight,
wonder'd what being could find
In woe and destruction delight,
I

Where

was

all

for

comfort design' d.

am tempted to try
may be found,
you may fully rely

Once more

I

If happiness hero
If so,

That your

vale with our songs shall resound.
IT.

AXGER.

ANGER

Moloch's eldest thild
Gloomy, impetuous, and wild
riie bubb'ling of those furious minds
Which neither law nor reasonbinds
is

;

;

;

The jarring notes by harpies sung.
The venom of an atheists tongue
The lion's roars, the tiger's yells,

;

In Bengal's wild romantic dells ;
Brazilian panther's famish'd howls,
The cannibal's temfic scowls
;

The flashes of the serpent':
»ent's eyes,
^
The warrior's departini^
>
ig sighs,
The gloom of Nova Zembli
3mblian skies )
The fell Alecto's snaky locks^

Fuego's barren, savage rocks

N.

;
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;
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The Upas, minister of death
The dry Sirocco's blasting breath
Arabia's moving hills of sand,
The waves that boat round Sandwich's land
Icelandic geysers, spouting forth
The boiling torrents of the north ;
The mists on Lugnaquilla seen,
The clouds that roll round steep Cadeen ;
That rage which fired the first-born man

When

murder on the earth began
of the Grampian

The whirlwinds
Black Hecla's

The
The

fiery streaming rills

hills,
;

frenzy of embattl'd hosts,
sun that flames on Guinea's coasts
Alpine glacier's dreadful crash,

The
The tropic lightning's
The pealing thunder's

vivid flash

awful

;

roll,

Tiiat strikes with fear the firmest soul
The foaming ocean's troubled roar.
Heaving its billows to the shore ;

The mighty

Down

cat'ract's

headlong sweep

lofty Niagara's steep

The

A

earthquake's deep and heaving throe,
comet, morning star of pestilence and woe

R. D.

___^

!
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To Correspondents.

WE

have received the piece signed J. B. but

we

not that sort of writing of which
we intend to form our publications. There being so
little of the dialogue on " the proper direction of charity," we decline inserting it until we receive the con-

cannot insert

it,

as

it is

tinuation.

Heed

well this truth

Is beneficial

when

—keen

at vice

satire's dart alone.

'tis

thrown

;

He acts the

Who

dark assassin's treach'rous part.
wounds a suft^ring brother's aching heart.

The letter we received from Y. Z. being of the latter
we decline inserting it; and we inform the writers
of such pieces that we cannot insert them without their
sort,

names.

THE

BALLITORE MAGAZINE.
rf^.f^*^.*^r^.r^j^^^ t>f.r^

Ballitore, 6th

Month

1st.

1820.

— No.
r,yN/» .*^

III.
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To the Editors of the Ballitore Magazine.

IX

the course of

cultivation

ded

is

my

experience I have observed that

necessary' for every thing

for civilized society.

We may

which

admire

is

inten-

tlje nistic

manners, the energetic language, or even the wildnei^s
of the savage, pronded we do not see his tomahawk,
and are not totally depending on him for society.
Our imagination may be charmed at the view of
an impenetrable forest, and equally so at beholding an
avalanche hanging sublimely from a barren rock, provided wild boasts nish not out of the one, or that we
but
are not in danger of being crushed by the other
we choose to tix our dwelling in the valley, where
Without proper cultivasecurity and plenty invite us.
tion, we perceive in the human character a tendency
;

— Plainness,

or courage,
the inconvenient extremes of
rudeness, bluntness, vulgarity, or ferocity the milder
virtues are also liable to dwindle into weaknesses, unassisted by the judicious hand of education.
How useful to his fellow creatures might that man
prove, the foundation of whose character is sincerity,
and upon which are grafted the amiable qualities of

to error.

may

degenerate

sincerity, simplicity,

into

;

—

Benevolence prompts him
gentleness and politeness.
to sympathize in our afflictions
to express pleasure at
our Irappiness
or with courtesy, he offers to assist us

—

in our difficulties

—

—we naturally

professions; but our pleasure

is

feel pleasure at these

rendered

much more

—
On

36

the Faculties of Men

and Brutes.

and durable, when we reflect that they proceed
from a sincere heart, whereas sincerity alone might
never have suggested those consolatory or accomodating
expressions.
A kind manner of conferring a favour is
often more delightful than the favour itself.
real

—

H. N.
To the Editors of
(

the Ballitore Magazine.

Continued from the last.)

WE see animals subject to the
hatred, hope,

&c.

in

same passions of

the same

love,

circumstances that

produce them in us, and which must therefore arise in
them from the same causes, views of their reason.

The only difference is that in them, the passions are
always excited by the immediate views of the present
time, and that in us they are often produced by reflecting upon a long train of ideas, when there is no visible
cause

of'

fact

*'

—

Darwin relates the following
walk had taken a fly

their existence.

A

wasp on a

gravel

kneeling on the ground, I
nearly as large as himself
observed him separate the tail and head from the body
part to which the wings were attached. He then took
the body part in his paws and rose about two feet from
the ground but a gentle breeze wafting the wings of
the fly turned him round in the air, and he settled
I then distinctagain with his prey upon the ground.
ly observed him cut otf with his mouth, first one of the
wings, and then the other, after which he flew away
;

;

with
I

it unmolested by the wind*"
copy the next from a French author.

"

A

friend

of mine, a man of veracity related to me two circumstances of which he was a witness. He had a very clever monkey to w^hichhe used to give walnuts w^iich the
animal w^as very fond of but he] placed them at such
a distance thatthe monkey chained as he was could
:

not reach them. After many fruitless eflforts whit-li
to pave the way for the discovery, the monkey
seeing a servant passing with a towel under his arm,
seized the towel and made use of it to bring the nut

seemed

On

the Faculties of

Men

and Brutes

37

within liis reach. The breaking of these nuts required
another invention he succeeded by placing the nut on
the ground, and then letting fall from a certain height
(Thus without being acquainted
a stone to break it.
like Galileo, with the laws of gravitation, the monkey
had remarked the momentum which bodies acquired
:

He was however one day disappointed.
falling.)
had rained and the ground being soft, the nut sank,
so that the stone had no longer any power to break it.
What does the monkey do ? He went to fetch a tile,
put the nut upon it, and letting a stone fall as before,
he broke the nut which no longer sank."
Thus we are led to the conclusion that the mind of
the brutes is similar to that of man, in its most imporand that in many instances their actions
tant faculties
are so completely alike, that in all probability they
spring from the same causes.
It may be said that in many of their most important
actions, the -brutes are impelled by instinct
but is
there nothing similar in man ? is it not by fnstinct that
by
It

;

:

—

the infant sucks his mother's breast
and, indeed, in
every case in which reason w^ould be either insufficient
or ineifectual, instinct supplies

we

its

place.

These

allow, are very few, and conlined chiefly,

exclusi\ ely to the animal operations of the

cases,
if

body

;

not
but

even in the case of animals, instinct does not act so
generally as has be^n supposed.
If the ingenious Dr.
Darwin does not fully satisfy us when he attempts to
explain instinci by the operation of those circumstances
in which the animal is placed
he has at least adduced
a sufficient number of instances to shew that too mtich,
even in them, has been ascribed to the instinctive
principle, and that what might be originally instinctive, may by a change of circumstances cease to be so,
and become the result of an operation of reason. The
building of nests in birds, which has been ascribed to
instinct, cannot be wholly instinctive, for the nests of
the same species of birds are not always constmcted of
" I have
the same materials, nor in the same form.
seen" says Darwin ''green worsted and the down of
;

E

—
The Young
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thistles in the nests that

Soldier, a Tale.

were by some accident conwhich materials could not

stnicted later in the season,

be procured for the earlier nests."

Tit Pic-Nk

(To

.

be continued.)

The young

Soldier.

—A

Tale.

IT was one

evening in November, that a Northumbrian
farmer was sitting in his arm chair by the lire while
his family, consisting of a wife, and two daughters,
were pursuing their several occupations.
The wind without, blew keenly over the frozen
heath, or whistled thro' the leafless trees
but within
the cheerful faggot blazed upon the hearth, and the
innocence ot their hearts, diffused in their humble
cottage that happiness, which wealth or pomp cannot
bestow.
The honest farmer, as he beheld his cheerful family
;

:

at their

employments, offered up a

silent prayer, for

and that of his absent son.
In the mean time, his wife had prepared their
supper, and they were about to partake of it when a
The farmer
slight knocking was heard at the door.
opened it, and beheld a man, who, after earnestly
gazing at him, rushed into his arms it was his son
their welfare,

;

—

his long absent

son.

The

rest of the

family soon

came forward to embrace the son, and the brother,
who had never been forgotten. Even Tray, fawned
on his former master, and by his actions testified his
William was soon seated,
share in the general joy.
and partook of the meal, which, to his family, was
rendered delicious by his presence when it was finish;

ed, at the entreaty of the little

party,

he began a

recital of his adventures as follows.

On my leaving home, as servant to Mr. Neville,
he immediately brought me to London. I, for some
but at length I
time, lived happy and contented
wished to change my situation. Every day this wish
grow stronger in my mind; when, one evening my
;

On
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master returned home, and complained of a slight inAt twelve o'clock he was so ill that a
disposition.
physician was called, who pronounced him to be in a
I attended him with unremitting assiduity,
high fever.
but all my efforts were fruitless, and at the end of ten
days I followed him to the grave. After some time, \
thought it necessary to determine how I should earn a
I had always had a predilection for tho
livelihood.
army and, being now at liberty, I determined on entering it.
I went to a recruiting officer, and took the
boimty money and the oath thus, at the age of sixThe life which I now began
teen 1 became a soldier.
to lead was rather contrary to what I had expected.
In less than a month, the regiment in which I was,
;

;

received orders to

embark

for tho continent.

E.

(To

W.

he continued.)

Messrs. Editors,

YOUR kindness in inserting my sceptical doubts upon
the soul of animals, encourages me to send you some
indigested thoughts of mine upon the pleasure of a
1 have till now lived in the centre of a
retired life.
large town, and therefore am more feelingly alive to
the charms of a life which is led in this retired spot.
Under the impression of this feeling I sat down to
write, what may not be entirely useless to your juvenile readers, at such a time as this.
The vacation
time is fast approaching, and many are perhaps panting
after a change of situatidn, who shall soon perhaps
have occasion to repent it bitterly. Many now meet
for the last time in your school, who, in a few weeks,
will be separated, perhaps for ever from the companions of their early studies, and plunging into the busy
scenes of an active and anxious life, may forget for a
time the calm and unaspiring years of their youth: till
having attained the summit of their ambition, and
disajipointed at not finding in their worldly success
that satisfaction of heart which they expectei
or
;

—
;
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having in vain struggled with misfortunes and dangers,
mind shall turn with regret to those
happy times, when strangers yet to all the evils and
disappointments of life, they were happy because
occupied in improving their minds and unapprehensive
yet of ill, they looked forward to the world as to a
scene of continual and pleasing agitation.
Such a
retrospective view of times that are no more, and of
scenes that can be reproduced only by the imagination, M'ill till some with regret that they ever left the retirement of a studious life, for a world which either betrays or fails to satisfy them. It must strike many with
sorrow, for having neglected in their youth the acquitheir harrassed

;

—

sition of those sciences

which would now

afford

them

such consolation in the midst of their troubles, or reflect
such lustre upon the calm of their retreat.
Men have
not been long in the world before they feel the want
of some object of intrinsic value, upon which at times
to fix their,weary minds.
They feel unhappy because
they cannot enjoy the present, but are always living
in the past or in the future.
They anticipate time
as if it were too slow; and recall the past
to stojf it
as if it were too rapid.
Hence they must always be
disappointed, because they fear that the scenes of
former bliss, which their imagination reproduces, can
never return
they must be anxious, because they are
always using the present as a means to procure a future
and ideal happiness, which may never be realized
thus they do not live, but they hope to live.
Now if the cultivating of science can sooth a mind
thus galled and fretted by the drudgery of life, what
an inexhaustible source of enjoyment must it afford to
the man, who, retired from the bustle of the world,
devotes himself exclusively to its pure and exalted
pleasures.
He has, perhaps, passed part of his life
in the world, and having met with what is called success, unv/illing to tempt fortune any longer, he relinquishes his busy pursuits
and for the first time,
But
perhaps, endeavours to be happy in the present.
can he be happy, if he has no object worthy in itself

—

—

:

;

—

On

-11

the Pleasures of Retirement,

to occupy his mind, and keep it in the pleasant and
moderate exercise of its faculties, in order to preserve
consume
it from that rust of indolence, which would
?— That
its vital energy and render life itself a burden
sweet charmer of retreat and declining age is science its
;

increasing, ever
If man's character be the result of constitu-

pleasures are pure
varying.
tional

and constant, ever

and circumstances, that life is
which is exposed to least
Such must be a life passed in studious
The mind is raised and expanded by

predispositions

most favourable
temptation.

to virtue

retirement.
speculations most congenial to the

of

man

it is

:

free

original

from worldly anxiety

;

grandeur

never heated

that state of calm and full
ancient and modern philosophers unite in calling the siimmum bonuni of human

by

self

violent passions

:

enjoyment which

it

is

all

nature.

Such a life will have a double charm for one of a
melancholy and unsocial disposition, the result either
of natural predisposition, or of disappointment and
misfortune.
Such a one, will devote his life with,
more ardour to science and study he will willingly
pass his life in solitude, in sweet forgetfulness of the
concerns of active life, for which he thinks himself
:

unfit.

Believing that the smiles of fortune flatter but
or can at best impart only a short lived and

to betray,

giddy delight, which soon settles into inditference, his
constant prayer to God will be— that he may never be
allured by the example of others, to mn the mad
career of ambition

:

but that his mind

may rest satisfied

with science, whose rays, like those of the sun, never
decay, but ev^r impart new vigour to the mental

whereas worldly prosperity is like a meteoric
gleam, that shines but for a moment.
But a man pursuing study, without any other object
but to malv,e it contribute to his own happiness, and
wanting the powerful excitements of active life, is apt
to fall into a morbid indolence and indifference to the
rest of mankind, except to those few who may bo
connected with him by the ties of blood or friendship.
faculties

;

e2
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The Way to prevent such a deplorable state of mind is
to give to his studies a nobler and wider aim than self
gratification.

Iiet the end of his speculations be the
improvement of his fellow mortals, who are toiling in
the drudgery of life, and exposed to danger and temptation from which he is fortunately exempted.
Then,
indeed, will the calm of hife life be dignified and, as it
were, consecrated by such an end; then, indeed, is
the recluse Philosopher a worthy object of esteem
and admiration especially he who devotes part of his
;

—

time to the instruction of the rising generation who
condescends to stoop from the height of his speculations to the elements of the sciences
who teaches

—

their infant

minds

how

and
worthy

to think,

direct their ideas,

towards that which alone is
all the care and
attention of man.
Such a man has the sweetest of all
satisfactions.
Beside the pleasure he derives from
his own study, he has the still higher one of imparting

—

and of increasing the sum of true happiincreasing that of tiTie knowledge and philosophy in the world. With what sentiments of delight
it

to others,

ness,

by

and

self congratulation does he trace, in the most elevated and honourable paths of life, those of his pupils
in whom he was most successful in kindling the noble
spark of enthusiasm, and cultivating natural talent.
When he draws near to the close of his useful and
well spent life, he shall have the bitterness of the
moment of final separation from all that he loves
softened by the endearments of gratitude and friendship; supported and cheered by the feeling of self
approbation
relying upon the eternal promises of his
God, he shall resign his mortal life, to go and receive
in another the reward of his virtues.

—

Tit Pic-Nic.
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the lOtli day of February,

named

in

this

strange

1650

genealogy

;

all

the persons

were

living

at

Local Miscellany.
Fcversham.

in

— Agricultural Report,
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Kent, excepting the former wife of old

Cashick.

Old llawood had two daughters hy liis first wife, of
wliom the eldest was married to John Cashick the son,
and the youngest was married to John Cashick the
father.
Cashick the father had a daughter l)y liis
first wife,
whom old Hawood married, and had by

—

a son.
Therefore the second
the father, could say as follows
"
iier

—

wife

of

am my mother's mother; .ny sister is my
I am grandmother to my brother."

and

I

ter,

and

Cashick

My father is my son,
daugh-

Local Miscellany.

—

FIFTH month 7th. This day arrived the long expected boat, which is designed '• to skim the surface
of the silvery Griese."
The rude appearance of the
Scandinavian bark, at first rather disapjiointod us but
we were agreeable surprised l)y the pitch of elegance
and convenience which she in a little time attained,
through the unremitting exertions of the proprietors.
She was by unanimous consent styled " The Lydia
of Ballitore ;" we are in doubt concerning what particular female was thus honoured by this marked
respect.
The Ballitore damsels need not now fatigue
themselves when they wish to go from the town to the
mill, as this pleasant conveyance waits their nod.
;

Agricultural Report

THE

weather during

this

— for

May.

month has been extremely
some few hail storms,

favourable, with the exception of

however, have not done much damage. The
look remarkably well, especially the wheat:
grass has profited much by the rain, and promises an
abundant crop.
The potato planting was finished
about the 25th of this month, and the early ones look
well, havino; been uninjured
njure( bv frosts, v.^c. &c.
which,
crops

—

;

IP
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F.PIGRAMMA.

IN
Di
Ell,

statu am

egrcgiam Niobes c marmorc, a
Praxitele exculptam.

me

fecerunt lapidem pro crimine linguee
ope Praxiteles, reddita vita mihi est

:

I

Idem Anglice redditum.

The Gods have
Thanks

turn'd

to Praxiteles,

me

into stone in vain

I live

;

again.

R.

S. x\iictore vertente.

Epitaph, written by an Officer.

AH

stay the fond parental tear,

Nor deem your

Unknown

Emma here

little

to care, imstain'd

by

!

crime,

Unwither'd by the hand of time,

An

angel's robe, of spotless dye.

Wraps her unblemish'd infancy
One only sorrow doom'd to know,
Her father's grief, her mother's woe.
Lines addressed to a Thrush.

SWEET

whose melodious throat
glimmering day.

songster

First hails the

!

Thy

early matin's gi"ateful note
Soft warbling, seems to say,

"

Thanks

for a night of calm repose,
Within my downy nest.
Where, guarded by the fragrant rose,

None

dare

my

peace molest.

:
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"

And when

the sun with fervid beam
the sky,
I'll seek the margin of the stream
That gently murmurs by

Advances

'

in

:

"

The darksome
Shall be

My

thirst

I'll sit
''

my

yew-tree's solemn shade.
green retreat
;

and Imnger both

in stillness sweet.

But when comes flowery footed

With odorous dewy
I

allay'd,

who

before did

seem

to grieve,
!"

Will then more sweetly sing
I

eve,

wing,

thank thee for thy lesson wise,
Tho' small thy debt to mine
;

Yet

I

too oft forget to prize,

Till bidden to resign.
D

Florella,

Written on the Strand at Merrion, at the
RISING OF

WAVE

urging wave, a

THE TiDE.

lightl}^

foaming crowd,

Along the silv'ry sand in laughing race
Now shadow'd by th' incumbent azure cloud,
Now glowing cheer'd by Sol's refulgent face
;

How

:

near, refracted through the dashing spray,

Howth's rugged brow floats o'er th' expansive bay
Th' opposing rock, whose margin wildly steep,

Hangs

;

o'er the placid mirror of the deep,

Thick studded gay with glist'ning villas shines
The lengthened mole in long array divides,
As crown'd by yon tall Pharos it confines,
The deepen'd current, mid conflicting tides.
At distance rise Eblana's polish'd domes,
Courting her wand' ring sons to peaceful homes
lU,
Alas that scenes so gay, and clime so mih'
Should ever teem with rage or civil discord wild.
:

!

J. B.

—
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Lines on

WHAT
If

—

Wit

—the Author unknown.

though Wit tickles, tickling is unsafe,
painful, while it makes us laugh :

still 'tis

Who

for the

poor renown of being

s??iart.

Would plant a sti??g within a brother's /leart ?
Parts may be praised Good-nature is adored
Then draw your wit, as seldom as your sword,
And never on the weak, or you'll appear.

—

As

there no hero

:

— no great genius here.

As in smooth oil, the razor best is whet,
So wit is by 'politeness sharpest set
;

Their want of edge, from their offence is seen,
Both pain us least, when exquisitely keen
^\i(ifame men give us for \X\^joy they find,
Dull is ihe jester, where ihajokes unkind.
;

On thr Launch

G^Y
And

new Boat, the Lydia op
Ballitore.

of the

buoyant bark, up the calm current rise.
lightly floating on the stream descend

Bearing apt lesson to our eager eyes.
Of life's alternate course, so soon to end.

While

daily gliding o'er the placid Griese,

Wafting sweet health and pleasure

to her

youth

;

The pledge of concord in the vale of peace,
And solace of this seat of meek-eyed Truth.

What name shall consecrate the river's pride,
That may both sympathy and joy impart?

A

name for ever to the vale
That soothes at once and

allied,

glads the feeling heart.

Lydia shall still the favour'd motto prove^
A name that ev'ry sentiment attains
;

Which sadly sweet recalls the gen'ral love,
The present hope, and boast of village swains.
J. B.

End op the Third Number.
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The Young

Soldier, a Tale.

(Concluded from our

T

IV.
'^^r^f^f^

E

sailed from Portsi)iouth,

sight of land

when a storm

last.)

wo had not lost
To me it appeared
however, wo got

and

arose.

much worse than it really was
through it, and arrived in safety at our destination.
Here we did not remain long inactive with spring we
began our operations. Oh, my friends, may you never
experience the miseries of warfare! JIow often have
I seen the cottage, which one day smiled with plenty,
the next, blazing with all that it contained
How
often have I seen deeds committed by unprincipled
men, which I still shudder to think of
It would be needless to recount the various scenes of
woe which I have witnessed suffice it to say, that I
was soQn disgusted with the line of life I had chosen.
Yet there was but one way of leaving it, which I
would not have attempted, even was I sure of success^
In the first battle, I received a slight wound in my
arm, which I soon recovered but soon after, I was
struck with a sabre on the head, and our army retreating, I was left, with the rest of the wounded, on
the field of battle.
The sufferings I endured were
greater, than I thought it possible for human nature
to bear.
When life was almost extinct, I was conveyed with others to an hospital. The surgeon dressed
;

;

1

;

;

—
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Tlie

wound, but gave no hopes of my recovery but
by the blessing of" Providence, and a good constitution,

my

;

through.
consoqirences of my w'ound were not serious
enough to oc«asion my discharge, and I again returned to active service.
Providence at length brought
about an event, I had so long, so ardently wished for.
After a severe battle, which terminated in our favour,
I went to look over the field of action
but never had
I Mitnessed such a scene.
Here and there were dead
bodies, heaped on one another, and swimming in
blood.
In one place, you might behold a father,
seeking the corse of his child
perhaps, his only
child; in another, a widow, gazing with distracted
and agonizing looks on the lifeless body of her husband.
Yet amidst all this horror, there were women who,
lost to every sense of feeling, tore from the lifeless
bodies the ornaments, and rilled the pockets of the
deceased.
I perceived two of them approach where
an officer lay when they took hold of him, to tear
the epaulettes from his shoulders, he heaved a lengthened sigh, yet they did not d«sist from their barbarous
employment. I rushed forward, and taking the body
surgeon atin my arms, I carried it to a tent.
tended, and having examined his wounds, gave hopes
He gained strength by degrees, and
of his recovery.
He asked my name,
after three weeks sent for me.
conversed with me for a long time, and repeatedly
said, he could not repay me for the service I had done
by my conversation, he found 1
I suppose,
him.
for
disliked the profession in which 1 had engaged
some time after, he sent for me again, and presented
me my discharge I thanked him, and was about to
depart, when he put into my hand a pocket-book,
I got

The

;

—

:

A

;

:

containing lifty pounds and wishing me a safe journey, he retired before 1 could thank him.
I immediately went to Bourdeaux, and a neutral
;

I took my passage, and afa short voyage arrived at my native country.
Thus did the Young Soldier conclude his narrative.
E. W.

vessel being ready to sail,
ter

;
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A
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Character of Dr. Johnson,

By Br. WiUon, T.C.D*

JOITNSOX spent great part of his life in

the service of

and his country, and with infinite labour endeavoured to elucidate, settle, and improve its language.
He felt the propriety of moral conduct, and forcibly
recommended it to others. If through years of severe
drudgery, to which few constitutions are equal, an
overweening conceit of his own importance stole upon
him if, conscious that he was more honourable, because more usefully employed, than numbers who lay in
the lap of fortune, and basked in the royal favour, he
looked down with contempt on the idle, the mean, and
the dissipated of all ranks if this turn of mind sometimes led him to express his sentiments of men and
things with blameable warmth and asperity of style
if it made him the dupe, and then the relation of vulh.^arning

;

;

gar prejudices let us draw a veil over his errors, and
Let
candidly impute the offence to human weakness.
those who are so severe upon the Doctor for accepting
a pension consider, that he eat the bread of his country,
not that of its minister.
If he had his foibles in common with other men, he had virtues that were an ho;

—

—

nour to

human

nature.

Anecdote.

A Man

name

Tom

Malouny, herd

Mr.
he
He wished for a room
had to sleep at an alehouse.
to himself, but his hostess said that there was but one
in which there were two beds, three quarters of which
were engaged.
He accepted the remaining share and
In a little time his three companions
soon retired.
icouhlhe, arrived with their landlady, and demanded
" What do you want?" says he ''the
admittance.
of the

Gore, went to a

•

We

do not

of

fair to sell sheep.

know whether

this piece

F

On

to a

his return

has been before published

On
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a7id Brutes.

room is full." *' Why," replied his hosi-ess, "there is
no one but you in it;" '' Yes," answered he. ''there is
Tom Malouny and I, ]\lr. Gore's man, and the man that
drove the sheep."
The besiegers finding that they
could not get in, (after venting their rage on the poor
Itindlady,) withdrew and left the witty Irishman in
;

possession of his

room

till

morning.

••••»»$«
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Faculties of xMen and Brutes.
(Continued from our last)

AFTER this examination of the mind of the lower animals, we infer that

with the

])assions

more

it

possesses the

human mind,

perfect organization

tiish, till

at last

we

;

same

faculties

and

at least in those of

a

that these gradually dimi-

can find no traces of them

in

the

lowest animals.

The actions both of man and of brutes are guided
sometimes by reason, sometimes by instinct but in
man, the most important actions are performed by the
help of reason, whereas the operations of instinct is,
comparatively speaking, trifling.
In brutes, on the
:

contrary, the faculty of reason is more sparingly bestowed, and their actions are more the result of instinct.
infer, in short, that the mind of man and of the
lower animals difter chiefly in the degree of reason

We

which they possess. Man seems to us to have been
placed midway between the higher order of beings, and
the loM^er animals, which are to him, as lie is to the
former.
Were our intelligent nature more refined, and
not debased by a mixture of earthly passions which
weigh it dowu in spite of itself—
" For
It's

tbis

clay will ?ink

spark immortal, envying

To which

it

mounts, as

if

to

it

the light

break the link

That keeps us from yon hea\en, which woos us

to its brink.-"'

Lord Byron.

world, which can scarcely now contain our vast
mind, would become an intolerable prison we would

this

;

On

the Faculties of

Men and

Brutes.
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—

be entirely discontented we are so, in a certain degree, by a wise providence of God, in order to wean
us from this, and make us look forward to another and
So, were the rational powers of the
better world.
lower animals greater, they would be unlit for the humble station appointed for them by the wise Ordain^r
were they left to conduct themselves,
of all things
solely by the feeble glimmering of reason which they
possess, they would be continually subject to unforeseen accidents, they could not procure food, nor save
Even in the case of man,
themselves from destruction.
reason is inadequate to conduct him in every circum-

—

;

stance of this

life.

Instincts have, therefore been, in

both cases, added to supjdy the insufficiency of reason

;

and the great difFeronce between man and the bnites,
lies, as we have already observed, in the different degrees of reason and instinct with which they are en-

dowed
But it may be said, if the lower animals possess
minds so like those of the human race, they ought,
like men, to acquire knowledge from experience, and
to improve their condition by discovering new comforts

and conveniences of life. Is this really the case ? The
grown up animal possesses superior information to that
of the helpless infant but let a few years pass away,
and how far does the boy leave the animal behind him.
Yet animals do improve by experience but the want
;

;

language causes the acquirements of
individuals to perish with themselves, and we know,
that it is from instruction and tradition we derive the
greatest part of our knowledge.
But now, if it be
asked why animals do not form an artificial language,
we can only answer, that the forming of a language is
a work of such difficulty that even in the case of man,
is has been by some referred to a distinct revelation,
and that the mental powers, especially that of abstraction, in animals, may, from their inferiority to those of
man, be supposed unlit for the task. Yet animals do
improve by experience in a pack of hounds, the deference that is paid to an old experienced dog has been
of an

artilicial

;

;

On
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obsen^ed by Doctor Roid,
When a young hound
opens, the pack do not pay the smallest attention to
him, but an old dog whose experience is known, is at
once followed by the pack. Animals when placed in
different situations, use different means to attain their
ends
and when placed in circumstances foreign to
their natural state, they accomplish their ends by using
means which in a state of nature they could never liave
employed. By the principle of instinct, animals always
accomplish their ends with the most unerring certainty,
and with the greatest uniformity, and its influence can
only extend to those operations which are necessary
When we therefore see
for them in a state of nature.
animals placed in different circumstances, using different and often unsuccessful means to obtain their ends
when we see that these methods are such as in a state
of nature they could never have resorted to and when
we consider that in these instances their modes of action are precisely the same as those which we ourselves would have adopted from reason and deliberation ;
we must ascribe them to higher power, than the meSo that the nachanical impulse of a blind instinct.
tural conclusion from what has been said, seems to be,
1st, The intellectual faculties of man differ from those
of the lower animals not in kind but merely in degree.
2nd. Those faculties go on decreasing from the highest to the lowest order of animals from the Our an g
Oidang down to the Polypus, 3rd. There is a regular
gradation, a continued chain of intelligence, which
comprehends angels, men, and brutes and thus reaches
from the throne of God to the farthest limits of the
:

;

;

;

animated kingdom.
Another difficulty attending this doctrine, which
I cannot presume to solve, is that it seems a natural
inference, that if the souls of brutes be similar to
those of men, they must also be reckoned immortal.
The supposition that the lower animals are to share
with us a future state of happiness, w^ould throw us
back again into the enormous and sensual ideas which
the heathens entertained of the other world, so differ-

—
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cnt from the refined notions with which Christianity
furnishes us.
Yet it does not seem impossible, that the
inexhaustible wisdom of God may have appropriated

some state of existence titted for their nature. Extraordinary as the idea may seem to some, 1 almost
love to dwell upon it, as it so beautifully harmonizes
with my ideas of justice and mercy, the darling attributes of our heavenly Father, to suppose, that so many
myriads of the lower animals should not be brought
into this world merely to pass a few years of pain and
misery, and then to sink back into everlasting oblivion ;
but that there is a place appointed for them to which
our slaves, too often the resistless victims of our wanton cruelty, may retire when harrassed out of life, '• a
place where the wicked shall cease from troubling and
the weary be at rest."

TiT-Pic-Nic
Taciturnity:

A

Persian Tale,

from

the French of Abbe Blanchet,

AT

Amadan was a celebrated academy, the first statute
" Tho academicians are to think
of which ran thus
much, \W\ie little, and (if possible) speak less." This
was called the silent academy nor was there a sage
in Persia who was not ambitious of being admitted a
:

;

member.
Zeb, a famous sage, and author of an excellent little
book entitled the Gag, heard in the distant province
where he lived, that there was a vacancy in the silent
academy. He departed immediately for Amadan, and
on his arrival presented himself at the door of the hall
where the academicians were assembled, and sent in
'' Zeb, a lover
the following billet to the President.
The billet
of silence, humbly asks the vacant place."
arrived too late
the vacancy was already supplied.
The academicians were almost in despair they had
received, somewha^ against their inclinations, a cour;

;

tier,

who had some

wit,

and whose

f2

light

and

trifling

'
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eloquence had become the admiration of all his court
acquaintances, and this learned body was now reduced
to the necessity of refusing admission to the sage Zeb,
the scourge of babbling, and the perfection of wisdom.
The President, whose duty it was to announce this
disagreeable news to the sage, scarcely could resolve,
nor knew in what manner to perform his office. After
a moment's reflection, he ordered a flaggon to be filled
with water, so full that another drop would make it
run over.
He then desired them to introduce the
candidate.
The sage appeared with that simple and

modest

air which generally accompanies true merit.
President ros-e, and without speaking a word,
pointed with affliction in his \o6ks, to the emblematical
flaggon so exactly full.
The sage understood from
thence, that the vacancy was supplied; but without
relinquishing hopes, he endeavoured to make them

The

comprehend that a supernumerary member might

be,

perhaps, no detriment to their society.
He saw on the floor a rose leaf, which he picked
up, and with care and delicacy placed it on the surface
of the water, so as not to make it overflow. All the
academicians immediately clapped their hands, in token
of applause, when they beheld this ingenious reply.
They did more; they brokethroughtheirrules in favour
of the sage Zeb.
The register of the academy was
presented to him, and he inscribed his name. Nothing
remained but for him to pronounce according to custom
a single phrase of thanks.

But this new and truly silent academician returned
thanks without speaking a word. In the margin of
the register, he wrote the number one hundred (that
of his brethern,) then put a cypher before the figures,
under which he wrote thus,

0100
Their value is neither more nor less." The President with equal politeness and presence of mind, answered the modest sage by placing the cypher, 0,
after the number 100, and by writing under them thus,
1000
" Their value is tenfold."
'•'

Poetry.
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— for June.

THE weather at the beginning of this montl) was severe,
but towards the latter end it changed and became exThe growing crops bear a very tine
tremely warm.
appearance, especially wheat, oats, and potatoes. The
grass is complained of in many places. A large quantity
of turnips has been sown in different places
this is a
valuable crop, and the cultivation of it ought to be exCattle low in price this proceeds from the
tended.
general distress occasioned by so many failures.
;

;

W.

F.

]p(DlBlPIH^o
Lines,

Written at the Net/er, a small river, which floics raliidly between two steep woody hills, amidst the
mountains near Clonmel.

YE

mountains wild, of awful form.
Rearing your high heads midst the storm,
Your shaggy sides all cloth'd with wood,
Your bosoms opening to the flood
My heart dilates with rapturous swell,
As on the lovely scene T dwell.
Now slow descending from the height,
;

While every

new delight.
we wondering view

step gives

Till at the foot

The
The
The
And

verdant slope of various hue.
beech, with burnished silvery bark,
ash, the oak, and holly dark.
there the torrent hastes away.
Beneath the sun's refulgent ray.
These sylvan scenes possess a charm
The cold, the aged heart to warm
Bring back the scenes of early youth,
;

—— —
;
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\Yith all the vivid glow of truth.
For me, w^here'er I turn my eyes,
To trees or vv'ater, clouds or skies,
At all around I wondering gaze
^
>
In transport whilst I silent raise
INIy feeble heart to offer praise,
3
To Him who pours the rapid tide,
And clothes the shaggy mountain's side
To Him who form'd the massy rock,
To brave the angry billows' shock
To Him who opes the fragrant flower,
Unseen, within sequester d bower:
"
To Him who " paints the uncolour'd sky
With clouds of ever varying dye.
No prospect fair, or dulcet sound.
;

:

:

In

beauteous world around;
holy thought, or mental gi-ace,

all this

No

In which the power we may not trace
Of that Divine Eternal Soul,
Which formed and animates the w^hole.

H.N.

On

THOUGH

Winter

Spring.

its

desolate train

tempest may bring
Yet Flora steps forward again.

Of

frost or of

And Nature

rejoices in Spring.

Though

the sun's in his glory decreas'd.
beams in the ev'ning are shorn,
Yet he rises with joy in the east,
And repairs them again in the morn.

And

his

But what can youth's sunshine

Or

recall,

the blossoms of beauty restore ?
When its leaves are beginning to fall,
It dies, and is heard of no more.

—

;

:

!
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spring-time of love then employ

;

'Tis a lesson that's easy to learn
For Cupid's a vagrant sly boy.

And

his seasons will never return.

Imitation of the Third

Ode of Horace,

To THR Ballitore

MAY
Which

First Book.

Boat.

that auspicious planet bright
sparkles on the brov^ of night,

Soft Venus, with her lovely light:
May the twin stars propitious shine,

And gentlest gales around thee play,
Thou bark, who bearest a freight benign,
The good, the wise, the fair, the gay

Oh

smoothly, safely, mayst thou glide.
land on Griese's smiling side
precious charge
He first whose oar
Impell'd the shallop from the shore
Bold was his heart no fears he knew,
While midst the willowy isles he flew,
And where the gates tremendous stood,
Repelling with their force the flood
Or sail'd o'er Taylor's Hole, so deep.
Where the blue waters calmly sleep
Nor could the bridge his course prevent,
Right through the midmost arch he went.
!

And
Thy

.

—

:

—

;

Undaunted

sailor

!

— Griese's tide

may

neighbouring meads divide,
For he his painted bark may moor,
At his free choice on either shore
And where he wills to go he can.
What aim too bold for thee, adventurous
In vain

;

man

^^' "^

IQth of fifth mo. 1820.

Written at the Black Rock.

!

— Morning.

AROUND

the margin of Ebl ana's bay,
Wlien morning's dawn in placid light ascends,
op'ning eyes in calm delight survey
Each beauteous scene this lovely region blends

My

:

;
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As

'cross the wat'ry crescent soars the sun,
In rising pride, his glorious race begun,
Disclosing, joyous to my raptur'd sight,
The stately mole, with lofty Pharos crown'd
And yonder height, bedeckt with lustre bright,

Where Howth

The

gigantic rears his rugged

mound

winged bark that glides between,
Upbuoyed, o'er swelling waves of em' raid green,
silver

Some valued friend,
Or tidings gladsome

perhaps, in safety bears,
brings, to chase our anxious cares.

J.B.

Answer to the Doubt expressed

in the BalliTORE Magazine, of the Person after whom the
Boat was named.

KNO W'ST thou where rears the Mill its modest pile,
That peaceful roof that fronts " the willowy isle ?"
Th' unenvying residence of widow'd worth.
Whence daily suppliants pass with blessings forth
There, who our valued patriarch's lot beguiled,
Lives Lydia, honour'd by each grateful child
An earl}' shoot, which grac'd her garden's pride.
In youth a flow' ret gave then droop' d and died,
Departed Lydia, mourn'd throughout the vale.
We'll oft invoke, while sighs each echoing gale.
And, near the bridge, now shines in beauty's morn,
A sprightly maid, whom worldlings would not scorn,
The muse's oflTspring thus, with one acclaim,
Our boat proclaims of each the worthy name.

—

;

J.B.

Lines addressed to J. B.

O

Happy Poet in whose verse combine
The flowing numbers, and the polish'd line
!

Convinced by thee, our foolish doubts are o'er,
all consenting, name the bark of Ballitore,

And,

;

;
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Let us the aged matron yet revere,
drop a tear,
in her circles e'er
Behold a heart more pure, a fonn more fair ?
Wont at the tale of misery to mourn,
And, careless of her own, at others* woes to bum.
Whilst weeping poverty sighs o'er her sod,
Her happy spirit warbles to her God

And o'er departed Lydia
Than whose, did fashion

;

And joyful

angels, for lior

brow

divine,

Wreaths of
Let us

And

celestisl brilliancy entwine.
youthfid beauty yet admire,
the honey'd name sweet harmony inspire.

tlie

let

'

R. D.

W.

The Warxixg.
TtlE morning was wTapp'd in a darksome
The whirlwind rplling adown the dale
The hill was capp'd with a stormy cloud.

shroud,

;

Stern winter was stalking along the vale

;

And

the birds, that of late did so sweetly sing.
Sat mournfully mute on the leafless tree.
Tis thus, to life's unthinking spring
Succeeds an old age of misery.

The grass, that erst was emerald
The roses red, and the daisies
See blasted

The
I

in

death

green.
white,

— and no more are seen

colours, once so

''

brilliant

and bright."

thought, as I gaz'd on the dreary scene.
That it might be compar'd to the thoughtless

mind

In youth's first spring all is fresh and green,
But no pleasure in winter can it find.

But those who seek,

The

in life's op'ning morning.

treasures that virtue

jNlay smile, as they read

They

and wisdom display

my

simple vrarning.

are sure of the lights that guide their

way.

Umbra,
end of the fourth number.

—
Henry Grattan's
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Farewell.

Henry Grattan's Farewell.

HENRY GRATTAN, my brother

editor, having,

from various circumstances, been obliged to leave Baladdressed the following farewell to the

litore school,

subscribers

:

R. D.

To OUR
'•'

FROM certain

W.

'

KIND Subscribers.

circumstances,

draw myself from public
nothingness from whence

am

I

obliged to with" that

notice, to sink into

I sprung."
The only loss
the public can sustain will be that of a good printer ;*
but, it will be amply recompensed by acquiring, in
T. E. S. A.M. (who, in conjunction with R. D. W.
I,
will continue the publication) a valuable editor.
however, resign my charge with sincere regret, and,
with the buskined hero, ean exclaim,
*'

And

Can

I,

your plaudits, ringing

in

mine

ear,

scarce support, to think our parting near."

Scott.

And, returning thanks to those fi-iends who have so
kindly construed, and magnified my poor exertions, I
subscribe my name with feelings of unfeigned respect
and gratitude,
n. G.
•

The numbers of

the

print,

are circulated
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the
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monthly,

in
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five
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ford to p*ay for instruction.

made

out of the preceding

form by the
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manuscript, printed with
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employed
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EDUCATION,
Or some of the Duties of a

Student,

and the best means

of Self-improvetnent.

Part

First.

— Of

the Influence of Genius.

-LtJLaNY young men

despairing of ever reaching any
degree of excellence in literary and scientific pursuits,
(a feeling as different from real Lumility as genuine
dignity of mind is from arrogance,) give way to the
first difficulties they meet with, and resign themselves
They give
to a voluntary and permanent ignorance.
This high
out for excuse that they have no genius.
sounding word is very generally used, and every one
thinks he understands what is meant by it; yet it
would be easy to show that often no very fixed signifiIn the present case it is cercation is attached to it.
tainly an abuse of language, to allege the want of
genius as a sufficient reason for passing the rest of our
days in intellectual darkness. If by genius they mean
abilities for the pursuit of science, consisting in an
improveable state of the mental powers, they are misall have it, for all may be improved by educataken
But if by genius they imderstand that rare
tion.
combination of powers, ''that spark of nature's fire"

—

B

2

Of

the Influence of Genius.

which, indeed, is granted but to a happy few, why
should they so bitterly regret the want of a gift which
so few are destined to share? must they lose courage,
and give up every effort, because they are on a kvel
with the mass of their competitors ? Did they look at
those they envy so much, did they examine with an
unprejudiced eye those sons of genius, they would
often congratulate themselves, that they had not been
endowed with a gift which more than once has proved
a curse to the possessor. Does not genius too often
give an irritability to the feelings, a morbid sensibility
to the mind, which will turn its various powers into so
many engines for self-tormenting and render life an
endless succession of faults, involuntary, but of lasting
effects, and of bitter though unavailing remorse ?
But
to consider this admirable yet dangerous gift'as more
strictly connected with our present subject, education
Does not genius by rendering easy to its possessor
those tasks which appear difficult to others, often excite confidence and pride (the bane of real and solid
knowledge) and cause a proportionate relaxation of
diligence and application.
The boy of genius does
Every
not long remain ignorant of his excellence.
one charitahli/ takes care to tell him of it, especially
;

—

;

—

if it

may answer any

spoiled
rivals,

by

his enervated

ertions in

selfish,

interested design.

adulation, full of contempt for his

which

it

Thus

humbler

mind becomes unlit for those exwas intended by Nature to excel.

His want of success is attributed to every cause but
the right one, and thus he is carried through the regular course of studies.

It is

not until his opportunities

improvement have passed away, that he sees too
late his error,
and bewails the fatal security into
which he had been lulled by his presumption. When
he enters into tl>e world, he has the humiliation of
seeing his own slighted companions in exalted situations, whilst he must bend his proud spirit and pass an
obscure life in some subaltern employment.

for

Of

the Influence

3

of Genius.

Since therefore genius is of itself insufficient to insure success, how is it to be obtained?
Perhaps it
may be answered with trutli that industry is the great,

and indeed

tlie only indispensible requisite to insure
If idlesuccess in scientific, as in all other pursuits.
ness has been justly called the mother of vices, indus-

may, with no less reason, be styled the fruitful
But industry, as well as
parent of virtues and talents.
genius, must be properly directed and applied
for, as
it is implanted in us by nature, it is a mere restlessness
of disposition, more properly termed activity
it is an
instinct which we share with the inferior animals, as
it is absolutely necessary for the preservation of health,
and the acquisition of the moans of subsistence. That
spirit of activity we see pervading all nature.
Every
every organ of our
fluid is in continual circulation
frame requires to be in continual action. If that activity be stopped, disease immediately follows.
numbness creeps upon every vital organ, a death-like
coldness chills the blood a morbid listlessness seizes
upon us, the heart grows faint and languid, and almost
the mind,
forgets to beat, the body flags and decays
now plunged in lethargic slumber, now suddenly
and
awakens to fearful and indescribable anguish,
then all is dark, and death soon puts an end to such
complicated misery.
In like manner, the preservation and improvement
of our faculties depends on their constant exercise. But
the industiy' of a student does not consist in mere acThe mind is necessarily active jt?*?/- 5'<?, but untion.
less that action be properly directed, it docs not deserve the name of industry.
Like a ship, if not judiciously managed, the mind will be tossed 'by every
wave, and exposed to every blast. The mind must be
confined to one object at a time, and not allowed to
roam at will in quest of favourite speculations. But,
as it is naturally impatient of restraint, that proce^
must be laborious and difficult. Hence the industry
here recommended is more a habit to be acquired, than
try

;

;

;

A

:

;

—
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Rattlehrain, Esq.

— How

a principle inherent in our nature.
then is this
invaluable habit to be acquired, and sustained through
the many painful, and often, perhaps, hopeless hours
of dry labour and solitary study? What are the principles, what are the motives we must endeavour to
awaken and nurse in our minds, in order to produce
it?

These queries shallform the subject of the following
part of the enquiry.

T. E.

S.

Memoirs of Peter Rattlebrain Esq.
Peter Rattlebrain, Esq.

of Rattlemount, in tlje
county of Moonshine, was an instance of the futility
of all earthly blessings, without stability of character
and correctness of principle. His life may serve as a
beacon to avert the imprudent steps of youth from
treadmg the paths of thoughtless dissipation.
Born to the inheritance of an ample fortune, and

indulged, as young persons usually are, his early life
did not beli^ the favourable auspices of his birth, or

the fond wishes of his parents.
active,

acute,

goed tempered

He

little

was

boy,

in fact

who

an

unless

spoiled in educating, could not have failed to become
a useful and perhaps an ingenious man. But fortune
was his very worst enemy
by accumulating on his
;

head her

she ruined him by kindness, and poisoned his future life out of her Circean cup.
His parents died early and ere his minority expired, his patrimonial estate was swollen by the addition of a collateral inheritance which made him,
when of age, the richest country gentleman in Moonshine. Here was every fair incentive to a distinguished
course of useful and honourable life.
Fine mansions
gifts

;

£»nd

ample domains invited

his regards,

and proffered

Memoirs of
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'Peter Rattlebrain, Esq.

enjoyment.
A numerous
poor tenantry afFqrded, full
range for well applied and discriminating benevolence.
The country marked him as a commoner, about to
commence a public career, tliat would have carrried
him by acclamation into the senate. What a bright
prospect in the morn of youth!
how clouded even
in the noon of life the present memoir will depicture.
Squire Rattlebrain's first material disadvatage was,
to be much left to the society of servants, who flattered young master in a fulsome manner, to favour
their own designs on his youthful purse or future
means of patronage. He was sent to an eminent preparatory seminary, where too much deference was
paid to connections and expectations, and young Peter
found little need of exertion, where all were disposed
to court the future man of opulence and consequence.
From this sluggish and unpromising mode of education, he was transplanted into a new climate
but in
which the seeds of indolence, indulgence, and selfishness, were only the more quickly nurtured.
Rattlebrain was moved gradually through a public school
and university, at which seminaries his education was
completed, and his character for life established.
At school, he learned the alternate parts of slave
and tyrant where tired of the crouching sycophancy
of the one, he rushed more impetuously into the selfish
arrogance of the other.
Here too, he became initiated into the fashionable habits, that were to mark his
adolescence with select distinction over less happy
all the moans of
and well disposed,

rational

tliougli

—

;

:

mortals.

Those

the university matured, afi:ording
scanty portion of learning, which
early genius must acquire.
Here too was nourished,
a taste for expense
encouraged even by the preceptors as elegant and gentlemanly, to grace the man of
fashion and distinguish him from the vulgar.
All this time, the unfortunate estates of Rattlebrain
and Aircourt were miserably neglected, by the ill mafailings

leisure to lose the

;

Stnctures on the Ballitore Magazine,
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nagement of sordid agents and tlieir worthless tools.
Merit was never sought for or encouraged, misconduct
never reprbved, unless accompanied by misfortune;
and exaction and injustice, were at their utmost
height.
The impoverished and oppressed tenantry,

who

looked to a change of system at the approaching
however, doomed to

period of emancipation, were,
still further disappointment.

J. B.

(To

be continued.)

Strictures on the Ballitore Magazine.

To

the Editors of

Young

tjie

Ballitore

Magazine.^

Friends,

have always been a faithful supporter of the
I encouraged it when first begun by your
late schoolfellow Thomas Fisher; I saw it with pleasure becoming a useful and amusing repository. I have
not abandoned it in its decline, and as a proof of the
sincere interest I feel in a publication which might be
made the channel of much useful information, 1 have
now undertaken to give you some advice, to enable you
to meet the vidshes of your subscribers, and make a
suitable return to the favour that has been extended
to your efforts. I hope you have a sufficient conviction
of your own inexperience, to take in good part the advice, somewhat harsh perhaps, but well intended, of a
plain old friend who loves his native village, and the
amiable circle it contain.s, who is deeply interested in
its seminary, and anxious to turn to the advantage of
the young people a paper, which, in my opinion, should
be almost exclusively intended for them, both by afI

magazine

;

We

•
do uotknow whether (his letter was intended for publication,
We, however, hope to show our
or only as a coufidential reproof.
readiness to receive advice from any one, and in any shape, by in-

serting the whole, without alteration.

Strictures on the BaUitore Masrazine
t)'

them an opportunity of expressing their thoughts
and thus acquiring a mastery of their language, and
by submitting to them plain and easy precepts, amusing
and improving anecdotes, stories, &:g. instead of highflown reveries, aud deep metaphysical dissertations on
the soul of beasts, the nature of a future state, and
such like mysteries, which seem rather calculated for
You
a club of old humourists, than for school-boys.
must excuse me, young friends, when I say that your
fording

publication, ingenious as

answered

its

object.

it

— In the

may
first

be,

has not hitherto

place, I expected to

many

a destitute child sent to school by your means,
instruction thus diffusing itself among our
poorer neighbours, which can aloi^e make them useful
members of the community.* Nothing has been done.
I am told, indeed, that the money which was thus
allowed to remain idle, was accumulating to form a
capital, in order to print, what you called the lirst
1 will not speak here of the
series of your magazine.
propriety of publishing communications, sent to you
with no other object than to circulate among a few
indulgent friends for you may tell me that they are
now yours, and completely at your disposal. 1 will
barely hint also at the danger of early authorship,
which has spoiled many a promisng youth, by filling
his brain with self-conceit, and unfitting him for these
sober and more solid occupations, by which he could
render himself an independent and consequently respectable individual.
As to the work itself, I acknowledge that it is fairly
written, that the numbers are well filled, in a word,
but once more,
that you give us plenty for our money
you have overreached your object. You are too fine,
These elaborate essays of
too deep, too sentimental.
yours can never fix the attention of a school-boy, who
may read in books when he likes, essays on the same
see

and that

—

;

—

;

We

pleasure of announcing that for the last six month?*
have been sent to (he daily school, from the produce
of the monthly subscriptions.— Ed.
•

have

th'.^

fifteen children

b4
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high subjects, and far better executed. It is for the
school-boys you should principally write
you should
amuse, and whilst amusing, instruct and improve them.
Have you done that? You are I hope, too candid to
say you have.
On the contrary, your magazine Is no
longer read by them, it circulates solely in the different
houses of the village.
are the only readers left to
admire your effusions. The boys of Ballitore School
;

—

We

have

now become

entirely careless of

your magazine,

of the existence of which they are reminded only by
seeing you with self-important and busy faces, near
the end of every month, sitting down to write the
future number, which is to become the theme of conversation for the next.
The natural consequence is, that they no longer
write in it and yet, this was to have been the third
grand result of a juvenile periodical publication, that
the youths should exercise themselves with writing
short essays and stories, for their mutual amusement
and benefit. Was not that better, than to beg from
those grown-up persons whose time is taken up by
other and more important concerns ?
Do you not
;

think besides, that they would be more anxious to
read each other's little works, than those of people
were prepared
few of them knew much about ?
to see those little attempts, and to admire them, I
assure you, much more than specimens of style more
perfect, I confess, but, on that account, less interesting
to me, who look chiefly for the improvement of your
Have you
younger and unpractised school-fellows.
Perhaps you were
encouraged such publications ?
afraid of disgracing your own eloquent pages.
At any
rate, the fact is, that few, if any such communications
have made their appearance in your learned magazine.
Lastly, with reference to yourselves alone, it was of
importance to accustom yourselves to a more moderate
and natural style. One should learn how to walk with
unaffected ease, before he studies the theatrical strut.
If you never descend to a simpler style, you will lose

We

Answer of

the Editors to

Mordax

9

the power of expressing yourselves with natural ease,
and believe me, you will find it more useful in the
world, than a florid and bombastic manner of expression, which cannot possibly be endured except on a
few peculiar occasions.
I am harsh perhaps, but I am a well-meaning friend.
I hope you will endeavour to mend the defects 1 have
merely pointed at, that you will invite your young
friends, to write for your magazine, that you will encourage and help them, correct their writings, point

out subjects, furnish materials, &c. The consequence
will be that your paper, more within their reach, will
be read by them, that it will improve them, and that
You may
;yx)ur means of doing good will be enlarged.
thus show your proficiency in the first steps of literature, in a much more useful manner, than by devoting
your pages exclusively to learned or high subjects.
You will thus become useful to your school-fellows,
you will contribute to their amusement, and thereby
effectually promote the views of their benevolent and
enlightened master.
Then indeed, will the editors of the new reformed.
Ballitore Magazine be heartily thanked and approved.

Their sincere Friend, and Well-wisher.

Mordax.

Answer op the Editors to Mordax.

THE

Editors of the Ballitore Magazine return thanks
unknowTi and severe judge Mordax by publishing his strictures on the Magazine, they disclaim
to their

:

every mystery, and show their willingness to receive
any advice that may render their juvenile work more
worthy of patronage. They hope they will not be
understood to express any disrespect for their un-

Answer of
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the Editors to

Mordax.

adviser who represents himself as old, (age
claims the respect of youth,) if they endeavour to explain and excuse some of the faults he charges them
with.
acknowledge that our magazine is too uniformly
serious, that the topics are often of difficult comprehension discussions on which, for that very reason,
may be expected to be obscure and imperfect, and but
too apt to lead into rash and unprofitable speculations.
shall certainly endeavour to mend
errare huma7mm est —^ iu errare iterseverar^, diabolicum.
take this opportunity of publicly begging the kind
correspondents who have so obligingly interposed to
conceal our incapacity, to favour us with pieces in the
style and manner recommended by our friend, and ex-

known

We

;

We

:

We

clusively intended for youthful minds.

We

will our-

and unaffected style, which we
know to be the best, the most useful, and the most
pleasing but which at the same time^ presents the
greatest difficulty to young writers, whose unimproved
taste naturally aims at an ambitious and affected mode
selves study that easy

;

of expression.

We

have been convinced from the beginning that
the more our magazine contained of simple and amusing compositions, the better it w^ould answer its object.
have certainly never discouraged any such but
the communications from Ballitore School quickly ceasThis
ed, after the charm of novelty had evaporated.
was not entirely our fault, and we doubt whether in
the time of the former magazine, the case was otherOne of the causes which contributed most to
wise.
that indifference, was the want of perseverance in two
other publishers, who started with us in the lists, and
"whose voice is heard now no more." Had these
periodical papers been continued, there must have existed a certain degree of competition wliich might have
kept alive the interest of the school.

We

;

The Power of Habit.
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This merit at least belongs to us, that, unmoved by
the extmction of the " Observer" and ''Advertiser,"
we have now persevered for live months, and shall
persevere, till we can hand over the Ballitoro Magazine to abler editors, better calculated to meet the approbation of the public, and to produce those advantages on which our friend so properly insists, as the
are but little
great object of such a publication.
able to perform the function of correctors to our young
friends compositions, but what we can, we will do
cheerfully, and we now invite them again to contribute
to our magazine
we promise that they shall receive
from us whatever assistance it is in our power to give.
To conclude, we cannot satisfy every one, but we
trust, that our willingness to receive advice, and follow it when we are convinced it is good, and our efforts
t© please the generality of our readers, will be received
with indulgence, and that our unknown correspondent
himself will relax something of his severity, considering the manifold difficulties we have to contend with
from the caprice of some, our own ignorance, want
of time, and of experience.

— Wo

;

The Power of
C-kiefly

THE

addressed to

Habit.

Young People

power of early acquired

setting out in

life.

upon our conduct
and the increasing

habits,

to the latest period of our lives,

conquering those that are pernicious to
us; are subjecte that have been treated upon so often
and so generally assented to, that it is not necessary
to enlarge upon it.
The wish that every well dispodifficulty of

s£»d

person has to give his children the best education

he can, shews, that he supposes much of their future
happiness depends upon the imbibing proper principles, and acquiring proper habits in early life.

The Power of Halit
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Now

me

beseech you, young people, who are
man and womanhood, to look about
and see are you sowing seeds for repentance. Or,
are you hourly breaking through some good and necessary rule of our forefathers, which our conscience
allowing habits of indolence to gain ground
approves
by making too frequent use of the bell, when you
have more time than the servants to provide what you
want or employing inferior agents to run on every
let

fast verging into

—

;

occasion to fetch and carry.
These little habits grow rapidly upon young people,
till they almost believe it is their own peculiar right to
sit still and Oi'der.
No one is' so blind as not to see
the impropriety of that grievous habit of lying in bed
long in the morning, not to mention the waste of
time and health. For a time there are feeble efforts
made to break through it, and promises to ourselves
that this shall be the last morning
promises, which
we very well know, will not be kept to.
When we are bent on relinquishing bad habits, we
ought not to put it off till tomorrow, but make the
young woman
present moment the time of change.
who has allowed herself to get this habit, is unfitted to
become the wife of a man of middling circumstances,
or indeed to become a good wife in any other situa-

—

A

tion.

Hurry and confusion through the day, and want of
must be continually in a family where the
mother daily wastes two or three hours of the busiest
part of the day in bed.
If necessity should compel
regularity,

she is cross and sleepy all the mornher usual time of rising whereas if she had
never become the slave of this absolutely sensual habit,
her mind and body w^ould be invigorated by the uniform practice of settling her domestic concerns, and
the leisure hour that might occur would be enjoyed
with a greater relish and satisfaction than sleeping or
dozing could ever give.

her to
ing,

rise early,

till

;

—
13

Literature.

I

am

sitions,

persuaded that

by

many

way

giving

to

a fine girl of good dispoindolence, at the age that

she might easily have conquered it, has subjected herself to the sorrowful necessity of preferring a wealthy
having allowed these weakto a worthy young man
nesses so to overcome the natural vigour of her mind,
as to prefer a lazy life to all other gratifications.
Of what use shall we be in old age if we allow
ourselves to stiffen in our youth ? we shall be perfectly
unable to asssist ourselves decrepid, useless, unpitied

—

—

beings.

A.

Literature.

IT was

a delightful era

when

newly
which behim in cha-

Literature, like a

arisen sun, dispelled the mist of ignorance

nighted the soul of man, and shouted to
racters of light, a course of sublime

and

useful pur-

adequate to the great end of his being.
If she beheld the favourite of Fortune rioting in
excesses, she whispered to him that this was brutal
if subjecting the whole powers of a lofty mind to the
miserable agitations of the gaming table, she said
" what a guilty perversion of faculties bestowed so liberally."
Perhaps she called him from the raceground, where the noble animals there let loose for
his amusement, seem degraded by partaking of the
passions of man or perhaps from the chace, where he
pursues with senseless ardour the timid hare; or the
" antler'd monarch of the waste" who flies from his relentless pursuers, or at length overcome, appeals to him
**in dumb despair," "with tears chasing each other
down his innocent nose;" and if this appeal remain
unheeded, what a mournful proof is it that the divine
impulse of compassion, so consoling and so necessary
to the fallen state of man, operates no more.
suits,

:

C

v

14"
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To the poor man oppressed with care and toil, and
denied the bodily comforts possessed in abundance by
his richer neighbours, she opens her mental -stores,
points out the path of content that leads to true happiness, embellished with the flowers of genius, and still
dearer, the gems of piety,
" These, these exalt the soul to solemn thought
" And heavenly musing/'

He, no longer the hopeless

ropiner,

and cringing

supplicant, feels his mind enlightened and warmed by
her vivifying ray his native energy aroused, he casts
;

the sordid rags of poverty, and standing erect,
claims his place in the great scale of society.
Literature is a bosom friend to man, as by her inexhaustible resources she alleviates his sufferings, so that
even deserted and friendless, he feels himself in a degi-ee in dependant, and can soar aloft into unclouded
regions, and can forget, for a while, the vexations and

away

She is his ornament,
sorrows of this "netherworld."
after the drudgery
throwing her graces around him
of business, his sweetest reward is to see her smiling,
ready to receive him into her repubii c, where he reposes and allows his excursive thoughts to range through
her intellectual dominions, extracting sweets and returning laden with treasures, v»'hich prove their judicious selection by the humility which accompanies
them.
But who more than the parents of a young family
have cause to rejoice in her lustre, they behold their
little flock surrounding them, and asking with eager
looks, for the food which is to nourish and expand
and how do they tremble lest the
their pure minds
pollutions of the world take the place of their, as yet,
They fly to her and are not
unspotted innocence
Thus she becomes a guardian of this
disappointed.
temple, intended for all that we can conceive of great
and good, the heart of man.

—

;

!
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The

philosopher,

nati've air,

in

in her

which he

15

atmosphere breathes his

feels himsell'

Her

expand and

flou-

like a tender
lap has been his cradle
when more mature,
mother she has sustained him
she has taught his eye to penetrate the labyrinth of
rish.

;

;

and he now lays his grateful tribute at her
she receives it with an approving smile, and tells
him, while she points on high, that the more intellectual, the more purev and lasting will be his enjoyments.

science,
feet

;

Columbia.

Miscellaneous Pieces.

On

— MAN

not made for permaContinual enjoyment
would pall upon us. Suppose that a change were to
take place in nature, according to the inconsiderate
wishes of those who think that an exemption from
all cares would mak e us happy.
Let all the fiction
of the golden age be realized, an eternal spring, an
unclouded sky. flowers and fruits growing spontaneThen without any art, science, or laously, &c.
bour, in a word, without any thing to occupy us,
nobody would have any thing to do or to learn. But
soon disgusted with a state that had nothing of luy)piness but the name, we should ask again for ouH
ploughs and the sweet succession of toils and repose.
Happiness supposes wants, and means of satisfying
them. With wants which we cannot satisfy, we are
unhappy, but we should be so still in an abundance
which anticipating all our wants, would allow us no
time to feel them.
It is in the alternate passage from
the feeling of wants to enjoyment, and from enjoyment
to other wants felt to be again satisfied, that all tlie
happiness we can pretend to, consists. The tranquillity
of mind which we would recommend, as the source of
true felicity, is not a dull and torpid languor it is a
c 2

nent

Hajyjnness.
happiness on this

is

earth.

;
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pleasing exercise of our faculties, it is the mind pleased
with its own activity, and exercising it without overstraining it.
Equally unlike the impetuous torrent,
that swee])s away every thing on its passage, or the
stagnant water that breeds putrefaction, it resembles
the gentle and regular flow of a clear and abundant
stream, that diflfuses fertility around.
But happiness cannot exist without virtue it is the
character of the virtuous man to find pleasure in his
duties. It is then, partly at least, for pleasure that we

—

beyond all other
This pleasure inseparable from a virtuous conduct,
is a powerful
auxiliaiy to a sense of duty which ought always to be
the mainspring of all our actions.
There is indeed a
pleasure which is not found in virtue
it is a powerful
but temporary excitement, an intoxicating voluptuousness which disturbs our whole being, and is always
succeeded by a proportionate degree of languor and
But the pleasure which we feel from the
.,^-^4€*jection.
discharge of our duties, is a feeling of delight, which
diffuses calm through the soul, which like a celestial
light penetrates it, and unites itself with it, feeds it,
as it wore, and imparts to our whole being an indefinable sensation of plenitude and satisfaction.
T. E. S.
seek virtue

pleasures

;

it is

because

which we

it

pleases us

sacrifice to

it.

;

—

H

An AutheJitic Anecdote. Dr.
a member
of the Society of Friends, during a pedestrian excursion mth a friend through the Highlands of
Scotland, was benighted on a lonely moor.
The
night was stormy, and no human being could be
At last
seen to lead them to a place of shelter.
they discovered a light which they found to proceed from a miserable house. After much entreaty,
they obtained admittance, and found only a woman
and children the former very unwillingly consented
,

:

them remain for the night, and conducting them
a loft, showed them two settle-beds, in one of which

to let
to

Miscellaneous Pieces.
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they were to sleep. They lay down. The Doctor's
companion, through fatigue, soon fell asleep. Some
heard a slight noise, and saw
time after Dr.
a kind of curtain which divided the apartment
pushed aside: a man holding a rush-light came forward
went softly to the other bed, and took out of
Then moving over to the travellers,
it a long knife.
he looked very earnestly at them. The Doctor stirred
not, though expecting every moment to have the knife
plunged into his heart, fully believing they had got
into one of the retreats of banditti, that were then said
to infest the country.
iVfter a few minutes however,
the man still making no noise, withdrew to his own
bed, extinguished his light, and soon gave unequivocal
proofs of his being asleep.
Dr.
longed for
the day which at last appeared.
He then roused his
companion and told him what he had seen. Their
host (the supposed robber) awoke also, and told them
that he had been out the night before when they arrived, ^nd that his wife- having told him two strangers
were there, he was afraid they came to rob them, as
they had been attacked some nights before, but that
perceiving that they were asleep, he lay down with
confidence, still keeping his knife ready, that if they
attacked him he might defend himself.

H

—

—

H

—

O/i the Command of Teinper.
There is nothing
more erroneous, and that should be more strongly
reprobated, than the compromise which some people enter into between their worth and their pas" I am the best tempered man in
sions of anger.

the world, but a little hasty
this is either w^eakness or hypocrisy,; temper is entirely within our controul, and we are never angry with those whom wo
really love or really fear.
It is an indulgence, more
:

than any other, productive of misery in a family;
and good temper should therefore be a prime consideration in the choice of a companion for life.
I mean

18
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that good temper, which extends itself to the whole
character, which prevents, not merely our being hasty,
but suspicious, peevish, exacting, or arbitrary.
Married life under the most adverse worldly circumstances may still be happy, but without temper, the

most fortunate combination of advantages is embitI look upon good temper, which always implies good sense, the result of reason regulating the
passions, to be one of the most inestimable acquisitions a human being can gain, and yet, of all others,
tered.

it is

the least cultivated.

Why should

any person speak roughly to another ?
if you have the person's interest at
heart, gentleness is the true method
with an individual who requires force it would be hardly worth
while to exert it he must be far gone.

it

does no good

:

;

:

Many, many

men are totally ruined for
the minor purposes of social life, by their wives and
"
children pleading for them severally ''that's his way;
such a plea is allowable if the person be a lunatic,
but for a person in his senses, there is but one way,
and that is the practice of giving as much pleasure,
and

excellent

as little pain, as

is

possible, at all times,

and

in

every situation
L.

I?

® la ^ B

'S'c

Ballitore.
See from the terrac'd road

in pleasing glance.

O'er gentle slopes, surrounding hills appear,
Where winds below, in sweetly curl'd expanse
The modest Griese, her peaceful vale to cheer.

—

—

.
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From the trim hedge-rows stately ehns arise,
That wave their leafy honours to the breeze
Each cot and farm, in kindred neatness vies

;

;

The Mill's fair pile its quiet dwelling nigh,
Where the mild owner, with contented eye
And blithe philanthropy, the stranger sees
;

;

The
And

house of Meditation's holy rites;
Learning's fane the traveller invites.
J.

B.

The African Mother's Consolation,*

SLOWLY they move — the pensive

throng;

Slowly they lead the steed along.
On which the wounded youth is borne.
Blithesome he hail'd the rising morn,
Light was his spirit then, and gay
But now his life-blood ebbs away,
For while he sought his herds to save,
The cruel Moors the death-wound gave.
But who is she whose looks declare

The

Ah

!

frantic feelings of despair ?
'tis

Affection

She

lifts

—
——

the mother
in that groan
anguish
pity, moan
her eyes she spreads her hands.
,

—

,

And sympathy from

all

commands

;

* I observed a number of people supporting a youna: nian upon
This was one
horseback, and conducting^ him slowly to the town.
of the herdsmen, who defending his cattle from the Moors, had been
\vounded by a shot from them. His mother walked on before, quite
frantic with grief, clapping; her hands, and enumerating the good
qualities of her son, " Eo maflfo fenio," (be never told a lie) said
the disconsolate mother, as her wounded son was carried in at the
gate, '* Eo raaffo fenio abada," (he never told a lit*, no, never !)

He

died that eveniog.—

Parkh Travels

in Africa.

—

;;

^

!

—
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virtues rush upon her soul,
Those only can her pangs control
And, with maternal grief and pride,

His

"

He

never told a

lie,"
''

Oh truth

she cry'd,
!"
never

No

the undefiled breast,
swerves not from thy high behest,
pronounces blest
Conscience,
best judge,
!

Which

—

—

For ever

M.

The

O'ER

Lily of the Vale.

of emerald hue advancing,
flowery footed May
On beds of roses, Zephyrs dancing.
While beauties blush from every spray.
But oh! no flowret drinks the gale,
Or lists Diana's nightly tale,
Like thee, sweet Lily of the vale.
fields

We hail the

Whilst buds of roseate

tints are shining
In rays that bid their lustre fade.

Thy snowy

bells are

still

reclining

Beneath thy broad and verdant shade;
Their simple graces love to veil
Clad in their lucid garb so pale,

Thou

beauteous Lily of the vale

:

And when the sun's last beam declining
Leaves many a lovely flowret faded,
Thy bells on parent stems entwining
And from its ardent lustre shaded.
Catches the evening's tepid gale

That

loves their fragrance to inhale,

And blooms the

Lily of the vale.

L.

;

;!

; ;
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And

thas when Pleasure's rays are beaming,
Some bask in her refulgent day
;

Whilst others shun the

And

brilliant gleaming,

love the evening's tranquil ray,

^Yho unambitious seek the dale.
And there, their balmy sweets exhale,
Like thee, sweet flowret of the vale
D.

The

OH

G

Rose.

who
The sweet

could behold with inanimate eye,
blushes fade, and the fair flower die ?
Arose, as the giver, unspotted and pure
Oh! who could the end of such beauty endure?
Though it smile on the bosom, or nod on the brow.
So closely entwin'd with its sister of snow
Expos'd to the sun, its soft beauties would fly,
The sweet blushes fade, and the fair flower die,
Now, by the stream nourish' d, again it shall blow.
So closely entwin'd with its sister of snow.
!

—

Henry.

On the Death

of an Infant.

the lovely child
escap'd a world of woe
Clos'd are its eyes Ihat beam'd so mild
Rejoice, rejoice

!

Has just

Ah

!

let

not tears of sorrow flow.

limbs were

Its

convulsed with pain
the close of day
then a mother's tears were vain,

It linger' d

Oh

!

all

till

It sigh'd its little soul

away.

;
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That

soul as white,

as pure as snow.

To heaven all spotless did return
Oh then rejoice, feel no more woo.
;

!

It smiles

upon you, while you mourn,

Flo R ELLA.

Sonnet.

THE season's beauties spread

in

promise blithe.

the advancing crops
The tempest's fury bud and flowret lops
So death-lilie sweeps the keen destroyer's sythe:

Unfolds the blossom,

rise

:

fairest prospect blooms a race
smiling cherubs to a parent's sight;
When dread disease inflicts the baleful bli2:ht,
And leaves of promis'd comforts not a trace.

Alike in

Of

No calm
When

succeeding genial

warmth

restores.

scions new, shall culture yet repay.

The phrenzied parent rues the fatal day,
And vainly to the winds his lament pours
:

Unlike the vegetable kingdom's shock
His loss is ne'er restor'd, no Spring renews his stock.

A

Receipt for a Race.

Writteti the

day after Cheltenham Races.

OF

dupes take a hundred, of cheats take a score,
Of winners a few, and of losers far more
For a number of losers each winner will need,
As a whale on a shoal of young herrings must feed.
Take of beggars a posse, of pickpockets plenty.
By way of a sample we've caught two and twenty ;*
;

• Literal.

•

—
Poetry.
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Take

a million of oaths in the face of day spoken,
of falsehoods and promises broken
In pieces a dozen of Tilburys dasl/J,
As ma ny of coaches o'erturned and smash'd
thousand of throats by the dust made so dry,
They cannot avoid getting drank by the bye.
Besides roaring and bawling, and screaming and staring,
Take simpering misses and dowagers flaring,
And fat bilious gentry, contented to fry
In the heat of a sun tit for Italy's sky
Oh could they foresee, from the strength of his rays,
That vainly at six on their turtle they'd gaze,
Like-Satan of old, they would rail at his beam.
And curse the sad hourwhen they sail'd with the stream.
Trinkets, watches and purses have only chang'd hands,
But appetite lost, every man understands,
(Since the hungry alas
are not given the dinner)
Is a loss bona fide for no one's the winner.
Take all I have mention'd, well jumbled together,
With horses, and black legs, and stifling hot weather,
And if you're afraid of too spicy a savour.
Toss in a few Dandies to lessen the flavour.

Two millions

;

;

A

;

!

M. T.
Lines on Reading the foregoing.

Of him, who

A

to the couch of poin,
limb* for weeks may chain.
him, w^ho drew his latest breath,

shatter' d

Of

In scenes so far unmeet for death,
rain, mother's fears,
wife's depair, a sister's tears.
Of these, alas thou hast not spoken.
But let us hope the charm is broken
Hope that henceforth no future race
Our healthful joys may rudely chase
All have their follies
'tis by all confest.
But mark
the shortest follies are the best.

Of children's

A

!

;

—

;

!

•

One person was

killed at the races, and another broke his leg.

!

——

;
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The Voice we heard over the Water."

THE golden clouds flew o'er the western sky,
And calm and serene was the even',
The brilliant stars beam'd in the canopy
Then, sweet
'

It

Was

high

as the music of heaven,

the voice

we heard

was not the Son of Mortality's

over the water.
voice

—

It seem'd as if angels descended,

And

did on the harps of the Highest rejoice
Whilst the stream its wild melody blended.
With the voice we heard over the water.

It

A

was to the ear as a dream to the eye
That dream that thou seest v^hen sleeping,
mountain thy bed, and thy curtains the sky
'Twas the voice of the white Banshee weeping,
That voice we heard over the water.

She wept

for the

woes of the Emerald

The beautiful gem of the ocean
The wild winds of heaven were silent

Isle,

the while,

Softly trembled with sweetest emotion.
The voice we heard over the water.

Brian.
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Memoirs of Peter Rattlebrain,

II.

Esq.

(CoDtinued from our last.)

IxATTLEBRAIN'S

acquired habits Lad

made him

exceed his ample allowance. Horses and dogs,
hunting and racing, were now necessary objects of his
attention betting had thus become a favourite pastime,
so
and play for high sums but too readily followed
that it was soon seen, that his doom was already fixed
by the mistaken bias of his youth. The clubs, those
far

;

;

dangerous,

yet

him
members had

received

fashionable

eagerly,
ere this

circles

ol

dissipation,

some of their experienced
marked him for their prey. The
as

race course at last completed the certainty of his fall.
Two or three seasons were sufficient to absorb the
savings of his minority, and encumber him for the
remainder of his days. Debts to artful or unguarded
tradesmen accumulated fast upon him, and he had
already begun to apprehend danger to his person,

when two

resources suggested themselves to his troubled

mind, each attended with danger to his future life.
While he sought for Parliamentary privilege to protect

D

;
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him on the one hand, he tunied
to interested matrimony,

his thoughts likewise

though risking equally

to en-

danger his liberty and future comfort.
In the former pursuit, he was invited as a candidate,
for the ancient and venal borough of Knaves'-Castle
where, with the able assistance of Mr. Squeeze'em,
manager on these profitable occasions for the corporation, he had the honor of standing a poll, and losing
his election by a majority of three, which the exertions
of Mr. Fleece'em had, in all decent and fair hostility
obtained for the other candidate.
These worthy
townsmen thus left Rattlebrain minus another score of
thousands, to be supplied from the expected portion of
his intended wife; and the winner of the election
reduced to dependance on his future prospects from the
treasur}^
Thus become more deeply embarrassed, he
hurried too eagerly his other scheme, by rashly contracting an alliance with a noble, but numerous family,
who had entertained similar views upon his supposed
unencumbered property. Taking one of half a dozen pretty, though scanty ])ortioned daughters, they
both unthinkingly contracted a private marriage without waiting for a regular settlement and unfortunately
the actual circumstances of the estate, were found to
leave it in his own power.
Had he possessed real
good qualities, and taken the resolutionito reform, he
might yet have been saved, but it was too late for his
little stock of firmness to master his habitual failings.
In addition to these, he must of course be the slave of
the world's opinion, and could not continue to live at
home, otherwise than " as was expected of him."
Besides, his person was no longer safe yet fortunately
the continent was open, and he seized the opportunity
to travel. With his young wife, now fast approaching
to her first confinement, with an hasty adieu to his
:

;

few

and none at all to his creditors or
he went off like a fox breaking cover, and
sought an asylum at a place of much resort for his
equally imprudent countrymen.
real friends,

tenants,
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Arrived in this land of promise, not without manyattending such forced marches, poor Rattlebrain might yet have been comparatively happy.
With an agreeable wife and interesting offspring, in a
mild climate and cheap situation, he might have enjoyed every luxury which habit had attached him to,
at a rate still within the compass of his reduced means,
but his thoughtless disposition still operated to mar his
welfare.
His evil genii had the ascendant in the
difficulties

person of more artful characters amongst his clubmates, whom he found here, some from similar necesPoor Peter, miserable
sity, and more for speculation.
as was his lot, was yet a mark for the knavery of

who were

His native good
reduced even lower.
youthful gaiety and buoyant spirits
made his company always acceptable and he thus
became a ready instrument as a decoy to minister, at

those

humour,

his

still

;

first

unconsciously,

Nemo

to the purposes of artful villains

;

says the classic
writer, and a long period might intervene before he
could become an indifferent and faithless husband, or
an artful gamester, scheming the ruin of his unsuspect-

*'

ing",

rejjoite fiat turjpissimus^'

convivial friends.

During such an interval, the affairs of his estates
became worse, and more desperate from year to year.
The tenants racked without remorse, no allowance for
bad seasons or unforeseen difficulties, deprived of all
not even the casual
assistance from resident liberality
return of a landlord's temporary expenditure.
At last
the usual process of judgments and foreclosures, ending
;

left him without the
which, if
scanty resource of uncertain remittances
continued, would not long have prevented his inevitable
a continental prison. In
lot, the worst of its kind,
this deplorable state we will leave him alone to linger.
His unfortunate partner and three children returned to
yet saving from the moderate provision
her friends
that could be made for her, which she applied to make

in the final sale of his estates,

;

;

his

doom

still

bearable.

On
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future opportunity,

trace the next eventful

we may

still

farther

generation and their lately

flourishing patrimony.

J.B.

'^
*'

(To

be continued.)

On

Field Sports.

What warm poetic heart but inly bleeds,
And execrates mans savage ruthless deeds."

HuxTrxG,

fowling,

and

fishing, or the sports of the

they are called, have been a favourite pastime
among all nations from the earliest periods. Nimrod
was a mighty hunter before the building of Babel, and
his occupation does not seem to have fallen into disuse
or discredit with mankind, even to the present da}'.
Shall 1 then be forgiven, for attempting to question
the propriety of a custom sanctioned by so high antiquity ?
I shall endeavour to shield myself from the
charge of presumption, by showing that those causes
which once justified the practice no longer exist. It is
field as

—

apparent, that it was introduced in the earliest stages
of society, by the imperious laws of necessity ; there
was a degree of pleasure attending it, resulting not, I
shall venture to say, from the tortures inflicted on the
animals made the object of pursuit, but from the reflection, that they would afford provision for the subsistence
of a family.
Our Creator has implanted in men, as
well as in brutes a certain incentive to urge them to
It was not
procure food for the wants of the body.
sufficient for his benevolent purposes, that this incentive should consist only of the sensation produced by
hunger for his goodness always delights in mingling
pleasure with our necessary pursuits. He has therefore
allowed hunger to drive man to the chase but in order
to support his mind during its attendant toils, he allows
him to draw a certain portion of pleasure from tho
;

;

On
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This pleasure may arise only from the connection existing between the act of seeking and purusAn
ing his prey, and the alleviation of his hunger.
enquiry into its origin, belongs more to a metaphysical
essay than to the subject of this paper; as the simple
fact that the pleasure exists, however caused, cannot
be denied.
Man, in a rude state of civilization k a
pursuit.

carnivorous animal, and requires this instinct to enable
but when agrito secure the enjoyment of life
culture is established and animals become domesticated,

him

;

there is no longer any necessity for undergoing the
tumults of the chace.
It may be said however, that
but man has been
the instinct still exists. This I grant
also endowed with reason to control his natural instinct,
and dares he appeal to this judge to pronounce on the
Longer than the nemerits of his cruel diversion ?
cessity urges, the pursuit of our sport becomes a crime,
for then how greatly it is in contradiction to the noblest
principles of our nature
Let us only see what is the
Allied with dogs,
practice of the modern sportsman.
whose instinct uncontrolled by reason pleads their excuse, he worries an unfortunate defenceless animal to
Or
death, and this he calls the glory of the chase
armed with his gun, he scatters blood and death along
his path
Does not the reflecting mind revolt from the
idea of persecuting the weak, innocent, and defenceThis is not glory, it is the attribute of the
less?
tyrant.
read that Agesilaus king of Sparta, having once caught a mouse, and being bit by it, immediately let it go, exclaiming that there was no animal
however small, and which had courage to defend
He
itself,
that should not experience his clemency.
might have carried his heroic sentiment farther, and
said that innocence however defenceless, should always

—

!

!

'

We

be

safe

under his protection

this or

some other hero of

and,

;

his

if

1 recollect right,

nation, expressed the

same sentiment, when a dove pursued by a hawk,
took refuge in the bosom of one of his soldiers who had
the cruelty to dash the defenceless animal to the
ground.
These are the sentiments of many ancient
D 3
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them popular.
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modem

civilization

has not rendered

might here dwell on the numberless
tortures endured by the victims of the chace, but I
need not particularize them in order to demonstrate the
cruelty of the sport.
The pangs v^hich the wretched
I

animals endure,

their
are often of short duration
being as acute as ours,
;

feelings are perhaps far from

but the happiness

power

we

to restore.

deprive

We

them

of,

it is

out of our
all the

snatched them from

joys of their short life, and which were bestowed
on them by the same indulgent hand which ministers
to our own happiness, to hurry them into an endless
little

annihilation.

The

hunter may attempt an apology for his pastime,
the plea that it contributes to the preservation of
health.
Let him advance this argument, w^hen it is
found that there is no method of preserving health,
unconnected with the persecution of the innocent and
unfortunate.
The author of Sandford and Merton
has given a noble lesson to youth on this subject, in a
story which we all know.
Harry refuses to discover
to Squire Chase the rout he had seen the hare take,
**
because" said he, " I do not wish to betray the un-

by

—

Would

that such sentimeuts were more
More noble means of
exercising manly courage could easily be obtained,
than those which are in direct contradiction to its true
principles. The brute creation has been partly destined
to our use, and our thankfulness should rather be shown
by our mercy and compassion, than by the wanton exfortunate."

common

in the hearts of youth.

In knowledge and power
removed from our great

ercise of our prerogative.

vre

are

infinitely

farther

Creator, than they from us and surely it is incumbent
on us to endeavour to imitate his goodness, and try
;

rather to increase the small

sum

of their happiness,

than add to their sufferings. It is in the winter of the
year that man exercises his bloody sway, when nature
has assumed her severest aspect. When the birds and
the beasts of the field need our protection most, then is
Were men only \o
our cruelty most unrelenting.

•

—
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he must be conscious of a much higher species
of pleasure, in viewing the peace and happiness of the
inhabitants of the fields and groves, harmonizing with
the beauties of inanimate nature, than ever the discordant war of the chace could afford
I must not condemn all the votaries of this fascinating pastime, for
experience has taught me how great are its allurements;
but I feel confident that it would require only a moment of calm, unprejudiced reflection, to convince
many that their pleasure springs from no heavenly
reflect,

—

source.
J. F.

A

Dialogue on the Immortality op the Soul.

About

the latter end of the reign of Diocletian,
the once austere manners of the Romans had
given place to the most dissolute luxury, to the most
as it
disgraceful excess of effeminacy consecrated,
were, by a preverted philosophy ; Marcus Valerius
descended from an ancient Patrician family, a youth
of the most promising talents, and of the most amiable
qualities; who possessed all the stern virtue of the
ancient Romans softened, not enervated by a mixture
of Greek refinement, had been dazzled by the sophistry
of the corrupt philosophers with whom Rome then
abounded, and had at last, however unwillingly, admitted the materiality of the soul.
belief so repugnant to his aspiring genius, instead of loosening in this
virtuous youth the bonds of morality and virtue, as in
the rest of the youth of Rome, threw him into the
deepest grief and dejection.
An old Christian slave,
who had passed his life in his father's house, and had
a great affection for him, ventured to reclaim his deluded mind, and restore him to his wonted cheerfulness.
Having one day accompanied him to the country,

when

A

—

he took the opportunity of conversing with him by the
way, and began thus
:

—

—
^2

;

Dialogue on the Immortality of the Soul.

Slave,
Tell me, my dear Valerius,
piece of machinery you admire ?
Valerius.
Yes, certainly many.

is

there

any

;

(Here he named some of the most ingenious machines
at that time known.)
S.
What do you admire most in them is it not
;

the

of the artist in arranging the materials so as
best to answer his design aad produce the desired
effect?
skill

V.

Undoubtedly.
do you not admire that machine most, that
bears the most evident marks of design, and that can
produce the most surprising effects ?
V. Why do you ask so simple a question ?
iS*.
But should an artist lavish all his ingenuity
upon a machine, fit it for the most pow^erful and surprising effects, whilst this machine is only destined to
last one day, what would you think of such an artist ?
V.
I would wonder at his folly.
;^.
And well you might. But, young man, hast
thou examined thy soul, dost thou understand its mechanism, hast thou calculated the power of a machine
that can understand and admire the works of God,
that can measure the world in which it lives, and ex^.

And

plain the nature of the elements of which matter is
composed, that can guess the passions by a look, that

other creatures can know, and admire,
Creator,
canst thou, without accusing
God of folly, say that that soul will live but one day
for what are a few years to eternity ?
V, But do we not see man dying entirely before
our eyes ?
Do not his body and spirit go down toge-

alone of

and love

all

its

—

tomb ?
Hast thou ever seen the soul ? How dost thou
presume to say, that that which is invisible dies,
ther to the

S.

—

;i

grant that its invisibility is no proof of its being immortal, but what more preposterous reasoning than to
bring it forward as a proof of the contrary.
V. And must w^e then remain in a state of suspense
Were the soul
worse than the worst alternative?

!
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men be at such pains to perpetuate
name would they build to themselves magnificent
monuments to shew where their body was, where it

immortal, would
their

;

mingled with
S.

Look

kindred earth ?
See how every thing teems with

its

!

life,

the birds sing in the trees, how all animals appear gay and contented, unconscious of a happier state.
Whence comes it
Is not man alone discontented ?
Is it not because his heart is greater than the world,

how

—

that he finds himself in a foreign country, and that
heaven is his resting place ?
F. Well, but were there a future state after this
life, would we see the wicked plunging themselves into
an abyss of pleasures and of crimes, without any fear
of punishment?
S.
And were there none, would you see any virtue
upon earth ? Do you think man capable of loving

own sake, of subjecting himself to disappointment, poverty, and sometimes death, to worshi,p a vain name which can give him nothing in compensation for his sacrifice.
For look abroad in the
world, do you not see virtue every where despised and
persecuted, and the wicked, rich, and powerful, baskWould that be consoing in the sunshine of fortune.
virtue for her

nant with the justice of God,

if

there

was no

future

state ?

O my father

This is a sophism easily solved.
indeed enjoy the favours of fortune,
and the virtuous often pine in adversity, but is that a
proof of happiness ?
Hast thou, with all thy experithe
ence, never watched the sullen countenance,
jealous look of the great, the remorse that in the midst
of their sweetest hours of pleasure fastens round their
hearts
disgust, which like a fearful phantom stalks
before them, to corrupt with his tainting breath the
yet untasted dainties ? And on the other hand, hast
thou not seen the good ever pleased, ever happy in the
midst of privations, smiling in danger and unmoved at
the approach of death ?
Old man, hast thou seen all
that; and canst thou deny that virtue is its own reward,
F".

!

The wicked do

;

—

—
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and that the severest punishment of the vicious, is
vice?
S.
I excuse thy warmth, my son, on account of
thy inexperience and thy youth. But is it virtue so
much as the hope of the reward of virtue that cheers
Is it remorse, so much as
the gloom of adversity ?
the fear of future punishments that blasts all the enjoyments of the wicked ? Hadst thou followed both
Hadst thou seen the good man
to the death-bed?
composed and contented, praising God, and panting
and on the other hand,
after the bliss that awaits him,
hadst thou seen the wicked man plunged in all the agoand of desnies of a late and unavailing repentance
life given him,
pair, cursing himself, cursing the
and perhaps even Him who gave it him, hast thou seen
his eye fixed and ghastly, his livid and disfigured countenance, his mouth half opened, and distorted by the
deep workings of his soul, his whole frame shaken by
an inward power, oh hadst thou seen this appalling
spectacle, young man, thou couldst not refuse thy heart
to the belief of a future tribunal, at which the sons of
The
mortality shall receive their irrevocable doom
old man's voice faultered; tears trickled down his
cheeks, furrowed by years and long endurance of misfortune.
He lifted up his eyes in mute adoration.
That look that spoke of resignation and hope went to
sudden gleam of joy
the heart of the youth.
brightened his countenance, he seized the hand of the
*'
Thou
old man and pressed it with strong emotion.
my father," said he. *'
almost persuadest me,
son," answered the old man, " all the proofs I have
given thee, were only suggested by the light of our w;eak
and erring reason. But were thine eyes opened to know
the truth, thou wouldst see in the Sacred Book greater
things than these." The young man cast down his eyes
to the ground with a sigh, let fall the hand of the old
man, and without saying one word more, went his

—

—

—

!

!

—

A

O

My

way.
T. E>S.
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Editors op the Ballitore Magazine.

Hearing that my cousin Ephraim Inraan was returned from the metropolis, where he had been spending a few weeks, I went to pay him a visit in order to
welcome him home. T found him in as good spirits as
He was rejoiced
if he had been forty years younger.
to breathe the country air once more amidst his old as-

—

sociates, and I was greatly delighted to meet my friend,
whose presence seems necessary to complete my happiness.
My young friends, were you to have beheld us
at that happy meeting, you would have almost wished
to be old, in order that you might have old remembrances, old stories, and above all, an old acquaintance.
J do not know whether I have told you that
my friend Ephraim is a literary personage and a poet.
He has, of course, an immensity of papers, manuscript books, (fee. which usually surround an author like
the air he breathes, and when any of his friends hap-

approach him, they are obliged to breathe the
To tell you the truth. Messieurs
Editors, I should often prefer a little chit-chat, or stories of " auld lang syne," to those learned productions,

pen

to

same atmosphere.

but when I see the big leathern pocket-book coming
out of my cousin's side-pocket, I know my doom is
fixed.
Now, this pocket-book contains short literary
curiosities, or as an epicure in these things would say,
choice scraps, or tit-bits, together with rough draughts
of poems, fresh from my cousin's brain.
1 should be
the most ill-natured and unsympathetic being, if I did
not assume an air of interest, and cast my poor eyes
over them scrap by scrap. The variations and interlineations of a first draught are perplexing beyond description.
But to come to the point, my cousin particularly recommended to ray attention a little poem upon
a number of your school-fellows who had a tea-party,

which they invited their master and mistress, and
some of their neighbours. My cousm Ephraim was of
to
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the number.
How did his benevolent eyes glisten
described the happy evening, rejoicing that
he had lived to see such improvements in education ;
that pupils were no longer concealing their pleasures
from their master, but making him a participator.
**
These fifty years," quoth my cousin, " I have not

when he

How polite were the notes of

spent a happier evening.
invitation

!

I shall preserve

mine

as long as I

live.

With what happy ardour did those innocent youths
make their preparations
Like a child I longed for
the appointed hour to arrive.
we, who were
It came
!

;

the appointed guests, met at the house of the master
and mistress, who accompanied us through the garden
to the cottage, which the boys had chosen as the scene
of festivity.
were received by the young group
with the open smile of hospitality, and a politeness
which would not have disgraced a court. The aiTangements of the table were made in the height of village
taste. Two young women presided. Our countenances
reflected joy upon each other.
After tea, we all went
down to the river side. The evening was serene I
beheld my own Griese winding its course through the
same fields, and dancing in the same sunbeams, as it
was wont to do in the days of my youth. I fojgot that
so many changeful years had rolled over my head, I
forgot that very many of my youthful companions were
no more T delivered myself to the sensations of pleaOn our
sure which present circumstances awakened.
return to the cottage, we found the table covered with
the choicest varieties of fruits which our young hosts
could procure. The sun set upon our festivities, and
we returned to our homes." As v/ell as my poor
memory serves me, these were the words of my cousin,
which I scarcely needed to repeat to you, as I suppose
you were eye-witnesses yourselves, but I wished you
to know the extent of the pleasure you have created.
As I was walking through the fields to my retired
abode, I employed my solitude in musing upon the
which may appear a
above mentioned circumstance

We

;

:

:

trifle to

those

who

only take a superficial view of

it.
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I see in this little entertainment,

signs of important good,

—

—

may

I

the
say to the whole human

But I repeat it. The spirit of
You start
mildness which has made such great progress in the art
of education, and which no longer appears chimerical
or preposterous in the eyes of thinking people, has so
far humanized school-boys, that boxing is not now
considered an essential accomplishment. These schoolmay \ye not hope that the
boys will become men
same mild genius will govern tboir lives, and that reason will always take the place of violence.
I could not help wishing that 1 had been invited to
the happy party but it suits better an old man of
seventy-eight, to make reflections on life and manners,
than to be an actor in the scene. When we give the
reins to our imagination in a solitary reverie, it is
amazing what a train of ideas spring out of one little
incident, the links of which laay seem to have little
or no relation to each other.
You may wonder that a
juvenile tea party reminded me of Bible Societies,
Societies for promoting permanent and universal peace
Education Societies, and in short, of the general mental
light which is gradually illuminating the world
The
Bible Societies aim at putting the law of kindness
and forbearance into the hands of all mankind. Education Societies, that every one shall learn to read
it
is the object of Peace Societies to persuade misguided
man that all war is wrong, and contrary to the gospel,
which to Christians, should be the rule of conduct.
Although distresses and evils abound in our genc^ration and countrj% yet I could not help thinking that
race.

!

;

;

:

—

;

is much to rejoice at,
and much good
when we reflect that very few yers have

hope

there

to

for,

elapsed

since the slave trade

men

was openly defended by virtuous

may we

not hope that as light continues to advance the profession of arms may become as inglorious
as

;

it is

destructive

and

cruel.

E
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Ox Education

Education,

or the best means op Selfimprovement IN A Student.
;

PART

II.— INDUSTRY.

Industry, properly speaking, is alti equable applicaand a regular employment of our
time, in something useful. It is not an intense straining
of the mental faculties, and then a total relaxation,
both of which are equally hurtful no^ it is such an
arrangement of our time and occupation, as will leave
every hour employed, either in study or in some agreeable and harmless amusement.
To be of real use, it must be united to perseverance,
for nothing is more hurtful to our progress in study,
than allowing too long a period of rest to succeed our
application.
True, the mental powers must be allowed
to unbend, lest like a long strained bow, their force
tion of our powers,

;

and elasticity should be impaired but let the intervals
of relaxation be short, and our leisure itself bear the
marks of industry. For indolence is like a deadly
poison which when it has once touched Ibe lips, will,
if not counteracted in time, insensibly reach the heart
aad destroy the vital functions.
But the application should never be continued too
long
it is a very common mistake in an anxious stu-'
dent to believe, that the prosecution of his studies
beyond the time allotted to sleep will be the surest
;

;

means of success. Sitting up late at night debilitates
both body and mind, and as he must necessarily either
in bed an equivalent time the following morning,
or enjoy only half his usual portion of sleep, it is
evident that he must suffer more or less by either

remain

alternative.

The most

industrious, at least he

who

is

he who betrays the least
appearance of it he who rising at an early hour of the
morning loses not a moment in the day time but as
soon as the hour of his rest has come as soon as he

most effectually

so,

is

often

;

•

On
feels the

Education,

sweet influence of sleep chaining

39
all his facjil-

inta repose, will not, except on some urgent occasion, leave its call unobeyed, but will un reluctantly
lay down his head on his pillow, conscious of having

ties

well spent the day, when perhaps his neighbour in his
mistaken industry, has just kindled his lamp to keep
his nightly vigils.

Indeed
Attention is an essential part of industry.
industry is nothing but the habit of paying attention
Hence, the importance of early
to what we do.
habits of attention cannot be too much impressed on
as without it, the happiest disthe youthful mind
positions, and the most arduous efforts will be unavailing.
Let him therefore who wishes to succeed in his
studies, employ all possible means of fixing his atten;

him fly from bustle and company to
and silence. But if he cannot always do this,
and even though he can, let him learn to retire within
himself, to enwrap himself in his own thoughts, to
create for himself as it were, a solitude in the middle
of his heart let him learn to silence the busy whispers
of memory, to check the rovings of imagination, which,
will defy his most earnest efforts.
if not restrained,
After these preliminary steps, let him give his whole
mind to the object of his contemplation, and he will
find that a task which at first appeared irksome and
almost impracticable, will become easier and more
tion.

First let

solitude

;

pleasant every day, till at last the habit is deeply
rooted in his soul.
But still Industry will be unproductive unless it be
judiciously directed.
Attention paid to things of a
trifling nature, debilitates the mind instead of extendblind industry that seizes indiscriing its energies.
minately every thing that comes in its way will necessarily collect much dross together with the metal;
and the latter will be so disguised in its properties by
the former, as to be at best useless.
Let, therefore,
industry be guided by judgment, that the inquisitive
mind surveying the different departments of science,

A

e2

—
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may

attend to each in proportion to

its

relative import

•

ance.

The

solid

and permanent basis of so laudable a
is a sense of duty which produces a

spirit of industry,

conscientious discharge of our obligations, from the
conviction that it is proper, and necessary to do so.
Without this precious feeling, all other practical virtues

would be

and irregular in their operathe faint glimmerings of a dying flame that
lias no fuel to support it.
Or else, turning their influence against the mind itself, they will produce
weeds and poisonous herbs in a soil destined to bear
wholesome fruits. Even emulation, if not supported
by a sense of duty, will prove but a weak incentive to
study or, what is worse still, running into the contrary extreme, will degenerate into envy and a mean
greediness of fame, catching at every prize held out as
the reward of fair industry, and striving by unjust
means to engross every distinction. Such a state of
the mind, far from improving it, will only retard its
progress and at the same time corrupt the heart.
at best unsteady

tion, like

;

T. E. S.

Sonnet,
Written on the German Ocean, off the Dutch coast.

Let him

Who

not say

—

I love

ne'er has left

it

:

my
but,

—

he
country
what time one hears

The yell of waters ringing in his ears,
And views around him nought but sky and sea,
Add sea and sky interminable then
Then comes the longing for soft hills, and dales.
And trees, and rivulets, and bloomy vales,
And the green twilight of the shady glen.

—

I

— ———————

;
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Now
sweet birds welcoming the summer.
Swells the full feeling in my heart, while slow
I sail upon the ocean's heaving breastlet me see
Erin, O my country
But once, once more, thy cherish' d scenery,
Then let me lowly in thv bosom rest!

And

O

!

Lines Addressed

to****on the Death

uf his

Adopted Daughter.

Ov

her whose

With

Thy

had

sire

bless' d

friendship, tenderness

thy youth

and

truth,

where gratitude o'erflow'd,
A parent's fondhess had bestowed
Thus duteous love, and pious care
Did all the present pangs prepare
But tears from virtue's source that flow
Produce a balm to heal our wo.
heart,

:

:

How thrill'd the

fond paternal heart

With deadly pangs, when doom'd to part
But weep no more to thee 'twas given
!

To

point the lov'd one's path to heaven.
The pilot thou 'twas her's to glide
Serenely o'er life's sparkling tide
;

Her vestal path was strew' d with flowei*s
Her soul prepar'd for darker hours
And seeds of virtue sown below
;

Shall in celestial gardens grow.
that blossora'd but to fade,
rose,
flitting cloud,
a lovely shade,
dream, that bids us wake and weep,
A star, that trembles o'er the deep,
story, fond survivors tell,

A
A
A

—

—

A

Pure snow, dissolving ere it fell,
dew, that morning suns exhaled,
Stich is the Infidel's dark tale

The

!

;

:
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Poor, hopeless mourner o'er the dead
For thee far other views are spread
No more dark clouds the sky deform

But Hope and Faith dispel the storm
O'er the wild waves walks heavenly peace,
And bids the troubled waters cease.
:

M.

The Evening
Bright beams yon ray

Star.

of silvery light

O'er the blue fields of ether glancing,.
When roll the clouds of ebon night
On evening's glowing tints advancing.
The sun has tinged the western skies
With many a bright and roseate hue,

To

light us

till

his

beams

arise

Prism'd in the morning's orient

dew

Yon radiant planet's tranquil ray
With pure effulgent lustre shining,
Bright herald of the op'ning day
Or mirror of its last faint beaming,
O'er nature's beauteous visage throws
So soft a veil of heavenly splendour,
It lulls our passions to repose,
And bids the hardest heart grow tender.

This solemn hour when silence reigns.
And nature's wearied frame reposes,
Has charms for me, I seek in vain

When morn
For

thro' the

My

spirit

her

dewy

sweets discloses.

dusky veil of night
wings its eager wav,

To

realms of immaterial light
And regions of eternal day.

D. G.

—

!!
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The ^olian Harp.
Soft enchanting melody
steal'st my soul from me
Rapturous music, sweet and slow
What a mild and melting flow
On thy breast jiEolus slumbers
Now he wakes thy tuneful numbers.
Oh! what a dying mournful sound
In sweet delirium I am drown'd
Now thy plaintive notes aspire,
Thy chords like a celestial choir
Breathing loud and raising high
Angelic sounds of harmony.
If cares and griefs disturb the breast,
They can sooth them all to rest.

How thou

!

Florella.

The Black Rock. — Morning.
Chas'd by light Morning's gleam the vapours
The wherry dashes o'er the yielding spray
Its nets extended in security,
With promise of a mild contentful day.

fly,
;

The

double lights, their guardian task performed.
Resign their quivering beams to glowing morn
Where darkness late the beauteous scene deform'd,
Save where thro' flitting clouds burst Luna's hom.
;

The

rock's dark crags a curve sublime unfold
Skirting with stately round the swelling bay.

And

rais'd in crescent

Each

rows with ramparts bold.

glittering villa starts to shining day.

;
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;

;
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Eblana's sons here seek in sportive mood
Sweet recreation from their weekly toil
And rise from briny waves with strength imbued,

To

gain

new

glories for their native soil.

J.

The Shephero's

No

man am

care-worn aged

Boy.

I,

Oppress' d with grief and misery
From me no summer friend has fled
To me no winter friend is dead
brow is not by soitow worn
;

My

;

My steps are
From me
Nor do I

by no

upborne
no mournful numbers flow
staff

;

;

o'er the grave drink the full

cup of wo.

A careless shepherd

lad am 1,
Unskill'd in lofty minstrelsy ;
I never turn'd that wild harp's string,
Wliich hangs o'er sainted Fillan's* spring ;
I never struck the lofty lyre,
Whilst muses favouring inspire
I, leaning o'er the Grecian urn,
Was never heard, in melancholy's notes to mourn.

Mine

is

a cot beside a murmuring

rill,

Which gently winds through a delightful
Mine is a garden, 'neath a woody hill.

vale

;

Secure from wintry storms and summer hail ;
is a friend in whom I can confide,
friend to whom 1 am not little dear
Mine is the page which serves time's wings to chide,
And happiness is mine, if such find dwelling here.

Mine

A

N. M.
• "Harp of the North
On the witch-el ra that

!

that'moiiTderinff long hast hung-,
shades Saint Fillan's spring.'' Scott.

— ———— —
!

;
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Lines written on Hearing the Report of a
Celebrated Scotch Farmer's being drowned
AT Sea.

Ye
No

Irish

ploughs

now jump

for joy,

more shall novelties annoy
ill could you brook
Your aged eyes
To lie in some neglected nook
And see where once you slid along,
:

—

;

And

heard the ploughman's cheery song
see, who now usurps your place.
And see with what conceited face,
And youthful mien they march on land
Where once you followed a choice band

Ah

!

Of sturdy oxen, who must join
The hapless tribe of sentenc'd kine.
But now, ye Irish ploughs rejoice
No more you'll hear the Scotchman's voice
And you, ye oxen, raise your bellow
And tread once more the soil so mellow
For he is drown' d that sought your life
And doom'd you to the butcher's knife.
As late he jilough'd the dangerous main,
In hopes more knowledge be might gain,
and now, ye weeds
Full low he sank
Rejoice and lift your bonny heads.
That sore he crush'd and mangled cruel.
And often heap'd you up for fuel
The bonniest weeds in all the land,
Might hope no mercy from his hand

—

;

!

Alas 'twas all a false report,
for sport
Rais'd by some Irishmen
!

—

For he, the enemy to weeds
And he that ploughs the earth with steeds,
Has landed safe, and may return
To make old ploughs and oxen mourn.

H.N
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On the

Pleasures of Vouth.

Helas ! nos plus beaux jours senvolent

H

les })remiers''

.AVE you

«ever observed nature at the return of
she seems, as it were, casting off her
mourning garments to appear clad in all the brilliant
ornaments of joy and beauty have vou never considered
how all creation then teems with life, how each plant,
anxious to retrieve the time it had lain in death-like
slumber, hastens to sprout forth buds and blossoms,
the frail pledge of the fruit destined to grace another
season have you never contemplated the delight that
shines every where around us, the happiness breathed
in every gale, and reflected in every look, without
feeling its influence and crying out in sweet rapture
whence
that spring is the loveliest season of the year ?
arises that magical charm which makes us prefer the
season of flowers to the treasures that autumn lavishes
upon us ? Is it not because hope is sweeter than
reality
that in oW future enjoyments there is a secret
diarm which their presence can never reproduce ?

when

spring,

;

;

—

—

;

a
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So it is with youth. That amiable age is to life
what spring is to the year, the season of sweet flowers
and delightful hopes. It is then that the seeds of virtue
and grow
implanted in us by nature begin to open
But by a fatality to whicU
with luxuriant fertility.

—

;

earthly things are equally subjected, that age
is the most lovely, is also the most dangerous,
and exposed to most temptations.
Often have these cruel temptations made many an
all

Vv^hich

ingenuous youth exclaim with Telemachus *' O unO ye gods that ci-ueliy sport with men,
happy youth
why do you make them pass through that age which
is a time of folly and ardent fever?"
Could youth be preserved from these temptations
and these dangers, it would indeed be a time of pure
When the young man sets out on the
happiness.
journey of life, he finds new delight in every object he
beholds nature smiling seems, as it were, to welcome
the youthful guest the flowers breathe their sweetest
scents and deck themselves with their most vivid
the birds modulate their mellowest notes
colours
sort of enchantment is diffused over the whole.
The
keenness of his expectations has not yet been worn off
by enjoyment seltish and artful men have not yet
abused his generous and confiding disposition.
His
heart, open to every impression, naturally seeks after
virtue as plants do after light.
Oh! let the happy
time be seized, to feed with suitable objects the pure
flame, and implant in the soul a sense of religion, of
dependance upon God, and a love of duty, which are
!

;

;

;

;

—

;

the surest pledges of virtue, and the best preservatives
against the pollutions of an evil world.
It will be easy, at a time when every thing can
please, to inculcate in the mind a desire after useful
pursuits, a love of science, which, when restrained
within proper bounds, will afford the most refined and
solid enjoyments, and charm when pleasures
Should persecution assail
the power to please.
and fortune assume her most sulJen aspect, should

most
]o-;e

him

those he held

dearest forsake him,

science

like

a

On
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powerful charmer can soothe the bitterness of woe,
cheer the gloom of solitude, and fill the place of all
departed joys. Shut up in his closet, surrounded with
his books as with a numerous court, the man of science
is happier than the greatest monarch. He can despise
the petty intrigues of the world, forget neglect and ingratitude, and content himself with a mediocrity of
external enjoyments,
amidst the pure and refined
pleasures which science grants to her true votaries.
The thirst of gold or power, and all the cold selfish
cares that prey upon mature and declining age, are
If it can but escape the contalittle fitted for youth.
gious taint of the world, nothing can destroy its peace
or poison its happiness, but that fervour of passions
which age that cooler of the blood, has not yet chilled
into indifference.

That very innocence, that unsuspecting confidence,
which has not yet been deceived, tends often to betray
youth into the snares of vice, instead of being a safeguard against them. Ignorant of evil, they can see
like the syrens of
its softer shades without emotion
the fable, its delusive strains have already found the
way to their ears, before they are aware of their danThen, unless they break off suddenly from the
ger.
spell, one imprudent step will lead them to another,
till at last they lose sight of the path of virtue to which
they always thought they could easily return. They
hurry down the dizzy road of guilt, and are swallowed
up in the vortex of dissipation happy, if in the midst
of the nightly revel, a sudden but unavailing remorse
does not start up, awakening the thought long hushed
;

;

up of their pristine innocence, to embitter still more
the consciousness of their present degradation.
Such examples of utter degeneracy are happily but
few but there is a slow working poison that insinuates
itself into the heart, to freeze the generous current of
many wellyouthful energy, it is indolence.
grounded hopes it has blasted! Its victims are the
more to be pitied, because they derive no pleasure
;

How

from their

fatal indulgence.

Intemperance will produce

On
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a temporary a pleasurable excitement, a short-lived
but for the votaries of indotime hangs like a dead
weight on their hands, sadness " lowers in their looks,
and hovers around their shades." To them nature has
no charms, the landscape has lost its beauty, the
whole creation appears congealed like their heart, and
every thing d^^^ndles away into insignificance.
They
crawl on cheerless and hopeless in their dreary march,
till at last, when fearfully awaking from that torpor of
soul, they become a prey to the keenest pangs of remorse and the morbid agonies of despair.
Indolence is often preceded by a very opposite state
of restless activity, an equally dangerous extreme
which arises from the extreme impatience of youth.
From a How of spirits very natural at that age, young
men can bear no restraint, and cannot be stopt in any
thing.
If they have formed any project that pleases
their fancy, they must put it into immediate execution
upon tlie very spot, in spite of every obstacle and every
danger.
Their impatience cannot bear to see it developing itself through its several stages.
Oh no.
they must break down the branches to gather the
fruit before it be ripe. Such sanguine and unreasonable
hopes must necessarily be disappointed. Improvement
is not the work of a day.
They expected it to be so,
and when after a few ardent but ill-directed efforts,
they find themselves still so far from the wished-for
object, they lose courage, conceive an aversion to what
they so ardently loved at first, and as easily relinquish
their task as they had begun it.
The young rely too much on their own powers, till
they have tried them and found them weak and unavailing.
Let them learn therefore, a proper and
becoming diffidence of themselves
let thorn learn to
check their impetuous disposition. By doing a little
at first, let them enable themselves to do more afterwards. The acquisition of habits of industry depends
not so much upon the quantity of work done at one
time, as upon tlie regularity with which it is performed.
thrill

of voluptuousness

lence, there

is

;

no pleasure

;

!

;

F
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However, application must never be continupcl until
becomes painful, let it rather be of short duration but frequent, and every thing will become pleasant that ground v/hich at first seemed so rugged and
forbidding, will be a path strewed with flowers, where
every gale is peace, and every step leads to the temple
it

;

of science.

Oh that tender and experienced parents would
then persuade their children to improve the flying
hours, and arm their minds with the surest preservatives
against the seductions of vice, and the errors of ardent
and misguided enthusiasm
a strong sense of duty,
and a pure and sincere love of science. But above all,
the fear of God is the buckler against which the darts
of vice and ridicule will strike in vain, which like the
fabulous segis of old will convert into inanimate stone,
the fair and delusive forms that too often haunt the
imagination of youth.
It is religion that supplies the
purest, the most pov^^erful and most constant motives
!

;

—

—

to virtuous exertion.

Without

its

sanctifying influence,

ambition degenerates into overweening pride, and vainglorious selfishness
emulation into envy
the love of
science into barren and presumptuous speculation even
sense of duty itself must prove weak when unsupported
by religion, and must fail when we have no friends to
claim our exertions, or reward them by their appro;

;

;

Whereas the sense of the presence and observation of our heavenly Father can never be wanting to

bation.

animate, direct, and reward the exertions and sacriyouth.
In short, it is religion that gives, as it were, the
flnishing touch to all accomplishments and virtues.
Without it, they are nothing worse than nothing.
Instead of contributing to the happiness of the possessor, of being a lamp to his feet, they will only
serve to betray him into temptation and guilt, and all
their fatal consequences
and at the close of a restless
and unhappy life, when his trembling soul finds itself
alone at the awful tribunal of an offended God, this
^'
terrible sentence shall be sounded in his ears.
To
fices of the religious

—

;

(
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whom much

has been given, from him much shall he
Let the young man then ever remember,
that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,
and the surest pledge of happiness. He may indeed,
by transcendant talents shine for a time but it will be
like a meteor that shines with ephemeral splendour,
and then sinks back into darkness and nonentity.
Whereas he whose genius is consecrated by a sense of
dependance upon God, resembles the sun which ever
shines with pure and equal light, which diffuses every
where its creative energy, and which, as an inferior
minister of Providence, invigorates and sustains the
surrounding worlds.
T. E. 8.
required."

;

«••«••

<^ <••<••

The Dashing Bold

Boy.

A FEW

days since, I paid a visit with two of my
one seven, the other eight years of age, to a
lady remarkably fond of children, though she has none
herself.
boys behaved, as I thought, with uncommon propriety, and as they not only make me
very happy, but are extremely beloved and admired
(which I may venture to say, as an anonymous writer)
I was weak enough, in the fond and foolish pride of a
mother, to ask this lady, on the evening of the same
day, some question, intended, I fear, to lead to her
commendation of them. " Indeed," replied she, ''they
seem very good, and I dare say they are sensible. 1
own I think they are rather too quiet, and they do not

sons,

My

—

their cleverness sufficiently.
For my part, I like
a dashing bold boy, and I expect one of that kind
every day, about their age but he is the wildest creature
delightfully high spirited
quite a genius
does
nothing like other people
If they could get him to
apply, he would do every thing better than any one

show

;

!

!

!

else."

!
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I was a little disappointed that my boys excited no
more approbation, and surprized that Mrs.
should expect they could shew either vivacity or talents

M

in the short space of a visit.
However I recollected
having lately heard a sensible woman, somewhat indignant, that, on a similar occasion Mrs. Siddons'
deportment, language, and dress were only that of a
dignified well bred woman, and that she had been
guilty of so great dereliction of " genius," as to lean
her arm on the table, and praise the bread and butter.

—

Bat to return. At the end of about ten days, I
paid that lady another visit.
She was sitting up in
bed, suffering great weakness, and some remains of
pain.
Her favourite boy had arrived the day after 1
saw her. On Tuesday, having just made a round of
visits, where he had been introduced into large and
mixed companies, his fluent conversation, and his
power of amusing her by personal anecdote, and accounts of new modes of dress and furniture, made him
very agreeable.
Wednesday she passed in vainly
trying by every mode of persuasion, and finally by
serious exhortation, and even bribery, to induce him
to write to his mother, as she had promised he would.
On Thursday, he was no longer amused by the
novelty of the scene, and finding no pleasure in books,
he began to show off a '* dashing bold boy ;" he
lamed her favorite poney, and harnessed hei? house-dog
to her wheeled chair, which he broke by driving it
through her garden, over beds of rare and beautiful
plants.
In the evening, to vary his amusement, he
dressed up her tabby cat in her Brussels lace veil,
which he dexterously slipped from her bonnet, when
she returned from visiting, and accomplished its total
demolition.
He broke her bells in ringing violently
for servants to supply his imaginary wants, and in short,
not to trouble you with farther details, his finale was
changing all the labels of the bottles in her medicine
chest, from which prank, the remedy she took to relieve
the head-ach his noise had occasioned, was very near
releasing her from all further disquietude.
It luckily

—

—

—

—
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terminated in nothing worse than a severe illness, and
a considerable abatement in her admiration of *' dashing

bold boys."

The

M

by some of Mrs.
's
them to examine whemuch calumniated quality was really in any

respect entertained

friends for genius, has induced

ther this
degree, the cause of that boy's turbulence. They have
discovered that his want of application is accompanied,
as it is usually though not infallibly, by want of quick
that his refusing to write arose
ness and capacity
from shame, (which may operate as a spur to improvement,) as he was conscious of his deficienc}' in
style and spelling, and that real genius, by giving a
taste for reading and sensible conversation, inspires a
certain tranquility in proper times and places, wliich,
without the least diminution of high spirits, and enjoyment of active sports, gives a variety of manners
;

and

character, pleasing to others

and

to ourselves.

M. T.

On
" Est

No
nor in

Discrimination.

modus

in rebus."

more conducive to right judgment,
more favourable to solid reasoning,

faculty can be
its

results,

or persuasive eloquence, than that species of true taste,
which we may call discrimination. It is this accuracy
of perception that restrains the ardent mind,
and
checl^s the rapid tongue, it confines the too eager flow
of thought, and curbs the too quick and difRisive pen.
It thus assists the discovery of truth,
by repressing
those excursive flights of fancy and rhetoric, that

would lead

to brilliant but dangerous error.
Like the pitch pipe which moderates the vocal tone.
from assuming at first, a height that would destroy
true harmony in its progress. So a nice discrimination
will prevent the judgment, the tongue, the pen from
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running into exaggerations, into superlatives, antitheses,
to which, without this modulating faculty,

soning,

and

fair

true rea-

argument might be unconsciously-

sacrificed.

How often have we not remarked a tendency to
blame proceed from small and venial faults, until the
subject has been loaded with every degree of obloquy.

A

no less in proportion though
more excusable manner, when it proceeds with
exaggerated epithets of commendation, until it reaches
the extreme of fulsome flattery and nauseous panegyric.
Hence the gi-eat master pieces of oratory, handed
down to us from classic periods, the commendatory
and the vituperative, though brilliant in the extreme,
will always, with readers of sound judgment, be
disposition to praise errs

in a

deemed less perfect than those sober productions of
chaste eloquence and sound reasoning, whose objects
are more determinate, and their results more practical
and beneficial. Hence in common life, and daily discourse, we ought to guard ourselves against being hurried away by our passions and temporary feelings
lest while inveighing against, or praising our companions or cotemporaries, we exalt into angels, or debase
;

to demons, men of similar passions, faults, or virtues,
with ourselves and neighbours^ only differing from us
perhaps, by more prominent stations, and conspicuous

circumstances.

All the acquirements of

man

existence, are circumscribed

of his immortal

mind

;

in his present state of

but the desires and hopes

are infinite.

The

strongest

man

can only raise a certain weight, or support a certain
The most ambitious and powerful
degree of fatigue.
man, can only obtain a certain degree of dominion
over his fellow-creatures their thoughts and purposes
he never can fetter, nor can the utmost stretch of his
sagacity or foresight, calculate upon the opposing
interests and power, which may annihilate that which
he fondly believed was immutable. Neither can wealth
;

satisfy the infinite desires of

more

refined,

and

man.

— But

let

us turn to

intellectual enjoyments, the

charms

Inman
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of study, or the sweet affections of the heart.
The
scholar and the philosopher pant continually after
higher and higher acquirements, or degrees of perfection; their cup is never full.
are continually
forming to ourselves scenes of future bliss
and sup-

We

;

posing that the fruition of our desires, should equal
our expectations, which seldom happens, we find our
circumscribed powers are unable to bear so great a
draught of joy it becomes a weight, an oppression,
and is consequently converted into pain. Nevertheless,
the great mind of man will go on seeking for happiness
and seeing that all the treasures of the earth,
and the stores of earthly knowledge, and the charms
of earthly joys, can never satisfy it; how desirable
that it should fix its hopes, and its regards, upon those
treasures which are eternal, and therefore, can alone
;

;

satisfy

immortal beings.
J. B,

To Zachariah Inman.
Dear

Sir,

I am distantly related to your truly honourable
family, many of whom have ennobled themselves, by
that practical virtue which speaks audibly with its

As

"still small voice" to all around, I

to

you

in

a

difficult

men and manners

case,

make

bold to apply

as being a tranquil observer

for such a number of years
(and
say so without suspicion of flattery) peculiarly
well fitted from your sweetness of manner, to decide
on the following subject.
Some days ago, I learned that the method long
used by obtuse observers, for discovering what makes
a gentleman, namely fine dress, which by the bye, I
have long suspected as not being sufRciently accurate,
was quite obsolete, and that all must have recourse to
their knowledge of good manners, the deficiency of
which discriminating quality, has put some of us

of

if I

may

;

;;
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youths into a dilemma.
As we were mournfully
musing, a thought was suggested by one of us, that if
we adhered to the maxim of doing to others as we
would wish to be done by, it would serve us in every
extremity all agreed it would be an infallible guide
with regard to ourselves, hut with regard to the fair
sex there was far from being a unity of opinion ; some
chivalrous spirits declared, that we should be continually seeking occasion of evincing implicit obedience to
and some to protect them
their wills and wishes
more moderate souls agreed to the latter, but rejected
the former, or limited it by the saving clause of " as
;

;

was consistent with reason ;" others, 1 blush to
say so in this enlightened day, declared their belief
that " reason had no influence with them, and therefore should not influence our conduct towards them
far as

acme of politeness was to flatter the vain, and
neglect those whose personal attractions were small."
Fearing that their noisy folly might bear away the

that the

palm, I implored them to suspend their judgment till
I should obtain yours.
Do you not think that our female associates demand
and desire something more than outward show ? Pray,
say whether the cultivation of the mind and agreeable
conversation

te^hem ?

would not make our company acceptable

And you

will

much

oblige

Your Kinsman
JOSIAH InMAN.

Dialogue.
Mrss DizEN

a Dressy old Lady,

Miss Dizens Nephew.

Henry

Robert's Tutor.

Robert.
have

. .

Robert

!

— {alone)

Why

did

[

What an unfortunate tongue I
say that I intended taking a walk

;;;
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And

such a walk as it might have been
Here must I wait
by myself
till that aunt of mine bedizens herself with her frills
and her ribbons, and all her ornaments and in the
mean time this enchanting evening is passing away
and when we do set out, I detest the very thoughts of
such a walk, (/le stamps) Instead of listening to the
birds singing and other charming sounds of nature, I
must have a long-winded lecture upon politeness
instead of admiring the gilded clouds, or the beautiful
variety of light and shade created by the setting sun,
my opinion of that old Indian shawl must be extorted
perhaps indeed she may take a wise fit, and ask me
about my Greek and Latin, which I can't bear from
this evening ?

either with

Henry

or

!

!

;

her,

I

" Gie me ae spark o' nature's fire
That's a' the learning I desire."

—

{Enter) Miss Dizen.
So Robert I hear you spoutYou never sing a song, or repeat a poem for me
I wish my dear, you could learn to be agreeable.
young gentleman is nothing except he be agreeable in
ing

!

A

company.

—

Robert.
I w£ls only repeating a few lines from
Burns, and you know you don't like his poetry because
he was a ploughman.
Miss Dizen. I can't bear any thing vulgar. You
are quite too fond of low company.
I wish to give
you a polish, my dear, but you are quite untractable,
and will have your own way. I'm afraid you'll never
be a polite gentleman. Now as we walk along, I

—

must give you a lecture about your conduct last night.
It was very shocking, and must have given those ladies
a very bad opinion of you.
I know what you mean, and you may
Robert.
spare your lecture.
I may be rude, but I am not a
'

—

liar.

Miss Dizen.

mean?

—

—A

liar,

my

dear!

What

do you

Robert.
T know very well what I mean, I know
the difference between truth and lies ; ^vhen you saw

—
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down the avenue, you
you wished they would stay at home, and not
torment you every hour in the day, and because you
could not make me say you were not at home, you
were obliged to see them, and tlien you told them how
rejoiced you were to see them, what an age since they
had been here, and how you had just been telling me
how seldom they came I could not bear that.
Miss Dizen. But you are guilty of the highest
rudeness, both to them and to me, to declare I had
not been telling you any such thing. I tell you, young
man, you must be more accommodating.
I'll never accommodate any one by telling
Robert.
seeing all this kind of work makes me rude,
lies
because it disgusts me. Henry is as polite as any one,
and never has recourse to such ways, and I know by
his countenance last night, that he was shocked at

the Miss Flaherty's coming
said

—

—

—

;

those deceitful compliments.
Miss Dizen. More likely he was shocked at your
rudeness ; but he is quite too indulgent to you,
I
shall beg of him to attend more to your manners, I

—

see

him walking

cival.

I

this

way.

— Good

evening Mr. Per-

—

Henry. The sweetness of this evening is delightful.
have been taking a solitary walk. All nature is

by the sweetness of the weather. Robert,
I was wishing for you to enjoy with me the glories of
the setting sun.
Robert.
You did not wish for it half so much as I
did, for I'm tormented listening to the same old
prosing on politeness.
Henry. The softness of the evening is not in unison with unpleasant reflections.
Miss Dizen. No indeed, Mr. Percival, this is not
a time for rude remarks. I shall take my leave of you
here, gentlemen, and step into Miss Dumville's
Robert.
(aside) Right glad I am of your absence
now sheHl spend her nonsense, and play the hypocrite
upon the poor Miss Dumville's. {to Henry) Really
Henry, my aunt makes me quite sick, only for you
and one or two besides, I should detest politeness.

refreshed

—

—

—

—
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—

Henry. It is very natural that your honest heart
should revolt at any thing like insincerity, most heartily do I wish that every one possessed as much candour as you do, and that the customs of the world
1 confess I was
were more consistent with truth.
shocked last night at your aunt's palpable misrepresentation to the Miss Flaherty's, but I was also shocked
Although we
at your abruptly contradicting her.
should never tell a falsehood, yet we must have some
regard to the feelings of our companions, supposing
that all such regard was annihilated, what a breaking
up of society and friendship must there be ? Civility
is as necessary to the preservation of social harmony,
without them we
as the laws are to society at large
I need not desshould have anarchy and confusion.
cribe to you the horrid consequences of such a state.
Whenever I understand the reason of any
Robert.
thing, I am very willing to comply, but my aunt thinks
my curiosity very impertinent when I ask her the
the truth of it is, she has no
reason of what she says
reason, and therefore can't give any.
Probably your aunt's education was such
Henr\-.
as rather to contract than expand her ideas, you must
make allowance for the manners and ideas of others,
and if you have more advantages than they have, be
thankful for them. You cannot better prove the enlargement of your mind, and the extent of your observation,
than by charitably making allowance for the great
variety of human character, which is influenced not
only by natural disposition, but also by custom, and
many other circumstances. The most perfect person I
ever met with was not without a fault, and I am happy
to add, that I never met with any one so depraved as
not to possess some good quality.
;

—

;

—

H. X.

;
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PRAYER.
Prayer

is

not only a request for

what we want, but

also an act of thanksgiving for all the blessings that

we

enjoy, the expression of our resignation to our sufferings, and in one word, of our feelings of adoration to

But above all, it is that rising
our heavenly Creator.
of the soul, that solemn communion with heavenly
love which words cannot express.
Stated forms of prayer have been used to direct and
assist devotion, but they do not equal the extempore
aspirations of the heart, under the deep impression of
Neither is it necessary that
its peculiar situation.
these should be breathed forth in the language of men.
The heart will be agitated with feelings which cannot
be embodied in words

;

and

silent prayer,

we have

reason to be assured, is as acceptable to God, as when
decked with all the ornaments of eloquence and all
the melting tenderiiess of music.
There is something
inexpressibly awful and affecting in silent prayer, in
that mute offering of the heart to its ever present,

though

To

invisible master.

a meditative mind, silence is peculiarly impressive, it carries with it a feeling of mysterious solemnity
which the loudest strains of thundering eloquence, or
all the witchery of music cannot equal. The harmony
of the spheres is a hackneyed expression, and yet the
idea of these immense masses of matter, flying with
prodigious swiftness through boundless space, whose
de^p silence remains unbroken since the creation,
seems far more sublime and awful.
The prayers which are oflTered up through the
medium of a minister, may be perfect indeed, and
exquisitely adapted to our wants and circumstances
but they do not transport the heart with that earnestness of feeling, which, for a moment excludes the
world and its vanities from our view, and exalts us
above ourselves. There is a human alloy with what

Prayer.
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spiritual worship, the voice of the
too great a dependance on human
we are too apt to hang enmeans and human talent
raptured on the melting accents of eloquence, to admire the creature and the instrument, forgetting alto-

ought to be the
heart

—there

is

;

—

who

alone should absorb our soul
us not be imposed upon by
a deceitful emotion. There is a transient excitement,
a thrill of the heart, responsive to the chord skilfully
touched upon by some powerful speaker.
But this is
a devotion which comes in at the ears, and evaporates
with the last accents of the man, or the dying viYes, the ear may be
brations of the instrument.
ravished into ecstacy, the eye overflow with tears, the
earthly passions be lulled asleep for a time, and all
seem heaven, and all seem love, and yet it may not
and yet this luxury of feeling, this inbp devotion
voluntary tribute of an enthusiastic and cultivated
mind, to the masterly combination of sounds, or
of poetical imagery, may be utterly displeasing to the
offended jealousy of our God, as utterly unsanctified
by true love, and a sincere desire for his grace. This
is the idolatry of genius, not the worship of God.
It
is in the mortification of all earthly feelings,
in that
solitude of the heart which w^e ought to reserve for
ourselves, amidst all those worldly pleasures which
distract us on every side, and those worldly attachments which wean us from heaven, it is there that we
ought to commune with God
it is there,
and there
alone, that we can give to our prayer that spiritual
unction which rises as a grateful incense on high and
to which the pompous solemnities of external rites arc
at best but incentives and auxiliaries.
gether the Creator,

and

all its faculties.

— Let

—

;

—

;

;

T. E. «.

G
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Sequel to the Memoirs of the Rattlebrain
Family.
(Continued from our last.)

The purchaser of the Rattlemount estate was Mr.
Valentine, an enterprizin<T successful merchant, and
deserving as he was prosperous.
This worthy ornament to the commercial class, had pursued a steady
course of well directed speculation, aided by talents of
no mean stamp while he carried to every quarter of
the globe the industrious researches of his liberal
country, he had reaped thence a most ample harvest
While yet in the prime of life,
of honourable wealth.
he was enabled to make two important investments of
his accumulating capital, in two very different species
With one large sum withdrawn from all
ofprop£rty.
further risk, he realized by a favourable and well timed
purchase, the Rattlemount estate (except the small
portion of it reserved foi' the widow and children of
the late possessor) with another comparatively small
sum, he bought the patronage and secure command of
the elective franchise, in the flourishing sea-port and
borough of Moneymore
without adding thereby to
the burthens of his country; for in his own person, -or
that of his respectable nominee, when returned, no
new names were added to the list of treasury suitors
or dependants.
His more gai^nful operations ,and his
parliamentary duties, did not deprive him of leisure to
ascertain the real circumstances and apply every rational effort to the improvement of his newly acquired
estate.
Under his enquiring eye and with his own
judicious management, its value was even considerably
augmented while the condition of his tenants became
most materially improved.
Paul Rattlebrain, the eldest offspring of our unfortunate acquaintance, was from his change of circumstances brought up in a very different manner from his
ill-fated father.
Throvni of necessity, in some degree
;

;

;

;

;;
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tliG care of his mother's family, to whom such
charge was as unwelcome as unexpected it was performed in a manner the least irksome and expensive.
The choice of a school from the above motives, proved
no less suitable to his genius than happy for his des-

upon

;

A

tiny.

moderate and unostentatious establishment,
its purpose, and untainted by fashionable

faithful to

and corrupting

ensured the future welfare of its
while it denied not free scope for
genius that aspired to the higher walks and brighter
acquirements.
Here young Paul formed a congenial
intimacy with Charles Valentine, whose intended purerrors,

industrious pupil,

suits were to follow the meritorious course of his prosperous father.
This friendship led to an introduction
and as Paul's high relatives wished to
to his family
place him with as little trouble as they could, they
readily consented to Mr. Valentine's proposal, to receive into his counting-house the young friend introduced to his notice by his son. The not unfrequent
course of meritorous exertion then regularly ensued
Paul became the confidential assistant, the valued
partner, and in the end the grateful son in-law of the
retiring merchant; for one fair daughter cheered his
declining years, and to her hand had Charles in anticipating warmth of affection, destined his friend, from
the earliest period of their intimacy.
By this time, Paul had himself acquired considerable
and following the example of his present pariches
tron, lost no time to realize an estate: and that which
fortunately then presented itself for sale was his own
Having in its diffelong lost patrimony of Aircourt.
rent alienations, passed through far other hands than
that of Rattlemount, it was now reduced in value, as
But this faciliwell as in every respect deteriorated.
tated the opportunity to the young and rising merchant
and it now passed into as rapid a course of improvements as the other branch of his father's estate.
Mr. Valentine, having before the end of his life
made another much larger purchase, was enabled
;

;
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and unenvied

justice to all par-

contenting every wish of his excellent son, bygiving him this last acquired estate with the greater
part of his other wealth
he restored, as his daughter's
portion, the deserving Paul to the full enjoyment of
all his wishes, by making him the owner of the now
flourishing Rattlemount.
ties

:

;

The borough

was shared between and
by the young friends, during a long

interest,

jointly represented

course of independent conduct.
Paul's mother lived some years after the separation
from her husband, and the loss of her other children ;
she dwindled gradually into a mere retainer of rank

and

fashion[; without any glaring faults, she had lost
the opportunity of displaying any ""Sseful virtues and
she died nnenvied and almost unregretted.
Peter, fully chastened by misfortunes, and long
abhorring his former course of life, had been assisted
by his wife's relatives. With some favourable compromises, he w^as restored to his country, to witness
the successful career of his more deserving son. To
him, however, he avoided to become a burthen or
dependent.
His noble relations backed with influence
the liberality of ministers, who were ready to confer a
favour on the father of a borough proprietor, though
they gained thereby no corrupt support; and Peter
sat down for his latter days in a respectable situation
:

under government

in his native province.

There

pass-

ing his now cheerful time in the society of his son's
family, he rejoiced to instil into his grandchildren's
youthful minds those correct and happy precepts, which
lie had proved in misfortune, and at last delighted to
diffuse in late but new-merited prosperity.
J.

B.

——
;

;

;

S»®ia'[?IFi^a
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The Wandering Mother,

A
Now

Tale.

my aged frame,
the fountain clear
Relate thy woes my pensive dame,
Say why the flowing tear."

''

Fvo reposed

And drank

With

And
'-

sighs the sorrowing dame began,
thus her piteous story ran
:

Yes

And

!

I will tell

For thou hast

Nor

a moving

tale.

pity will thy heart assail
felt stern

will despise

my

Unlike the young, the

That

poverty.

low degree

sport in pleasure's

rich,

the

;

ga}-.

summer day

;

Regardless though the tempest lower.
Upon the little lowly bower
Nor mark the wretch that pines av/ay,
To grief and penury a prey.
I, too, was thoughtless gay and young.
Health fiush'd my cheek, I blithely sung

And now

tho' sordid

my

attire,

my

food and scant my fire
Time was, when on the Sabbath eve.
With joy my parents I'd receive:
Who, spent with toil, returning home,
The blazing fire, the neat wash'd room ;
They grateful mark'd and fondly smiled,

Tho' spare

Prais'd

How
How

and

;

caress'd their

happy

child.

calmly did the evening close
calm the sabbath morn arose,

And when was

To some

lov'd

;

o'er our rite of prayer,

haunt we'd
G 2

oft repair,

——
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Where

seated 'neath the spreading trees,

Fann'd by the fresh and balmy breeze,
We took our frugal gay repast
Such pure delight was not to last
All bounteous Heaven to me had lent,
'Mongst many blessings, sweet content
And tho' these now no more are mine,
Ungrateful Cdo I repine ?
Ah no but when my infants cry,

—

!

And

vainly ask a fresh supply
Forgive the tear, forgive the sigh,
city was my place of birth.
father was a man of worth
iVnd oped to me his little store
Of learning, what could he do more ?

A
My

He plied his trade, and I his child.
Was taught a labour yet more mild
The silken thread my fingers drew,

;

In innocence my moments flew;
But then alas in ignorance too
Of the world's wiles he bade me shun
!

;

The

ways

that others run.
In all these tender cares to aid.
Was one I lov'd. a pious maid;
Her holy hymns she taught to me,
evil

Meek

sister

of the rosary

These pleasures past, my parents
To a bold youth I w^as allied,

died,

Who soon to me the bliss denied
Of weeping o'er my father's clay.
And bore me grieving far away
And here his widow' d mother's head
I watch'd,

and smoothed her dying bed:

She

oft bewail' d

Her

son return' d

He

my hapless

fate.

— but 'twas

too late.

beyond the sea
My pressing needs did he but know.
To pining want and wasting woe
Ah! would he thus abandon me?
lov'd to rove

——

!

;

;
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While

I

by taunting neighbours blamed,

Unus'd to dig, to beg ashamed,
O'ercome in body and in mind,
Silent and sad, to death resign'd.
Some friends I have, who bade me come
To share their comforts and their home,
But from my children bid me part
The mother rushes to my heart.
To feed, to clothe, to guard and guide,
I will not send them from my side.
While I can aught for them provide."

—

The traveller in reply
She ceas'd
Gave all she could
Her sympathy.

—

Florella.

On Humble

Life.

Thrice happy rustic, cast in nature's mould,
Nor art's enfeebling hand thy form hath marr'd
Of vig'rous intellect and fancy bold,
From fashion's selfish walks alone debarr'd.
While labour yet can sustenance command.

Nor anxious cares attend thine envied couch
Not doom'd a boon to beg at great man's hand,
Nor for enslaving honours meanly crouch.
But

least of all thine envy, royal state,

Which
Its

nature's solid bliss too oft foregoes

throne disfigur'd

Its regal

Thy

by pursuing

hate.

bed disturb'd by endless woes

head, in pity may such fortunes spare.
the lowly breast such ills to share.

Nor tempt

J. B.

;

;
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Friendship.

In

lovely summer,

life's

While happily

my

flew, wing'd

hair deck'd with flowers.
with joy, my light hours,

rambled one morning, with heart warm and gay,
crossing the plains 1 met Love on my way.
In the garb of sweet Friendship the young one was drest,
1

And

So I thoughtlessly clasp'd him quite close to my breast;
But soon the boy flutter' d 1 sooth'd him in vain;
His pinions he spread I ne'er hail'd them -again.

—

Then

—

x\mbition's wild meteor next caught

my

view.

Over hill, over dale, T was glad to pursue
Through the gloomiest forests, so brightly it shone,
To snatch the gay play- thing, I still ventur d on,
But I followed in vain, for it vanished away.

And left me to cold Disappointment a prey.
From my brow in despair, as I tore the bright wreath,
The softest of voices these words seem'd to breathe,
''

Turn, fond

self-deceiver,

Seek me, and court Love
I turn'd

But

thy wild chase give

o'er.

or Ambition no more."

and beheld the dear plague of

my youth,

Truth
no more his fair plumes could I spy,
And pity and peace seem'd to beam from his eye,
" Love depriv'd of his wings, must be Friendship/' I

On

cloth'd in the plain simple habit of

his shoulders

cried.
I plac'd the mild form by my side.
of all tliese sweet visions this only proves true,
So to Love and Ambition I bid my adieu.

So fondly

And

Umbra.
Sensibility.

Goddess
Sweet

of

many a joy, and many a woe,

Sensibility

!

thy power

1 sing,

A thousand pleasures from thy fountains flow,
A thousand sorrows issue from thy spring.

;

;

'

—

;
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'Tis thine to give to joy a purer glow,

And

oh, strange

Thy mien
The

is

nymph

to grief a deeper sting.

!

pensive as the rural shade

thy dewy eye
thou seen to smile, when joy, bright maid,
And her gay train, with song, approach thee nigh.
Oft too, with her, hast thou been seen to rove.
But chief thou dwell'st with grief in silent grove.
Mine be thy woes, and all thy strange alarms.
If mine to share thy joys and feel thy nameless charms.

Yet

tear hangs dubious in

art

J.

Ode

to Virtue.

Oh heavenly maid celestial
Do thou my bosom warm,
I

Hear thou thy humble
Preserve

me

free

For thou
For thou
Still let

H,

fair

votary's prayer.

from harm.

reliev'st

reliev'st

the sick man's throe,
the mourner's wo.

me live beneath thy
me live in thee

smiles,

Still let

Secure from

all

the world's false wiles,

From vicious pleasure free.
Thou lightenest the poor man's
And givest grief a lighter air.

care.

Although I fall an early flower,
Although 1 die unknown
Thou'lt be my boon, though Fortune lower,
;

When time to me has flown
When usher'd on the boundless
Of

sea

tenible eternity.

N. M.

;
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On Autumn.

Weep

!

Queen

of the sheaf, thou art stripped of thy

pride,

Thy fields they were waving with plenty, and yellow
Thy garments with grapes and with peaches were dy^,
Thou wast

Spring, but

more mild, thou wast Sum-

mer more mellow.

Weep

!

Queen

of the sheaf, thou art stripp'd of thy

pride,

The chaplet of flowers thy fair locks that braided
And Winter behind thee on whirlwinds will ride —

He

:

smiles on thy flight, for thy glories are faded.
<••<••

i©^.^.'

The Traveller's

Song.

AM wet with

the dews of the mountains,
Begirt with the blackness of night.
No bright star shines benignantly o'er me,
Each object is hid from my sight.
1

Yet

still

I will haste

To my

little

on

my journey,

cottage so dear.

For Hope sheds her influence o'er me,
Though all round is cheerless and drear.
Mediocris.
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The Recluse.
Mr. Editor,

TiHE

following account of tho death of one of my
neighbour hermits, may not l:>e without its instruction.
I therefore send it to you, as it was communicated to
me, By a very respectable female w^ho lived w^ith him in
the quality of a house-keeper.
E. M. was the youngest son of the family of M. M.
hall, county of Clare, Ireland.
Having been disinherited by his father for abjuring the Roman Catholic
religion, which had been that of the family for the
last three hundred years, he entered the army, and
served several years in Spain, till disgusted with tho
atrocities which he saw daily committed by friends
and foes in that ill-fated country, he sold his conimission, returned to Ireland, and after having vainly
tried to obtain his father's forgiveness, he in his despair, renounced tho world, and retired to a wild and
secluded spot among the Wicklow mountains, about
ten miles from me.
There he lived in perfect solitude

The Recluse.
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upon a small annuity.

He

when he bought

was about twenty-five

little piece of ground
on which he had a simple and neat cottage erected,
where he spent the rest of his very short and cheerless

years of age

the

career.

About that time the school-master of our village was
by lightning, and his widow (she who has sup-

killed

me with these details) received the week after, a
very kind note from the young gentleman, inviting
her, in consequence of a recommendation of mine,
sent the very day after the accident, to come and take
care of his little household ; which she, being left desFrom that time,
titute, accepted of without hesitation.
I seldom saw him but the very first day that he came
to me to treat about the purchase of his little farm, I
was immediately and without knowing him or his history, struck with the expression of melancholy that
was stamped on features once handsome, and still
This melancholy seemed to
noble and dignified.
deepen every year and most probably hastened his
His tall thin form, still elegant though slightly
death.
bent, was undermined by some secret ^grief the real
cause of which was never fully known. The paleness of
his complexion wes set off by a profusion of dark 6urls
that played about a finely shaped brow, deeply marked
with cares, not years. His eyes were black, but their
look was drowsy and languid. The general expression
" I
of his physiognomy was pensive and mournful.
never saw him laugh," says my worthy correspondent,
''
and if he ever happened to smile at the innocent
frolics of my little son, or the tales of '' olden times,'*
with which I sometimes tried to divert him, still there
was a sadness in the smile, like the transient gleam of
sunshine, that pierces for a moment the gloom of a
** Yet he was the best of masters,"
conwinter day."
tinues she, " and his eccentricities did no harm to any
one but himself." She attributed his last illness to
grief for the loss of an only brother, his sole correspondent, and whom he after spoke of as his only friend
in the world.

plied

;

'
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tn the last visit which he paid me, a few weeks
before his death, he told me that after his mother's
death, which he always deplored as his first and
greatest misfortune, his father married again, went to
reside in London, where he quickly squandered away
his fortune, and died in the Fleet prison of a broken

His wife returned to her relations. The family estate was sold, and the old mansion pulled
down to make room for a modern country-seat. One
of his sisters had married, and the other retired into a
His elder brother went to the West Indies,
convent.
where, after a year's residence, he was carried off by
heart.

a

fever.

Since the fatal news came, that the last tie which
bound him to the world was broken, he never enjoyed
a moment's health. A hectic glow gave an unnatural
There
air of animation to his Hushed countenance.
was a hurry in his manner and a wildness in his look,
which formed a singular contrast with his gentle deportment, and the tremulous sweetness of his voice.
Sleep and appetite forsook him he studied less music, which had hitherto helped to beguile his melancholy, was abandoned
the gun and fishing-rod lay
the flowers of the garden,
neglected in a corner
which he had used to cultivate with particular care,
were allowed to wither away. His only pleasure was
to roam in the day, and often late in the night, among
the heath-cover'd mountains which surround the glen,
and from which the river that passes through it, takes
His only companion in these rambles was a
its rise.
large dog, which he had brought from Spain, and upon which he seemed to set a higher value than the
animal really deserved, except from some unknown
circumstances with which it was accidentally asso;

;

;

;

ciated.

The ruin of his family, painful as it must have been,
could not have been the only cause of that secret grief
which preyed upon him. Even the death of his beloved brother seemed to have affected him less from

H
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real loss wliicli

breaking of the

he

felt,

than from

its

last string of affection, that

being th«

had been

but was now snapped for
ever.
It was the bitter renewal of former impressions
which time hfid not destroyed, though they slumbered
left to vibrate

in his heart,

his bosom, ready to be awakened in all their
energy by any fresh accession of misery. It re-opened
a wound tliat had ceased to bleed, but still rankled at
in

his heart.

What the original cause

of his depression was, in ad-

dition to the unnatural neglect of his family,

I never
could fully learn. I could only conjecture from broken
and dark hints that it arose from disap})ointment in"
friendship, and the death of a young and beloved relative under very tragical and mysterious circumstances,
the knowledge of which he said he would bury with
him in the grave. It appeared that his brother had
been the confidant of this painful secret, and that a
letter, written by him during his last illness, containing some more disclosures relative to it, was what
increased the melancholy of our unfortunate recluse
almost to agony.
•'
Often," says his housekeeper, " would he after
returning from his walks, sit musing at my kitchen
fire, then take my son upon his knee, and question him on
his day's lesson, for he gave him regular lessons till
He then would
within two days before his death.
gaze smiling upon his face, and press him fondly to
£is breast then he would sel hii4 down with precipitation, rush to his own room, lock himself up, and I
could hear him walking with hunied steps till late in
the night, and my heart would bleed for him.
"Since the beginning of the winter, he had discontinued his rambles among the hills, and confined himself
Last month, he seldom w^ent beyond the
to the glen.
garden, and yet I did not think his end was so near.
But last Thursday night, he became alarmingly worse.
Still he would not let me go for a doctor, saying that
he knew what ailed him, and that all human aid was
;
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Since that time, lie grew visibly worse every
Last Sunday, he received a visit from our worthy curate, whose Christian admonitions greatly soothed his wounded spirit.
*'Intho evening, after having heard my son read
prayers, he visited all his Ijooks, locked up the press,
and gave me the key, saying, '' Keep this for your
son.
1 shall only need one book now, that is th«
Bible, and you may have it too, when I am gone.
It belonged to my poor mother, keep it for her sake
and mine." He then looked over all his papers and
burned them.
From that moment, one thought alone
appeared to absorb his mind, that of preparing for
vain.

day.

He

death.
light

up

became

cheerful.

A

would often
and play about

smile

his interesting countenance,

his languid features.

called me up into his room,
by the fireside with the Bible on
his knees. He thanked me most affectionately for the
constant care he said I had taken of him during his
illness
told me this cottage should be mine after his
death, that he had settled part of his annuity on me and
my son, and given the rest to the poor of the parish
he wished my son to continue his studies, as he believed him endowed with good abilities, and capable,
with the help of industry, of making his way'through
*•
the world.
May he, my good friend," said he, " live
Above all,
to help and comfort you in your old age.
let him be cheerful, and resigned to his lot, whatever

**On

Monday evening, he

where he was

sitting

;

;

that

may

be.

If

he be destined

to experience

mis-

him not allow himself to be discouraged
by them, but let him cast his cares before the Lord.
I have had ray share of them
my life began and will
end in the midst of sorrow I was nursed in tears, but
I have not derived from my crosses that benefit which
they were undoubtedly intended to afford me. I have
sunk under them, when it was my duty to rise above
them, and bear them with fortitude.
I have too much
fortunes, let

;

;

indulged a naturally melancholy
disposition,
"

H

2

I

have

!
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selfishly brooded over my grief, and retired here io
lead a sullen life in improlitable solitude, when I might
have spent the rest of it, if not happy, at least pleased
with doing good, and rendering myself useful to society.
peculiar situation has overpowered my better feelings of duty.
I have enjoyed few of the sweets
of family affection my first, my dearest hopes have
been blasted ; but unavailing sorrow and remorse have
withered my heart, without expiating my faults. After my mother was no more, my brother was the only
person upon earth from whom 1 could claim love and
sympathy. Had he lived and near me, he might have
preserved me from many errors,
but it was ordained
otherwise."
" Here he was so much affected, that his voice faultered and he could not proceed he pressed my hand
The next day, he was
in silence, and J withdrew.
extremely feeble about four however he got up, and
bade us help him to go down stairs to the door of the
cottage that looks on the back of the garden, as he
wished to enjoy the sight of nature once more. The
day had been uncommonly fine, and the evening was
calm and serene. Not a breath of wind agitated the
old firs that are scattered up and down the hills, which
rise abruptly from the lake and seem to repeat themselves in its glassy bosom.
The brawling sound of the
little mountain stream that loses itself in the lake, was
the only interruption to the silence that reigned in this
The sun was setting with unusual
little wilderness.
splendour behind one of the mountains, and his dying
rays reflected by its summit covered with snow,
gilded the clouds, which heaped up in bold and irregTilar masses over one another, flew swiftly along, and
gave to the scene a singular air of mournful solemnity..
They resembled the golden hopes of life, flying before
the night of the tomb
He gazed in silence, till the sinking orb had almost
disappeared behind the mountain, and when the last
beam escaping from over its summit, fell upon his paI•^

My

;

—

;

;

!
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ho unconsciously stretched forth his arms,
then letting down his head gently upon my shoulder,
" My last sun is set !" These were the last words I

lid face,

—

heard him pronounce for the exertion having probably been too great for his exhausted frame, he was
unable to walk, and I was obliged to bring him up
in my arms, with the assistance of our good curate,
who had come to attend him in his last moments.
He fainted soon after being put to bed, and did not
fully recover till about half past eleven
he then took
some water which he drank with avidity, though he
seemed to swallow it with considerable difficulty. After this ho seemed greatly revived
he grasped the
hand of the worthy old pastor who was praying at his
bod-side, and kissed his hand to my boy, who kneeled
at the foot of the bed crying as if his heart would
burst.
Sometime after, he raised up his eyes, and
his lips moved as if muttering some words of supplication, but wo could only hear the faint sound of his
breath, and even this we ceased to hear after a time.
His countenance pale as the whitest marble seemed to
have all its immoveability. He continued in this colThe sound
lected state till the clock struck two.
seemed to startle him he half rose from his pillow,
grasped my hand, and looked wistfully on my face
with a sniiie so inexpressibly sweet
oh I shall never
;

;

;

;

I

forget

He was aged twenty-nine years

"

This,
this

—

it

sir,

is

and seven months."
the affecting account of the death of

unhappy young man.

1 shall

make no comments

written by a woman of feelings and education very far superior to her station.
Her devoted attachment to her master cannot but inL^t us w^th her drop a tear over the
spire respect.

upon

it.

It is evidently

early grave of one, who, with less morbid sensibility,
a deeper sense of his social duties, and in less forlorn
circumstances, might have made a splendid use of his
talents, and turned them to the advantage of those,
around him. Thus, if he could no longer enjov hap3

H

;
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least have diflfiised it around, and
a virtuous heart, though broken by sorrow,
wounded by ingratitude, and chilled by the loss of
every earthly tie, will still, v/hen joined to the sublime consolations of Religion, be able to

piness,
this

he would at

to

" Administer

to a

mind

diseased,

Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow

Raie out

;

the written troubles of the brain

And with some sweet,

oblivious antidote,

Cleanse the foul bosom of that perilous

stuff.

That weighs upon the heart."

T. E. S\

On
Tempus

Time.

— How often

is this expression used
not spare ourselves these regrets,
if we employ to advantage this invaluable gift?
Time flies indeed, but it is only to the idle and careless, it should bp a cause of sorrow; to those who value
him, to the industrious and careful, he is ever a completer of happiness, bringing to them the effects they
have been labouring for. He is either a despoiler or
beautifier,justaswe use him if we disregard his presence
and power, he passes us by, and we know that he has
been with us only by some traces of decay we are
then sorrowful, feeling ourselves unhonoured and worthless, and we call upon the past, but no past can return,
and we are less able to use the present, wanting the
activity which the exercise of the past might have given
to us, and we are all anxiety for the future.
On the contrary how delightful are the effects of
well employed time
instances of this hapjTmess are
sometimes to be met with.
One consoling picture shall never depart from my
memory: It is of a woman over whose head have
»olled more than eighty years time has assisted her
ja arranging her passions aijd feelings, not letting one

in regret

!

fugit!

but

may we

;

;

!

—

;
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intrude in place of another, but maintaining amongst
all a perfect harmony, and this harmony displays

her benign countenance

itself in

;

her

tall

though

in-

clined figure shows us that time has been to her person
as a beautifier of ruins her words are few but full of
wisdom, and she is retired from the bustling scenes of
;

the world, happy that she is near the end of her journey, and diffusing by her example the good which
are delighted and our hearts
inhabits her mind.
expand, while looking on such a picture, and when
we see it no more, we feel sorry for not having looked

We

again.

—

you another picture: It is of one
has kept up the activity and perhaps the freshness of youth, by the constant employment of the
gifts of time; in her steps we acknowledge the vivacity
of spring, and in her front the bloom of summer we
see her eager to fulfil to the utmost every command of
duty, and her bountiful heart is never weary in dispensing benefits; with a clear judgment, she decides upon
diffident of her own, she sets forth the
the best path
virtues of others, and guards their weaknesses from
the breath of slander; the needy and sorrowful fly to
her for relief and sympathy, and they are not disapI could offer to

who

;

;

pointed.

Our

venerable Ephraim Inman, also presents himHas
view; how has time dealt with him ?
he not been his sincere friend. Has he not calmed
his sorrows and completed his joys ? Has ho not given
to his benevolent countenance a still deeper shade of
kindness ?
He has taken away no part of the elastic
spring of his still verdant mind
but has left him ever

self to

my

;

ready

to enter into the

sympathies of youth, to advise,

console, encourage or reprove

;

to rejoice in their suc-

cess or to soften the sting of disappointment.

delights in approaching him,

and age

finds in

Youth
him a

comforter.

These instances of well spent time, are indeed ^delightful—^we contemplate them as we do the setting
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sun,

still

lingering while

and wishing even

us,

a trace of

to follow

it

its

glory appears to

to another hemis-

phere.

Columbia.

To Zachariah Inman.

My

dear Uncle,

HAVE

been endeavouring to profit by the adyou gave me, when I was paying you a visit.
When any thing disagreeable occurs^ I try to imagine
how insignificant it will appear to me in a few years
or months or days, and I am well convinced that if I
I

vice

recollect

it

at

all,

it

will appear too trivial to give

me

any uneasiness yet I cannot help feeling that pain is
If I got a blow on the elbow,
pain, and grief is griefv
;

may

I shrink or cry out, although the pain

be gone in

a few minutes. You tell me that if I live to be old, I
shall meet with serious misfortunes, and that I repine
at

little

because

disappointments,

consequence to trouble me;
also told

me

that

we

are

''

1

I

believe

bom

have nothing of
^but you have

it

—

to trouble as the sparks

fiy upward," that no age or situation in life can exempt us from a portion of sorrow. A poor person has
good reason to complain if ho cannot procure subsistence.
A mother may justly mourn for the death of a
" These things," said one of Stern's heroes,
child.
" are worth sitting down and crying for ;" an^so they
are, and they often make me ashamed of my imaginary grievances yet, my dear uncle, I must plead for
this same imagination.
;

cannot bear to hear a stupid matter-of-fact person
''that we may all be very happy, if we have
plenty of beef and mutton to eat, and comfortable
clothing to put on, and a good house over our heads."
8uch persons have jiot read, or at least have not tasted
I

say,

—
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or understood PascaVs fine chapter upon *'the misery
of man;" which I know you are very fond of; if you
were not, I should not venture to send you these crude
remarks.
Tf beef and mutton and good lodging, constitute the happiness of man, he need never raise his
eyes to the hope of immortality
he and his horses
and his cows would all equally receive the fulness of
bliss in this lower world.
I acknowledge that it is very wrong to give way to a
murmuring disposition, or to be ungrateful for the
comforts of life but I wish to obtain from you a little
;

—

;

Allow
are called imaginary evils.
have observed you uneasy and fretting
I imaat things that 1 thought not worth minding.
gine there are different sorts of infirmities both of body
and mind, peculiar to the different stages of life. Some
people talk of the afflictions of children as though they

sympathy

for

me to say,

that

what
[

were nothing.
I
Allow me to speak from my own experience.
clearly remember when I was about four years old,

down stairs in the morning, looking about in
vain for amusement, and feeling a sort of misery occasioned by a total want of pleasure or occupation ; a
lovely child appeared, and I can never forget the joy
going

which her blue

eyes and transparent countenance
created in my mind.
This is a sort of misery which
obtains no respect in the world, yet the absence of
some object to occupy our attention is as real a want
to the mind, as hunger is to the stomach.
I might
also describe with feeling, the anguish I felt on breaking a glass swan, and afterwards the death of a favou
These were small privations, but they were
rite hen.
privations, the grief was soon over, but it was grief

while it lasted, which is all I plead for. It may well
be said that " men are children of a larger growth,"
that " great people have great playthings," &c. &c.
let

them

some charity for the little people
playthings and little woes.
I shall be very much obliged to yoUj my dear uncle^
then, have

who have

little

;
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if you will

me

a lecture upon patience and resigyou do not so much degrade the sort
which I am subject, as to say it is not

send

nation, provided

of suffering to
suffering.

Your

affectionate niece,

Seraphina Inman.

Maria.

IT is a general opinion that we do not obtain respect,
unless we preserve a stately appearance and manner
to all our companions.
Some think, that even to our

we should not throw off all resbetray some weakness which might
lessen our respectability
to our children and servants
we must speak with authority in order to be obeyed
to the world in general with coldness lest we be intruded ^ipon those who perform all this as well as it
can be performed, certainly steer clear of much toruble
and disappointment; but if they avoid rocks and shoals,
they also avoid lovely fertile scenes, which would more
than repay them for their danger.
Indeed I so strongly imbibed this notion of gaining
respect by appearing dignified, that I have very often
sat a whole afternoon with my arms folded across, and
my head thrown back, or my chin resting on my
waistcoat; I say, I have thus sat silent for a whole
evening in silly or stupid company, and had thereby
acquired an idea that almost all companies were stupid
or silly, but my opinion is changed, and I am now
convinced that it is in the power of us wise people to
draw sparks of wit and wisdom from almost any company.
1 made this discovery one evening at a party of
Maria's, where there were a great number of young
people, two farmers who had business with her husband, three old women who had long lived in the vilmost intimate
traint

least

friends,

we

;

:
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and a young beau and his sister who had just
come from Dublin. On entering the room, I was sor-

lage,

ry to find such a large party, fearing

1

should enjoy

none of the charming company and conversation of

my

friend

way was made
me that

fortunately

;

Maria's elbow

me

for

at

these were
most worthy old women, and begged I would observe
how well they told a story (now a long stor\' is my
aversion, and an old woman's must be long.)
One of
;

she whispered to

:

them proceeded with the story she had begun I did
not attend, but Maria roused me, by begging I would
obsene how Molly's eye was lighted up by the remembrance of her ycmth this application moved one
of the ailectionate chords of my beart, and I gave up
the reins of my imagination into the hands of old
Molly, or rather, of Maria.
" How cruel," thought 1, "is it to be indifferent to
the few pleasures which are left to the old"
I was
now charmed with all the circumlocutions and antiquated phrases of these good women
I obsen'ed that
the young people flocked around them, and whenever
they said any thing strikingly odd or pathetic, the
young people endeavoured to catch Maria's eye and
.smiles of benevolence and compassion were exchanged
even the dry farmers appeared interested, and
when they took their turn in conversation, Maria was
equally attentive to them, and somehow bewitclied us
all except the beau and his sister, who
to be so too
sat gravely in the midst of their trappings, as if they
were in the pillory or the stacks, and feared to move a
limb or a muscle Maria made several attacks upon
them, but they were invincible, till at length she
particularly addressed them upon the reigning pleasures
of the city, which drew them out a little, and to my
great astonishment, Maria, without plan or artifice,
did not permit them to retreat again nothing surprised
me more than the power she shewed in this instance, for
she absolutely incorporated these affected young people
into our company, and divested them of their reserve.
:

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;
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Whether they wore, like me, charmed
ance of freedom and henevolence, and

at

the appearpresent

for the

threw away the encumbrance of dignity or

affectation,

Nor did I find this company of young
I cannot tell.
people silly, any more than stupid they were not
afraid to discover their little stores of information to
Maria, or to allow their fancies to play before her,

—

she hailed every spark of talent or harmless wit, and
more did she countenance goodness of heart. I
can certify in favour of condescension, that she was
still

treated

by

freedom.

But

I

this large

— To

me

it

company with as much respect
was a cloudless evening!

as

have had, from time to time, an opportunity

of seeing her conduct to her children, to her servants,
and to the poor. Children will be sometimes troublesome and wayward, but this is no reason why restraint
should separate them from those with whom it is their
Maria is not only the
nature to be closely united.
guardian but the companion, the friend and the confi-

her daughters have no temptain quest of a female confidante, who, if she be not corrupt herself, generally
corrupts by her advice, or even by her sympathy but
who can speak the blessing of an experienced and tenMaria's orders are given to her servants
der mother ?
rather as requests than commands, and I have seen
them fly to execute her wishes, not with a terrified or
sullen countenance, but with the cheerful alacrity
which affection alone can create she speaks kindly
and familiarly to them about their business or the affairs of their families, and they are proportionally
Maria is bountiful to the poor,
interested about hers.
but her benevolence exceeds her bounty, and she is
sometimes obliged to offer kind words of sympathy
I know her sympathy is
instead of money or food
more gratefully received than the money of the protid

dante of her children

tion to run here

;

and there

;

:

—

or scornful.
There are indeed

impose upon

mean

beings in existence

unassuming goodnes,

who

but I hope the
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Indeed there are very few who
and perhaps it is the circulation of
spurious humility, which has brought the genuine

number

is

are really

very small.

humble

;

virtue into disrepute, at least in our intercourse with
the world.
The nearer we approach to perfection the

more humble we

are,

and consequently the more

unassuming.
^

H. N.

On Bexevolenxe.
Benevolence

is

a social duty which although

it

cannot, like justice, be enforced by the laws of any counEvery man has a right to
try, is equally binding.

claim the performance of it from us; and if we reject
upon our sympathy, and the voice of conscience, we shall certainly be accountable for it, not
indeed to the necessarily imperfect and limited ordinances of men, but to the eternal and perfect justice
of our God; who through the voice of reason, and by
his divine revelation, has commanded us to do all the
good in our power, and who has moreover attached
such a delightful feeling as a reward, to every deed of
Benevolence.
Humanity may be exercised in various ways and
degrees, from the bestowing of a mite upon the poor
mendicant to the sacrificing of fortune and even of
life, to rescue a fellow mortal from destruction.
Between these two extremes, there are innumerable
intermediate degrees of humanity, which we are called
upon to practice, and the obligation to which must be
regulated by several considerations, such as,
How likely is it that we can be of real use to
J
his call

.

the sufferer ?
2.

Plow

3.

By how much

him

exceed or fall
incur on his account

may

far does

he deserve

it ?

does the good we may do
short from, the danger or loss we
?

These queries are arranged according to the weight
which they should have upon our minds. The first
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consideration is certainly that of the good
last that of our personal risk.

we may

^o,

and the

But great and exalted

as the

virtue of

humanity

only on special occasions that we are
called upon to exercise it in a marked manner: the
lesser duties of it, indeed, may always lie in our way,
It is but seldom that
but how insignificant are these.
we have to iiiake any real sacrifice to relieve a fellowcreature often, besides, it is altogether out of our power.
But the second part of Benevolence is in the power of
every one, and we may practise it at every moment
It does not
almost of our life I mean Gentleness.
indeed require that exalted state of feeling which chaIt is a calm,
racterises the higher deeds of humanity.
unaspiring and soothing virtue, that works almost imjierccptibly but constantly, and by a thousand little
certainly

is,

it is

;

—

unasked for attentions, is ever diffusing satisupon every heart. It gives a tender lustre and
bewitching loveliness to higher virtues which without
It renit might often appear harsh and unamiable.
ders the common intercourse of life delightful, and
upon the whole, contributes more perhaps to the gonetrifling

faction

sum

of happiness than the noblest efforts of beneLastly, its gladdening influence is not lost
upon the heart of the possessor it preserves it against
ft
the storms of passion, or the gloom of ill temper,
promotes and cherishes that inward calm and tranquilral

volence.

:

that genuine peace of the soul upon which depends real felicity.
A disposition to benevolence is so inherent in our
nature, that it has been ranked, under the name af

ity,

symfatlvj,

among

the instinctive principles of

man

:

but that feeling alone cannot constitute virtue, and is
It may
of itself worthy of no moral approbation.
even by excessive or ill-directed indulgence, become
blameable, in which case it may truly be called an
It is reason, the great leading
amiable weakness.
principle of man, which must ennoble and consecrate
that feeling, guide and regulate its operation.
Benevolence assumes different names according io

;
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When limited to the
the sphere of its operation.
members of our own family, it is styled family affection
when it extends to a certain circle, which common interests, views or occupation have formed, it
may be called jOfl'r/y spirit. When taking a wide field,
;

it extends to the countr}^ in which we live, it becomes
patriotism, one of the noblest and most ardent virtues
of man.
When it embraces the whole human race,
as so many members of one large family, it is the still more
The exercise of our benoble virtue oi philanthropy.

nevolent affections in ewery one of the preceding diviBut
is not only allowed but highly creditable.
as these affections are the warmer and the more active,
as they are confined within a narrower circle, they
are apt to engross the mind exclusively, and interfere
with the more general but still binding duties of Benevolence.
Thus an excessive affection for our family

sions,

and too great a zeal for their interests,
us neglect the sacred calls of our country,
or even betray us into a violation of the eternal laws
of justice.
Even the devotion to our country, that
pure enthusiasm that has prompted so many generous
or our friends,

may make

and often to an entire abnegaof self, even Patriotism may become criminal
when, passing just bounds, it excites in the heart
feelings of jealousy, hatred, and revenge, against other
nations.
To prevent such a perversion of the noblest
feelings, we must cherish sentiments of l)enevolence
souls to great sacrifices
tion

towards all mankind. The accident of birth,
same time that it entitles one particular country
first rank in our atfections, must not make us

at the
to the

forget

under one Father, among
whom there should reign amity and love, to alleviate
the common burden of the miseries of this life.
that

we

are all brothers,

Occasional disputes may arise among individuals, or
even a certain number of men; but what can excite
thousands of kindred souls to wage war with each
other, wilfully to increase the sum of earthly calamities, and nrecipitate by cru^l means the end of an existence already so short ? Can the happiness of one n^T

;
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tion never be firmly

and fully established, till another
be swept away from the face of the earth? Surely, no.
The world is not such a jarring machine, that the
prosperity of one part of it, must be purchased by the
destruction of the other. It is peace which encourages
agriculture, commerce, the cultivation of science and
of

literature

and these are the sources of public

;

prosperity.

Gloomy

who

speculators

may

tell

us that the millions

by wars, were a burden upon the
earth that national contests like storms, which purify
the atmosphere, serve only to sweep away the surplus
This most dejecting doctrine can find
of population.
but few advocates few will be inclined to believe that
are carried off
;

;

of such necessity, that

if the wickedceased to create among them, disputes for
power and pre-eminence, the overgrown population of
the earth would have to suffer all the horrors of famine

w^ar

is

an

ness of

and

evil

men

pestilence,

and that

its

wise,

merciful and

all

powerful Creator, could find no means to restore the
balance of population, and save his creatures from the
threatening misery.
It

is

gratifying for the philosopher to see, that a

and philanthropy, is gradually per*
Our blessed religion was the first
vading the world.
grand cause of that happy revolution. It tamed and
humanized the world. The wars became less cruel
the conquerors began to treat the conquered with more
lenity, and the odious practice of making slaves of
those whom the fate of war had made to fall into their
spirit of liberality

hands, was abolished. Yet the first ages of Christian^
were disgraced by many sanguinary wars, the
more horrible, as they were waged under the sacred
name of religion, darkened by ambitious and corrupt
men, and converted by them into an engine of worldly

ity

power.

The revival of letters, the invention of printing, in
short every thing that tended to diffuse information
among men and, above all, the glorious reformation,
Governments
liave increased that spirit of liberality.
;
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have been materially improved; the odious feudal system has gradually given place to a more ecfuitable dispensation of justice.
The indefatigable exertions of
the Society of Friends have, at last, been rewarded
by the abolition of the slave trade, the disgrace of civilized society.

A

bond of union is now forming among nations, by
commerce and improved navigation, and also
by the literary intercourse of the learned and philosophers of all nations, who, labouring for the improveextensive

ment, not of one people, but of al/, raised above national prejudices, look upon themselves as citizens of
These men are establishing a connexion
the world.
between nations, which war may interrupt but cannot
destroy. Their importance in states is increasing eveiy
day their doctrines, breathing peace and toleration,
are, in spite of the illiberal clamours of superstition and
;

prejudice,

more and more studied and

short, the time

seems

fast approaching,

In

relished.

when

the long
established errors of men shall be dispelled, like clouds
wars will become less frequent,
before the sun of truth
and less cruel, till they are at last finally extinguished
by the universal reception of real, unsophisticated
Then peace will flourish, reliChristian principles.
gion and science, now almost limited to Europe, shall
thence extend their rays, and enlighten the whole uni:

verse.

T. E.

kS.

On Arrogance.
very much in the power of individuals to stamp
character in society, either favourably or
otherwise, by their deportment, exclusive of other
more solid claims. So easy a way to win approbation
is worth trying, and may lead to the exercise of more

It

their

is

own

meritorious qualities.

An

affable

and unassuming man-

ner must conciliate, and gain attention and esteem from
those whom it is desirable to please, though it some-
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times fails in the more fastidious circles to impress any
other than an idea of inferiority.
Arrogance, on the
contrary, tends to a repulsive effect upon all classes
and descriptions of company. By an assumption of
superiority it startles and offends; it rouses dormant
pride of intellect or station, and causes a disposition
to hostile argimient and uncandid disputes.
It attempts a usurpation of the just rights of all to an equal
hearing pretending some fancied superiority, whose
claims it will find a general disposition to contest.
In
examining its pretensions, they will generally be found
;

weak and

futile

;

some adventitious

recent advantages

of

particular

distinction,

information,

some
some

empty

title, or sudden promotion, has inflated a fellow
mortal into an imaginary pre-eminence, without always giving him any just advantage over his more hum-

ble competitors.
It appears a gross presumption, and a most unchristianlike sentiment, to suppose a stranger to be inferior
in talent or respectability, unless he is introduced by

some parade

of patronage and recommendation. This
absurd as to depend on exterior symbols and decorations without reflecting how unworthily these are
sometimes gained, and on how few they can be conis as

;

ferred.

Arrogance, in

by

false pride

fine,

of the

supported alone by pride, but
worst description that which

is

:

on outward show and capricious distinc-

founds

itself

tions,

exclusive in their character,

and

illiberal

J. B.

their effects.

Translation from Klopstock's Messiah.

BOOK

Of

I.

man's redemption, soul immortal
the Messiah in a human form,

Which

!

sing,

in

—

;

;

&1
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On
By

earth accomplish'd, and the race of man,
new covenant, to grace restor'd
Such was the Ahuighty will. Satan, in vain,

a

:

Withstood the Son of God, in vain, withstood
Judea; He the mighty work pursued,
And, in his person, the atonement wrought.
But how can poetry, in mortal hands.
Approach a theme, which the Omniscient God
Alone can comprehend? How may she dare,
At this dim distance, to exalt her views,
To mysteries beyond an angel's ken ?
Creating spirit whoso benignant aid.
!

In reverential stillness, 1 implore
Present her to me, by Thee sanctified.
With zeal inspir'd, with more than mortal powers,
With glory, beauty, and with love endued.
Breathe into her, thy pure ethereal fire,
Thou, who canst deepest mysteries discern
Thou who canst consecrate in earth-bom man
A temple meet for thy divine abode
Pure be my heart, that I may humbly dare,
Though with the faltering tongue of feeble man
To sing redemption, and with timid step
Pursue my progress thro' the awful path.
And you mankind whose race is dignified
By the Redeemer, who from glory came.
Partook your nature, dwelt in your abodes,
Attend my song, and chief ye noble few.
Whose hearts are touch'd with r Redeemer's love,
!

!

'

Wlio

feel

His influence, and with humble

trust,

Anticipate from Him the award of bliss
Listen to me, and through a pious life,
While here you sojourn, celebrate his name.
Nigh that once holy city, now profan'd,
Thro' blindness, which, with obdurate disdain,
;

The crown of her election cast away
The favour'd city once of the Most High,
And as His votary, with His presence blest
There the Messiah from the crowd withdrew,

;
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;

——
;
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Who honour'd Him, but not in such a sort,
As gain'd acceptance, with th' All-seeing eye
From these profane the Son of God retir'd,
Though still they strew'd his way with palms
umph,

of

tri-

And

resounded still, the loud hosannahs
In vain for though they hail'd him as their King,
They knew him not their hearts were yet too gross
His mission to receive, tho' the Most High
Descended and the voice from Heaven was heard
" Thee have I glorified, and yet again
Will glorify." Thus loudly was proclaimed
The present God yet were they not convinced.
;

;

;

—

BOOK

Now

dawn'd the morning

IT.

o'er the cedar groves,

And Jesus rose the ancient Patriarchs' souls,
Which in the sun sojourn' d, his rising saw,
And straight two souls a song of triumph rais'd
:

'Twas Adam's

voice alternately with Eve's.
" Fairest of days, above all days the prime,
Festive and sacred be thou ever held.
On which redemption's glorious day-spring dawns
hail thy advent, thee the cherub hails,
The seraph thee, and all th' angelic choir.
Bright as the morning star thy cheering beams,
To earth extend, and on the throne of God
Rest in full splendour and unclouded blaze.
for our helpless race long sunk in gloom
With exultation the great day salute."

We

We

J.

The Withered

Leaf.

Spare the lone leaf, thou bitter blast.
That decks yon blighted bough

Oh

!

spare

That

it,

for

lingers on

it is
it

the last

now.

W.

;

!

;

;

Poetry.

mocks thee not its bloom is gone
no mark of spring:
See it is torn, and old, and wan,
Then, tempest, let it cling.
It

;

It bears

They call that wither'd wasted
The monarch of the wood
And long, in mockery of thee,
Its stately

But time

And
Its

tree

honours stood.

will

wear the hardiest form,

blast the fairest face

:

wither'd by the storm,
fled its leafy race.

trunk

And

is

—

spare that leaf, so sickly brown
dash it not to earth
faithful leaf which stays to crown

Then

Oh

!

The
The bough which

gave

it

birth.

Thus monarchs flourish, then they fall
Thus some untimely hour
Sees them bereft of friends, and all

They
For oh

!

Who

e'er

;

could boast in pow'r.

how few

will find the friend

basked in Fortune's smile.
the end,

Still faithful linger to

Tho' dark her frown the while.

Then

spare the leaf, thou bitter blast,

That decks yon blighted bough

Oh

!

spare

That

it,

lingers

for

on

it is

it

the last

now.

Cleopatra.

;
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;

=
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On

a Cabbage Rose blowing in October, 1820

Autumn's leaves are falling round
Autumn's dark hue clothes the ground
Autumn's tints enrich the glade
But Autumn's varied glories fade.
Soon to Winter's sullen sw^ay
All these beauties must give way.
Why then on his brow severe
Dost thou, lovely flower, appear?
Thou who giv'st to sunny June
Half her graces, half her bloom
Is it to chase the gloom away,
And promise many a bright day ?
;

;

Or dost thou speak of winter nights
Sacred to Reason's calm delights,
xVnd bid us weave in those sweet hours
Bright wreaths of everlasting flowers ?
But see her blushing glory flies,

—

My rose,

so fragrant, droops and dies
the rude unpitying blast
Her beauties on the earth has cast.
She falls she fades may I in happier hour,
Greet, bright in bloom renew' d, my wither'd flow'r.

And now

!

!

Umbra.

On the

When
And

No

parting of Friends.

parting friends divide their changeful course.
different objects court their vary'd aim.

longer coupled with affection's force,
their efforts claim.

Nor mutual interests

How soon
As

An

they widely swerve from former

habits

new and

fresher scenes invite

envious gulf betwixt their friendship
Encircling still as novel views invite.

ties.

;

lies,

!

;

Poetry.
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Thus, launch'd

tlie pinnace from the vessel's side,
impulse from her course impels
With adverse currents as they're severed wide,
Oblivious ocean's flood between them swells

A varying

;

;

Rarely the parted barks rejoin again,

So

like to changeful

life,

the fluctuating main

!

The Circle of Pleasure.

How

sweet

it is,

in

joyous Spring,

To mark the birds on buoyant wing,
And listen while they gaily sing
Within

their leafy bowers!

How sweet in Summer's rosy eve.
Ere twilight takes her lingering leave,
A brilliant, perfum'd band to weave
Of odour

How

sweet

in

breathing flowers

Autumn's sunny morn,

The
As

sparkling dow upon the thorn
tears the smiling face adorn,
Yet promise happier hours
;

!

But when howls Winter's stormy wind,

mark the immortal mind,
With wisdom gay, free yet refin'd.

"Tis bliss to

Display

its

treasures unconfin'd

Oh may such
!

bliss

:

be ours.

Flo RE LEA.

The Storm.
1.

'Twas night

Was

—and

clos'd the

in the dull pale west,

gloomy day

rhe misty moon, through sable
Pursued her stormy way.

clouds,

;

;;

;
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1 stood

upon a

torrent's brink,

That foam'd aud tliunder'd by;
Around me were the giant hills,
Above the stormy sky^

—

T heard no sound but the torrent's roar.
It rush'd on its rocky way
I saw no light, but the Queen of the night.
She shed a pallid ray.
It

—

was a scene an awful scene,
As mortal eyes could see
;

The silence sank upon my
The wild solemnity.

soul

II.

The winds now murmur

thro' the trees,

In angry whispers and low;
Be hush'd have mercy on the scene
They sullenly answer No.

—

—

The winds are holding jubilee.
And each his cave unlocks
The ships are heaving on the sea,
Or dashing on the rocks.
The low' ring clouds are pouring down,
The torrents of the sky
The spirits of the tempests laugh.
As they

lean from the mountains high.

III.

Whilst Nature with the whirlwind shakes
The Genius of the mountain speakS;.

;
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Poetry

All hail ye dark thunders! ye red lightnings hail!
Pour faster, ye showers, on mountain and dale!
'Tis sport, whilst the winds the fair valleys deform,
To sit on the crags and to " laugh at the storm."
Whilst Nature, in terror, her loveliness shrouds
To thicken the mists, and to dance on the clouds.
Whilst the tiery-ey'd bird, to her eyrie on high,
Flies, scar'd. by the blasts and the thundering sky;
Whilst Mortality's sons from the whirlwinds shrink,
'Tis pleasant to smile o'er the strong torrent's brink.
Whilst the angry sea urges its waves to the shore,
And the mountain streams foam, and the cataracts
roar.

On

Fashionable Vanity.

Let gay society's disciples boast
In adulation's strain, each envied toast!
She, through a scanty season's empty fame.
Enjoys for barter'd health a brilliant name;
In daily apprehension, dreads to meet
Some fresher beauty breathing scent more sweet;
Some showier belle, who Fashion's empire sways
Some richer fair, more splendid to the gaze
Perchance at last, who wins the town's applause ?
Some dame more heedless of decorum's laws.
:

J. B.
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to France.

S EVERAL

of our readers have expressed a wish,
that I should insert in our Magazine an account of the
little tour which I had occasion lately to make to my
native country. But the perpetual round of amusements
in which that visit was passed, the kind of temporary
giddiness, caused by an excitement of the mind, agitated by the renewal of early impressions, and of long
suppressed, if not forgotten emotions, had entirely
prevented me from making any solid observation that
could at all prove useful and acceptable to our readers.
And even though I had been able to bring over with

me

from France any ideas worth preserving, they must
have been so shaken together in my brain, by continual tossing upon a stormy sea for four or five days,
Besides, a
that they would have been unfit for use.
detail so completely personal, must circulate in a
neighbourhood, almost all of whose members are more
If all
or less in a sort of contact with the writer.
these circumstances be taken into consideration, it will
be easily seen that I could write nothing yet something was expected.
I am glad that accident has enabled me to give, at
some future time, satisfaction to the wishes of our kind
friends, by laying before them, if not my own obser-

—

—
Tour
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to France.

and insignificant adventures, at least tiiose of a
fellow traveller, far better fitted than myself for sucli

vations

a

task.

The
more

feeling of loneliness is, I think,
distressing than in the midst of a large

lous town.

your

])ath,

no where
and popu-

In a wood, where no human being crosses
where tlie soul is, as it were, left alone

manifesting himself in his works,
The awful charm of
but not lonely.
There is nothing
solitude is not lost upon the mind.
to disturb our meditations, nothing to chill that busy
faculty. Fancy, whose magic power can people the
desart.
But in a town, where the ceaseless din of

with the great

you

Spirit,

feel solitary,

is ever ringing in the ear, where you are continually jostled by beings, each wrapped up in his own
thoughts, and intent upon his own particular designs,
not one of whom you know, whose forms flit before
your eyes probably for the first and last time, then indeed the feeling of loneliness forces itself, with all its
misery upon the heart, without any of the enchanting
accompaniments of solitude and silence. The first of

voices

—

living poets has said

" To

me

And

As

full

:

mountains are a

the

hum

of cities

feeling-.

—

torture.

'^

of these thoughts I listlessly paced the

crowded

Dublin, waiting with almost feverish anxiety for a favourable wind that could carry rae
to the English shore, and contrasting the bustle around
me with the sweet calm that reigns in the green valley,
along the silvery banks of the Griese, it was my good
fortune to meet with a young friend, with whom I had
studied in the college of Glasgow, and of whose superior talents I hod always been an enthusiastic though
hopeless admirer.
He was endowed by nature with
all that could make his transit through life bright and
delightful.
In a world where minds as well as things
liave grown old, he was to me one of the few precious
specimens of a new mind, whose powerful originality

and noisy

streets of

K2
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to France.

could throw a ray of vivifying light upon w^hat had
seemed to me before hackneyed and exhausted, and
u^hose fervid imagination was ever calling forth unknown beauties into existence. To a glowing fancy
he united an independence of soul, whose seeming
excess was redeemed by deep and real feeling, which,
treasured up in the bosom
" Heaves the heart and dares no utterance,'*

and was the more irresistible when awakened by some
sudden and powerful emotion.

Many

a time in the winter, after our college tasks
did we sit up together in the silence of
night, at our little fire-side, enjoying mutual confi
dence, and all the nameless and indescribable charms
Often did we then
of a free intercourse of thought.
plan rambles through unknown and unexplored regions, never indeed to be realized, but which still delighted his romantic and soaring imagination by the
Often did we wander togeillusion of the moment.
ther by the beautiful banks of the Clyde, when 1 observed, and almost caught the enthusiasm with which
his young genius would, as it were, drink up all the
beauties of nature, and seize the ever shifting and
almost evanescent imagery of the light and clouds in
the sky above, which, to his poetical imagination,
always afforded an inexhaustible fund of delight and
Such was he then.
admiration.
I had parted with him last spring, leaving him in all
the pride of bodily strength and mental energy, when
But that evening,
his eye spoke health and genius.
oh I shall never forget the change my friend's beau-

were

over,

—

!

tiful

and expressive countenance had assumed a tinge

of hectic glow, a transparency of complexion, as it
were mocking the gazer's eye, and through which I
almost fancied I could see the insidious veuom of consumption silently stealing along the blue veins of his fine
intellectual brow.

After the hurry of feeling at so unexpected a meet-

Tour

to France.
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ing was over, lie informed me that he had left his romantic seat in Argyleshire, through the intreaties of
his aged mother to travel, in the south of France and
Italy, for the benefit of his health, which he said had
been slightly affected by excess of study and want of
exercise; but that in reality, it was only the first
step in the great voyage which he had ever resolved to

make

We

to all the accessible parts of the globe.

much pleasure in each other's company,
determined to remain as long as possible together; so instead of going by the Netherlands, along
the rich banks of the Rhine, through Switzerland, he
accompanied me to Calais, and then we went through the
flat and wearisome plains of Picardy to Paris, where
I scarcely spent a day without seeing him, during the
short month, too quickly past, that 1 spent there.
When the painful moment had come for a separation, which I well knew must be our last, I prevailed
on him to come with me through the luxuriant country
of Normandy as far as Dieppe, and there we parted.
It was almost a relief to me to part with him; nothing
could be more torturing than to hear my poor dying
friend fondly anticipating bright scenes of futurity,
dwelling upon his intended voyage, his return to his
native land, his revered mother, and to a dearly beloved brother, who would by that time be old enough
for him to direct his studies and guide his first steps
in literature.
This was a sacred trust received at a
dying fa,ther's hands, which rendered the boy so unutterably precious to my friend, that the very thought of
him at this dist>ance, and at the eve of sucli a separation
was happiness, bu-t a happiness so mixed with the recollections of the past, and apprehensions for the future, as to give to all liivS ideas a sadly pleasing solemnity.
Yet it was not for himself he feared.
He would then tadk of our future re-union, and how
that

I

felt so

wo

would

assist

him

in

putting together his materials for
fruit of

a long projected woi^k, which was to be the

i^2
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his voyages, on the Scientific History of the Universe,
or a General View of the Revolution and Progress of
Science in the World, when the hand of death was

upon him, and the unnatural brilliancy of

his eyes but
betrayed the secret flame that, lurking in his blood,
vv^as consuming his frame and hastening his doom.
During the short stay I was obliged, by contrary
winds, to make in Liverpool, I received, through a

common

me

that,

friend of ours, a letter, in which he informed
not finding himself well enough immediately

to undergo the fatigues of his voyage,

he had postponed
and was going to spend the remainder of the
winter in some romantic and retired spotnearthe Pyrenees that as many years would elapse before I could
see him again, he would send me by the first opportunity a little journal, which he had begun since his arrival on the continent, that, said he, I might think of
him when he was far away.
I might be mistaken, but I thought that through his
apparent cheerfulness, and the gay pictures he drew
of his return to his mountains, and his mother, and
it till spring,

;

his future plans of studies for his brother (a subject,
indeed, on which he could not speak without peculiar
satisfaction,) I could perceive

which he endeavoured

a mournful despondency,
from me, and per-

to conceal

haps from himself, but the consciousness of which
seemed to have forced itself upon him, now that he

was

left

alone.

The same

spirit of half revealed and pensive sadness breathes through the few short letters I have since
received from him, occasionally brightened by the

flashes of that constitutional brilliancy of wit, and laughing festivity, which the damp of death alone will quench.
But he says little of himself, or of his studies he
seems anxious to avoid every allusion to his health,
and plans. I suppose he is now beguiling the last
;

moments of a fast-declining existence, by rambling
through the sublime solitudes which he unconsciously^
though so well, chose for his last rest for 1 am

—

—
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sure he will never leave it. I shall never see him
more, but the impression ho has made upon mo shall
never be effaced.
The short and unconnected pencil notes which he
traced in his journal I shall preciously keep as long
as I live, as the sad relics of departed genius and
Of these T shall select
friendship buried in the grave.
the most interesting for some future papers as soon as
1 receive them from his unhappy mother, who cannot
yet part with the hope of his recovery.
Our readers must not, however, form too high expectations; they must remember that they are notes
written only for his own use, in the midst of liurry
and interruptions of every kind, and by an invalid
a dying man whose mind, hov^ever powerful and
highly gifted it might once have been, is now weighed
down and undermined by the slow-working poison of
disease, and is only the wreck of what it was

—

;

" 'Tis like the stream, aside whose watery bed,
Some blooming plant exalts his flowery head
Nurs'd by the wave, the spreading branches rise,
Shade all the ground aiid flourish to the skies.
The waves the while, beneath in secret flow,
And undermine the hollow bank below.
Wide and more wide the waters urge their way,
Bare all the roots, and on the fibres play,
Too late the plant bewails his foolish pride,
And sinks untimely in the whelming tide."
;

West.
"
If any other effusions of my poor friend reach me
from his romantic and last retreat, 1 will feel a melancholy pleasure in communicating them to the kind
friends who can sympathise with my regrets for one so
They will be to me as the song
tnily worthy to live.
of the dying sw^an, w^iich the ancients believed, alone
among all other beings that shudder at the approach of
death, sings even in its agony, and by short and une-

qual notes, preludes to its last sigh.
It is," says the eloquent Buffon,
^'''

'[

when about

On
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to expire,

Selfishness.

and addressing to life a sad and tender fareswan (according to the delightful fic-

well, that the

tions of the poets of antiquity) utters those accents so
soft and touching, which, like a light and melancholy

murmur, breathed by a low, tremulous and mournful
formed his funereal song, which was heard at
the close of day, when the winds of heaven and the
waves of the ocean were silent."
We must," continues he, '' forgive a fiction which had caught hold of
the lively and sensible imagination of the Greeks.
voice,

*•'

It is an affecting emblem for a feeling heart.
The
swan, indeed, does not sing at its death
but still,
when speaking of the last earthly flight of a soaring
genius, whose vital spark is about to be quenched,
we will remember with sorrow that touching expres;

sion

:

—

''

It

was the Song of thf. Swan

f*

T. E. S.

On
SELF-love
a kind of
is

is

Selfishness.

a passion implanted in the

instinct,

useful rather than pernicious.

and in its higher
provement and incites

tion,

with

human

breast,

which when regulated by reason,
qualities

It tends to preservais

productive of im-

It is reconcileable

to glory.

the precepts of morality and the Christian
and well accords with every neighbourly and
social duty.
Very different however is that degrading
impulse which is called Selfishness an anti-social and
immoral principle, subversive of all Christian duties,
as it is quite opposed to the example ef the pure and
holy leader of our faith. As the true and only lauall

Faith,

;

dable pride

may

be reckoned useful rather than hurtit is from that overweening
and demoralizing passion first felt by the fallen spirits,
and warring even with the Deity, so 8elf-love is as
different from Selfishness or Egotism
the one tending
to guard from degradation and elevate to every good,

ful,

essentially distinct as

:

J
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by conscious dignity and self-satisfaction the other
debasing to every evil, in pursuit of the claims of vulgar and degrading appetite.
Plow frequent are the instances of this passion
throughout mankind, pervading (as it does) entire
classes and descriptions of society; so as to un^t them,
in a great measure, for the discharge of social and
moral duties.
may in general impute this failing to the voluptuary or sensualist, the miser or avaricious man, the
dninkard, the vain, the proud and ambitious, the
mean and cringing sycophant, and the time-serving
;

We

And where

courtier.

it

prevails in all these classes,

an end to the comforts of those dependant on
them, as well as eventually of their own. Their families while wuth them, and their posterity who may
succeed them, have alike cause to lament their errors.
Nor have they themselves any but the most fleeting
enjoyment, and must suffer in the end the stings of
there

is

How

unlike those nobler pleasures, that
and have their sources of
satisfaction in general benefit and common interests
The opposite characters to those above enumerated/
such as the benevolent philanthropist, the generous
and prudent man, the temperate, the modest, and
unassuming, the sincere and undaunted adviser, and
the disinterested patriot though widely different from
the selfish are really actuated by self-love, and must
be repaid by present satisfaction, and future gratitude
remorse.

participate with all around,

!

;

and

praise.

J. B.
<..<..«|)K.^..

An Old
To

Friend.

the Editors of the Ballitore Magazitie.

The name of an old friend brings my dear cousin
Ephraim Inman so strongly before my mind, that in

Jn Old Friend,
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trying to describe the pleasures of an old and tried
friendship, I cannot help interweaving his character

through the whole.

But

cuse

my

love

is

know that he is a great
no doubt hut you will ex-

as I

favourite of yours, I have

gan-ulity, for the praise of those

whom we

music to our ears.
When in a winter night,

we sit together at our
cheerful fire-side and talk of *' auld lang syne," an indescribable feeling of gladness diffuses itself through

my

heart, to think that I

faithful friend,

knows

many

so

have an

old,

and

tried,

already knows my faults, and
of them, that one might suppose no

one

who

—

new

ones could come to light
and if they do, I feel
a settled and peaceful security that the friend who
made allowance for me yesterday, will do the same
to-morrow as surely as that the same sun which set
last night, will rise this morning, because my friend is
as true as the sun, and diffuses the happy influence of
his light and joy through my whole soul.
There is nothing too pure or too precious on earth
to compare to a faithful friend.
The gold is tried in
the fire
the old friend has passed through a liery
ordeal.
The diamond is dug out of the earth the
more it is rubbed and worn, the more bright it
becomes the friend may be said to be dug out of the
;

—

;

:

earth also.
Self-interest, passion, and all manner of earthly
things obstruct the growth of true friendship
but oh!
how bright and sparklii)g! how enlivening is the face
of a friend!
It is said, "faithful are the wounds of a
friend:" how expressive! we acknowledge that the

—

and most delicate friend do
but they are necessary, they are fait^ul;
they '^ wound but to heal."
The great cement of
friendship is the thorough knowledge we have of each'
reproofs of our dearest,

wound

us,

other.

My friend

he knows

He

1

sees

was sorry

patiently waits

his compassionate

my

for

for

faults,

them and

my

he saw them before,
will be sorry again.

repentance.

and tender heart to

my

He

opens

confession of

:
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renewed professions of

affection for

He

has faith in me and I have faith in him
he knows he is not faultless: he has felt the sting of
remorse, and the regrets and humiliations for broken
resolutions.
In short, we expect not perfection from
each other, but we expect love and confidence.
It is
said that the commencement of a married life is frequently the least happy; owing no doubt to the extravagant notions which the parties had formed of the
They are undeceived,
perfections of each other.
when the mind is little prepared to meet with such a
reverse, and a bitterness of disappointment is experienced, which in general time alone can remove.
Chateaubriand wisely and beautifully remarks, that
" habit and length of time are more necessary to happiness, and even to love, than people think.
are
not full}' happy in the object of owr attachment till
we have lived together many days, and especially
many days of sonow.
must know each other
even to the bottom of the soul."
This is friendship,
and without such confidence, neither marriage nor
any other union can be happy.
Whilst speaking of knowing each other even to the
bottom of the soul, I cannot help mentioning the holy
friendship which existed between our Lord and his disciples, although this paper is an unworthy vehicle even
to touch upon so divine a subject.
The disciples concealed their faults from their Master less carefully than
we do from each other, and moreover, he knew their

him.

We

We

corrupt thoughts, their pride, selfishness,

and extreme weakness, and

want

of faith

in short all the sins

lurk in the recesses of the heart; but he also

which

knew

good intentions, their remorse, their godly sorrow. He had compassion on them, and deigned to

their

be their everlasting friend.
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Zachariah Inman in reply to
JosiAH Inman.

his

Cousin

iify Dear Cousin,
While reading thy letter, I thought the person who
wrote it was much better qualified to answer thy ques-

than the old man to whom they were addressed.
quickness and delicacy of feeling which belong
to youth more than age, must enable thee to make
distinctions, which 1 should aim at in vain.
I may,
however, so far reply as to say, that long experience
has convinced me that the more improved the minds of
either sex are, the more real satisfaction they will enjoy in each other's society. Trifling unmeaning contions,

The

versation

may

sometimes give momentary pleasure,

if

laughter and merriment deserve the name
but the
mind is exhausted by such frivolity, instead of being
satisfied.
When the charm of youth is fled when
conversation is no longer enlivened by the play of
youthful fancy, how stupid and wearisome must be
the society of those whose understandings are frittered
away, instead of being improved.
But why should I attempt to write on a subject
which does not, at present, occupy my mind? Let
me rather propose a question to thee, which is continually before me. An unfortunate event has lately
poor
occurred, which is tormenting to think of.
every one refused
traveller took ill on the high road
he took refuge in a sand-pit, whose
to take him in
shaggy entrance always reminds me of the den of a
wild beast he was supplied with straw, and some of
;

—

A

;

;

;

the poor inhabitants shared with him their little store
he was very ill, a dreadful night of wind and rain
wa.s tlie last he spent upon this inhospitable earth, the
mouth of his cavern was directly open to the suriy

;

blast

;

he might have
'<

said,

Blow, blow, thou winter wind,

Thou

art not so unkind

As man's ingratitude I"

!

Zachariah Inman

to

Josiah Inman.

!

1U9

What must his reflections have been on that cruel
What must he have thought of the Christian
inhaViitants, who slept in their ceiled houses, enjoying

nigiit?

and all their luxuries, their friendships,,
and domestic comforts? It is a most cutting reflection!
Did he think of the good Samaritan? Did he think of
them that were worse tiian tho Levite ? that not only
" passed by 0*1 the other side," but refiLsed his entreaties to give him shelter.
" lie was a stranger, and
we took him not in, sick, and we visited him not."
But to return to the deplorable catastrophe on the
morning of the day after the stormy night, the poor
outcast was found dead in his caveni, lying on his
their health,

—

—

—

a very horrible circumstance —a proof that no
kind hand composed his head, even upon the straw^

face

There are generally some pathetic circumstances
attending the deaths even of the most wretched; but
here we are chilled with horror, at the dreadfid accompaniments of the death-bed scene. Horrible circumstances occur on the field of battle, but there is an
illusion w^hich dazzles, and which we must first destroy, before we can see the naked reality —but here,
there is no glory, no pathos
nothing but pure, complete misery.
Oh, may the rememl^rance of this fatal
scene render us more compassionate, more ready to
sacrifice a little of our own ease and convenience
Which of us would not now give ten times more
than the comfort of that wretched man would have
cost us, to be delivered from the bitter reflections
which his death has awakened ^
Let us seriously consider, my dear Cousin, what
we shall do, and ought to do, if a similar case ocLet us not only consider what would be convecurs.
nient and politic, but what would be the command of
him, who spent his life in " going about doing good."
I

—

—

Zachariah Inmax.

;

;

ip^igffim^c

Education.

WhbIj Ignorance of yore, to misery prone,
'Mid slothful want consum'd the tedious days
Flashing thro' chilling gloom tho^ Genius shone,
Too quickly dimm'd, like taper's quiv'ring blaze.
i

Such was the doom that wrapp'd this sainted
As lengthen' d ages rivetted her chain
'Till beam'd in th' orient Education's smile.
When op'd the morn of fair Improvement's
Where'er that zealous friend

to

Isle,

reign-

human kind

Undaunted Lancaster his course pursu'd,
See wide unfold the treasures of the mind,
While prejudice and envy lie subdu'd.
So, from the sacred spark in glowing fire
Once hapless Erin caught the pow'rful light;

And never may that holy flame expire,
Which chac'd the fiends of Error's gloomy

night.

For now with one accord,

'tis wide decreed
peace around extend;
No more her sons in madd'ning rage shall bleed.
As wild unconscious multitudes contend.

That

order, safety,

But Ignorance avaunt, with envious scowl.
Beholds yon ranks array'd at Learning's shrine;
And union's bond impels each kindred soul,

With

equal ardour in the race divine:

—

;

:

Hi

Poetry,

N'ow, void of jealousy, sincere belief
Unmix'd, yet liarmoniz'd, around remains,
As unconstrain'd, each sect implores relief

From

that

Supreme

!

whose name each Scrapli

strains

To whom all bend, and kiss the chast'ning
One all-atoning, all-redeeming God!

rod,

His heavenly attributes, to bless our youth,
Without distinction o'er their ranks descend.
Where order, decency, and sacred truth
Their favour'd vot'ries without envy blend.

Now

these improv'd, a wider range pursue,

While o'er parental cots their influence
As sheds the moisture of etherial dew,
Its fertilizing

pow'r t'enrich the

Thus Education's charm

fields.

shall soon pervade

Th' untrod recesses of the beauteous

And warm with

yields

Isle,

each verdant glade,
Long cheer'd alone by Genius' partial smile 1
virtue's rays

J.B.

Sonnet.

Come Somnus, with thy sleepy balm^
Come — and my cares console
Wave o'er my eyes thy velvet hand,
And hush my wilder'd soul.
;

Oh

!

let

thy fairy phantoms

And wing

the fresh'ning

fly

air,

Softly to cool my boiling veins,
And calm the fever there.

L2
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LuU'd by thy charms,

seem

I

to soar

O'er roaring cataracts wild.
Or ocean's waves
but waking find
;

—

'Twas Morpheus
Sweet Power! how
In

all

oil

me

smil'd.

like art thou to death

except the heaving breath.

X

J. O.

Saturday Night.

The

tailor plies his needle

feust.

Shoe-makers also use their last.
For all is hurry, all is haste.

On

Saturday night.

The labourer receives his hire.
And gratifies his high desire,
Of guzzling beer by ale-house fire, *
On Saturday

night.

See the young boy impatient itches.
To adorn himself with his new breeches,
It wants, good Sir, but twenty stitches.
This Saturday night.

Young Miss has

call'd once, twice, or thrice,

She wants her Spanish pumps,
'"

They

so nice,

shall be done. Miss, in a trice.

This Saturday night."
See hosts on

hosts,

where'er he turns.

Distract the tradesman's mind, that burns

And oh

!

his wife, she inly

mourns.
Saturday night.

On
For she has

ladies' shoes to bind.
she has a cross child to mind
For cares and business are combin'"d,

And
.

On
•

Saturday Night.

This was writtea before Savings JBaaks were tboui,ht

of.

;

W^

Toetry.

The lady combs

No

her auburn hair.

trouble does she spare.
But for the morrow must prepare,
toil or

On

she fears, some other belle
her ornaments excel,
to her mind such thoughts axe hell,
On Saturday

But oh
Shall

And

Saturday night.

!

all

niglit.

The
Is

servant maid, whose only dower,
fame of how she best can scour,

Exerts her

skill,

with

all

her power,

On

Saturday night.

The merchant now retires from
And hopes t' enjoy a quiet life.

strife.

In presence of his loving wife,

On

Saturday night.

But children squecl with all their might,
For this, you know, is washing night;
And they must kick, and twist, and fight,

On
But sweet

When
And

is

all

Saturday night.

our sleep, of a Saturday night,
nature, so

tir d,

is

at rest

sweeter the beams of the morning

When

light,

cessation of labour's confess'd.

H. N.

The Wanderer's

Know

RE^iuiEiM.

ye who seek for worldly fame,
Whose hearts arc lifted up with pride.
Among the people without name,.
!

—

This Lord of the Creation

L3
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Voetri/.

'Twas from a

No

friendless

one to say,

*'•

Oh

dying bed.
live for

me

!""

The Spirit of the poor man sped
To God and immortality.

On the rock he laid him down to die,
On the rock he threw each wearied
His canopy, the gloomy sky

The

—

roaring winds, his funeral

Lines, on the
" Oh

ye,

Man who

who sunk

in bed* o£

limb;

hymn

died in the Rogk*
down

Feel not a want, but what yourselves create ;
Think for a moment on his wretched fate
friends and fortune quite disown ;
TU satisfied, keen nature's clamorous call,
Stretch'd on bis rtraw, he lays himself to sleep
While through the ragged roof and chinky wall
Chill o'er his slumbers piles the drifty heap."— Bt^-R^'J

Whom

n

we may heave

Yes!

the heart-felt sigh,

As wand'ring slow in pensive mood
Our thoughts through boundless regions

O^

ily,

o'er our private sorrows brood.

selfish musings wander
our griefs and idle cares,.
Ah see that sad memento yonder,
See what a frowning face it wears I

But whilst our
O'er

all

;

'

we may blush and

Yes!

sigh in vain,.
that sad cavern's form we view;.
And we may pour the mournful strain.
For him who bade the w^orld adieu*

As

But

too late our mournful strains.
too late th' accusing sigh
heeded not the wretch's pains^
left him all alone to die.

all

And

all

Wc
We
•

See the

letter

from " Zachariah Inmaa io wply

Josiah lotnaj).'' pag<} 108*

;

*©>

his cowsin

\

;

:

A

Paetri/i.

Yet we could

And

talk of truth

charity and

and feeling

all that's

kind.

Whilst tears adown our cheeks are stealing,
And tenderness pervades the mind.
This melting mood, ah! what

Or

avails,

tears that fall for fancied woes,

If Charity that never fails,

Assuage not fellow-mortaVs throes?
Justly

we

And
Admire

And

prize the gen'rous steeds
wants provide.

for his various

his

beauty strength and speed,

share in

all his

graceful pride.

While man, our brother man may lie
Within that den of shaggy form
While man, our brother man may die,
Expos' d to all the raging storm.

Ah! can such dreadful tale be true?
Has Fancy lent a sombre hue

To

all

the visions of the mind^

As wide she ranges unconfin'd?
Alas

!

no fancy here could

paint,

Her images
Stem

And

are all too faint.
Truth has grav'd it on

my

heart.

richly I deserve the smart.

Oh Ijiixury! thou baneful weed,
Destroying ev'ry goodly seed,
Thy tens of thousands hast thou slain
See Indolence amidst thy train;
And Pride that scorns the mean abode.
Save charity be all the mode;
And Selfishness, whose pois'nous breath
Insidious bears the seeds of death;

15
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And

Cruelty, with harden'd front,
Neglecting e'en the moan of want.

Oh

Luxury

Can cause

the

!

no power of thine
Sun of Peac« to shine \

Thy

feasts and all thy revelries
Are but the mimickry of joys;
And the poor pleasures of the hour

No

sooner tasted than they're

o'er.

Far from the lap of Luxury we

The heavenly

find

feeling of a peaceful mind.

let us sell our temporary ease
purchase treasures which can always please»
Not all the world can give or take away
Is compensation far a well-spent day.

Come,

To

H.N.

Off
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Pictures op War,

Mr.

'Editor,

me the honour of inserting tlie
upon Benevolence, war was mentioned by mere accident, which may serve as an excuse for my saying so little on a subject, which so
many of us have long viewed, and still continue to
view, in so false a light.
A periodical publication on
war* which I had an opportunity of perusing some days
ago-, turned my thoughts more fully to the subject,
and made me wish that a greater number of equally
benevolent and enlightened individuals would exert
themselves in forcing upon tlieir fellaw- christians a
In the essay you did

month

before

last,

picture of the real nature of war, in all the shocking
nakedness of the tmth, robbed of all that high colour-

and

ornaments wliich poetry, in
and prostituting herself to a mistaken sensibility, has bestowed on
this gigantic destroyer of men's lives and happiness
and, above all, of tnie Christian spirit in the world.
It is time that war should be stripped of that witchery of glory,, which sheds such a deceitful blaze of
splendour round her car, that our dazzled eyes can
never pierce through, the poetic radiance, to view tiiis
ing,

all

those false

this instance, the minister of our pride,,

•

The

Hfirald of Peace..

J ]
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divinity of the mighty and the brave in its true deformity.
But such a sight would be too odious, for who
does not pride himself in his sensibility, in that exqui-

texture of the heart, and delicacy of feeling so
acute, that the sight, and even the thought of real

site

miser}% is too painful to bear and when, to flatter and
feed by excitement those high wrought feelings, scenes
of imaginary woe are exhibited, floods of tears come
to our relief, and the melting tenderness of the heart
indulges in all the luxury of abstract syrapathy. But
;

ought that sensibility be of so absorbing a nature as to
overpower our faculties, and disable us from making
those exertions which might often alleviate considerably the sum of real, not "poetical misery ?
Europe has, for more than twenty years, been a
scene of continued bloodshed.
Now, have we ever
allowed ourselves to think of this, as we ought, except so far as our own personal comfort was endangered ?
The fall of thousands, the burning of towns,
&c. are read in a news-paper with indifference, as a
matter of course, whilst if consecrated by the harmony
of numbers and all the living beauties of description,
we would dwell upon them with all the unprofitable
fondness of melancholy delight, heightened not a little by the soothing and complacent feeling of conscious
sympathy. The natural death of some friend, to

whom we were habituated, and whose existence had
become necessary to our comfort; or of some countryman, whose virtues and talents reflected lustre on the
nation, and consequently on ourselves, will absorb all
the sensibilities of our soul— for, once more, we boast
of sensibility, in spite of the indiflPerence with which
we allow ourselves to read of scenes of bloodshed,

without reflecting on them.

The

between the two
and rival powers, the
and every dear name,
thrilling harmony, the

political struggle of strength

colossal masses of neighbouring

contest for liberty

the note of

woe

and

glory,

softened into
dying warrior's song, the conqueior's laurels, &c. have^

!
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cast such a spell over minds fond of show and noise,
imagery and excitement, that we overlook all the
crimes and cruelty of war, and see in it nothing but a

grand scene of collision, in which moral and physical
j)Owers are bent to their utmost stretch.
forget
the poor aged mother, bereft of her only support; her
affectionate son torn from his home, (as in the last conscriptions in France) forced into the company of men
hardened by a long hubit of vice, who mock the childish sorrow of a raw youth, whose natural feelings
have not yet been paralysed by professional cnielty ;
left in
marched beyond his strength falling sick
some crowded and loathsome liospitaL neglected and
forsaken far from the only being on earth who could
have tended his sick bed, and bent over his expiring

We

;

;

;

form with sympathy and love whose tenderness could
have relieved the awful anxieties of dissolution, and in
whose bosom he colild have breathed the last cold
damp sigh of death deprived even of that shadow of
glory, which his young and ardent mind had formerly
pictured to itself in fair semblance of worth, and the
rays of which were to have gilded his early tomb.
We do not think of that poor mother, anxiously
waiting for tidings of that beloved son, walking long
;

;

and weary miles in the cold winter, to ask some
proud *'man in office," humbly waiting in anxious suspense, till he is at leisure to tell her with unfeeling
and official indifference, that he is dead.
Oh
think for a moment of that wretched object, her heart
withered by the loss of the last, ihe only blessing she
had in the wide world, left destitute and forlorn, depending upon the precarious charity of the rich, or of
neighbours as })oor, and as wretched as hei*self.
This

—

is

wai*.

"Or think of the same youth, who but a few days
ago was cherished by love and delightfully employed
in smoothing the last paths of ^' dim declining age,*'
to his old mother, now hurried forward to the great
^ene of blood, deafened by the roar of cannons, the
;
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mingled yells of the victims and their murderers, sickening at the sight of mangled bodies writhing with the
last agony
himself at last cut down by some hardened human being and fellow mortal after a savage
contest, from which his untutored heart still shrinks
with instinctive horror, he falls, and expiring utters
;

;

that heart-rending cry of misery,

—

'*

Ah

mother, mo-

This is war. This was the fate of the flower
ther !"*
of the youth of France, of that chair a canon, to use
the Satanic expression of their butcher, who thrust his
raw recruits foru^ard, to deaden the first fire of the

enemy, and thus gained his battles, as he himself
said, d coups cChommes.
But this same youth, if
spared by the fortune of war, after a few years past
in scenes of debauchery, lawless plunder, and systematical ferocity, became the veteran soldier, the satellite and instrument of his grandeur,
who made of
France a scene of blood, demoralised her people, and
degraded her in the scale of nations. Then think of
the old soldier at the close of a long and disastrous
war, broken down by age and fatigue, enfeebled by
wounds, at last the mark of his bravery, and returnHis youth spent
ing to his country poor and forlorn.
in the tumult of battle, has furnished him with no rehe must be a burden to friends
sources for his old age

—

;

who have

long forgotten him, or else wander, a useless load upon the earth, cursing the land for whose
ideal wrongs he wasted his youth, and shed his blood.
Oh picture to yourself his tall iron frame, bent by
age and wretchedness, his wasted and squalid look,
his sunk eyes, that once flashed fire in the hour of
danger, and which have not yet lost the fixed expression of ferocious insensibility, begging from door to
door a miserable pittance,— yet this is the wreck of
one of the, thousand heroes who, in the pride of youth!

• This is no fiction, several of the raw conscripts of 1813, were
heard to utter that cry, vvheu dying.
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as their right, their

life,

and

blood as their element.
Now turn to the soldier's wife, subject to all the
hardships of a married life, w^ithout any domestic comfort to sweeten its bitterness, condemned to wander
without a home, often in foreign and inhospitable regions, in scenes of blood and danger, obliged to live
among corrupt men, exposed to their insults, with only
one friend, one protector, who is perhaps the verjlirst to spurn at this defenceless victim of her imprudence and his brutality, sharing all his fatigues with
far inferior physical powers, dragging herself and her
helpless offspring behind, through cold and rain, in
many a long march, " along a rough, a weary road,"
almost accompanying her husband to battle, there to
leaving her exposed to all the
see him fall and die

—

and temptation, incident
horror of the picture might
still be deepened, even by an imperfect pen like mine.
But let us now turn more closely to the consideration
of moral wretchedness.
The mass of people who are to live by blood, are
from the very nature of their trade, condemned to idleness, when not employed on the field of battle.
War
evils of hardship, oppression,

to her deserted state.

The

consequently the only remedy for the fatal effects of
remedy for as frightful an evil. A
want of education and employment alone must beget
and encourage vice and when we reflect that the army is the common refuge of men who, by folly or
crime, have brought themselves into a desperate conthe moral
dition, which excludes them from society
contagion necessarily resulting from so many contaminated beings, let loose in a mass of people, already
disposed to corniption by their close contact, must
render the army a sink of moral turpitude, which abdeludes the unsorbs the good as well as the bad
wary and inexperienced by vain show subjects them to
a premature death, or else to a process of degradation,
which must blast and wither their better feelings, and'
is

idleness, a frightful

;

;

;

;

M
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paralyse all the energies of their mind, save animal coU'
rage ; and must in both cases (we dare say no more")
endanger their eternal happiness in another state of
existence.

One

species of war is still defended by some, and
by seemingly plausible reasons, defensive war.
But what war in Europe can be strictly defensive.

—

that

The

insulted pride of one nation, a breach

of etithe anticipation of a foreseen or threatened
invasion, are flausihle reasons, which \Nill never be
wanting.
The wars of uncivilized nations are short
and simple, as the causes that gave rise to them. But
in our enlightened part of the world, where the mystical balance of power is as minutely studied as the cenwars, and the causes of
tre of gravity in mechanics
war, are so complicated as to render it difficult to determine which is defensive and much time passes before the bloody dramas are brought to a conclusion.
If two nations engage in war, the labyrinth of politics will engage some adjacent nation to join one of the
parties, to defend some privilege or neutrality, the existence of which is threatened; or perhaps with tlie
benevolent intention of restoring peafee, by crushing
and destroying the people who dared first to violate it.
The impulse once given to the vortex, eveiy nation,
one after another, is draw^n in by an irresistible attraction
all Europe is soon in a state of fermentation,
which like the volcano, must have vent before it can
be restored for a time to its state of insidious calm.
Yet, though history is such a frightful recorder of
the crimes and miseries of humanity, we must remember that it only speaks of the tempests; the years of
calm and happiness are overlooked, because their uniform and unaspiring tenor does not offer the same interest to our minds, fond of excitement, and of tales
Still I love to think
that will " harrow up the soul."
that the clarion of war does not always sound, and
that its discordant voice is not every where heard.
There are g-reen spots of loveliness even in the sandy
quette,

;

;

;

—

'
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desart, and nature has raised flowers even in those
frozen regions in whose unexplored solitudes, silence
has reigned since the creation, and desolation sits, as
it were, enthroned on icy mountains, where all isimmoveahle as det. tli. Peace will at last succeed war,

Yet war has now been waged for
more than twenty years in Europe, and the people
have become so well accustomed to that unnatural state,

at least for a time.

that the sudden stop put to the fearful vibration, seems

thrown them from their centre, paralysed commerce, and scattered misery over the worldHowever, notwithstanding this contirmed love of
war, every country, in every age, seems to have cherished fond hopes of a state of regeneration and happi/also love to dwell upon so
ness even in this world.
but I cannot believe, as
gratifying a contemplation
many seem to do, that this Miilenium is to be ushered
in by some sudden revolution, and almost an interrupThe natural changes that
tion of the laws of nature.
come within the scope of our observation are all grato have

—

;

They silently work' their
almost insensible.
from the hollowing of the rock by the drop
of water, to the consolidation of those masses of
minerals, which the earth conceals in her womb,
and of which avarice has revealed the existence to
man.
K nation does not become suddenly civilized,
any more than the boy suddenly starts up
Sometimes, indeed, a sudden and vi
into manhood.
vifying impulse rouses a nation from lethargic slumber,
and causes the genius of her sons to shake off tho
chains of barbarity and ignorance, and with youthful
flight to soar above in the unexplored regions of imagiBut often, that very impulse was prepared
^lation.
dual,

way

-

long before, by a gradual and regular succession of efand when it is
ficent causes, which we cannot trace
once given, every thing proceeds with the same uni;

formity a^ before.
Even the greatest revolution which the world has
i^ertainly beheld, one of whose effects has been the

M

2
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abolition of slavery, in a great part, by means of the
unremitting perseverance of a sect of stedfast and unassuming Christians, and one of v^hose future effects, the
abolition of war, will one day certainly be
even the
coming of the great Lawgiver of the world, was not
preceded by noise and awful changes. The beginning
was a poor man preaching in a desart; then came a
child, born of obscure parents in a stable
then the
useful but, comparatively speaking, obscure life of
that same child then his ignominious death.
His resurrection, indeed, appeared as a splendid and astounding miracle, to electrify and confound the minds of
men, and force them to believe. But even that resurrection was not seen by many.
few ignorant men,
of low degree, were entrusted with the seemingly
hopeless task of promulgating in the world, in spite of
innumerable dangers, the miracles and tenets of the
;

;

;

A

new

religion.

"

Yet, from these humble beginnings, Christianity
gradually extended till Imperial Rome herself, the
centre of paganism, bowed the knee before the obscure '' man of sorrow," who in his lifetime had been

looked upon as visionary and fanatical.
So it will be with that happy change. No combination of mystical letters, no casting up of occult
numbers can reveal the time of its coming, because,
like the kingdom of God, it will not come with observation, but will only be the silent and gradual completion of causes that are operating at this very moment, though we may be unconscious of their existence.

T. E.

On the Importance
Political
science

of Political Economy.

Economy may

which

S.

perhaps be defined,

treats of those causes that operate

the

upon

On
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the incease and distribution of the products of Nature
iind Art.

Man applies

his labour,

and exerts

collect certain productions of nature,

his ingenuity to

and

to

re-model

many of them into desirable forms.
Of these, some men produce more than they can consume, and exchange the sui-j>lus with other men possessing a surplus of a more desirable nature.
The
natural desire which is common to all men to possess
as many comforts as possible, is then the main spring
or manufacture

of industry and
effects of habit

indolent

Thus

ingenuity.

— loving
then,

ples act

as

But,

except from the

and reason, man seems

we

instinctively-

ease.

see

two apparently opposite
one upon the
effect,

cause and

princi-

other.

Indeed, whoever will apply to the study of this science, the farther he advances in the pursuit, the more
proofs he will discover of that same wisdom and goodness, which the physical world displays to common
observers.

To

those w^ho take

view of

society,

directs the

it

may

distribution

only a cursory and superficial
appear a chaos where chance
of property,

and that some

such notion has prevailed, may be fairly implied from
But,
the application of the word/orticne to wealth.
as in all the rest of the works of God, we need but
enter the porch of philosophy, to discover that this
seeming " discord is harmony not understood."
Exclusive of tliat pleasure which all scientific rcT
search ever yields, there is perhaps none of more
practical service and general use than Political Ecor

nomy.

how

For, to

what man

with certainty, he

is it

may

not beneficial to

increase the

know

amount of

own and his fellow creature's enjoyments? To
the poorest man, it must be of service to know tho
real causes of his poverty, that if it be within the
reach of cure, he may be directed to the application
of proper remedies, and prevented from trying falla*
cious ones, or perhaps imputing his misfortunes to the
his
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of the rich, or the partiaUty of Providence; and that, if it be incurable, he may learn to
submit to it without fruitless repinings, as he would to

selfishness

a similar bodily

disease.

That every legislator should make the
Political Economy his peculiar study, is

science of
so obvious,

as to need no argument; yet it is lamentable to reflect
upon the amount of suffering occasioned in the world,
by the ignorance of the rulers and of the people, of
this one incontrovertible principle,
that in the great
family of the world, the prosperity of nations contributes to the prosperity of each, and particularly so

—

with neighbouring nations. The prosperity of a counhowever does not depend entirely upon legislation.
After all, laws have but a limited effect in the
improvement of the customs and manners of any counThey must rather bend to these, because othertry.
wise they will not be executed.
Much more depends
upon the intelligence, manners, and example of the
higher and middle ranks than upon legislation, because
they are every where present, a property which written
laws have not.
This branch of my subject appears to me so very
important, that 1 fear to encounter it, lest by an imbecile advocacy, 1 should injure a cause that merits,
in my opinion, the best exertions of the most talented
patriot.
Yet should it not be taken up by some one
of your correspondents next month, I shall probably
attempt to shew how imperfect is any system of education, which does not embrace the study of Political
Economy.
R. N.
try

To Zachariah Inman.
Venerable Kinsman,

Your
month,

communication to me in your letter of last
has led me to consider with attention that-

—
To Zachariah Inman,
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branch of benevolence, which has for

its

bettering the condition of the poor.
The melancholy catastrophe to which

would be more deeply
to draw this good from

to

be deplored

if

object the

you

allude,

we were

not

that it will serve as a stimulus to exertion in the discovery of the wants of those
who are placed, from what cause we know not, in a
lower scale of society than ourselves. The subject has
been considered and reconsidered, and the inefficacy
of plans for the relief of the poor, where much has
been expended, has I am afraid occasioned the opposite error in many, of taking no thought of them at
As it is the duty of all, so it is the luxury of
all.
the good to mitigate the calamities of their fellowmortals, and in the present instance how would the
truly benevolent have delighted in having smoothed
this gloomy bed of death!
**One of the most valuable parts of charity," says a
very benevolent author, "is tlie effect upon the giver:
supposing it to be allowed that the exercise of benevolence in acts of charity, is not upon the whole really
beneficial to the poor, yet we should never extinguish
an impulse, the proper direction of which has so evident a tendency to exalt and purify the human mind
our charity to beggars is indeed in some degree forced,
and like forced charity it leaves no satisfactory impression upon the mind; but it is far otherwise with that
active charity which makes itself acquainted with the
it,

relieves, enters into their houses, informs
only of their wants but of their habits and
dispositions, checks the hopes of clamorous and obtnisive poverty vnih no other recommendation but rags,
and encourages with adequate relief the silent and retiring sufferer, labouring under unmerited difficulties."
Thus Malthus has written, and he also lays before us from the pen of another,
the following delightful and alluring picture
" In nature can any thing be more beautiful than
the mild complacency of benevolence, hastening to

objects

it

itself not

:
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the humble cottage to relieve the wants of industry and
virtue, to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked, and
to soothe the sorrows of the widow and her tender
nothing can be more pleasing; unless it be
orphans
their sparkling eyes, their bursting tears and their
uplifted hands, the artless expression of unfeigned

—

gratitude for unexpected favours."
If this active charity, which dreads not the exertion
necessary to discover the worthless from the deserving,
practised, these mournful instances could
the poor unfortunate instead of having to
wander from his home, would have been there cherished and comforted; or if, as in the present case,
he had no home, one would have been provided for
him and his dying thoughts thus calmed by the kindIt seems by the reward of peace in our
ness of man.
bosoms when we have relieved the distressed, that
this active charity is the command of him who spent
Let us therefore
his life in "going about doing good."
and we shall no more hear the
fulfil its injunctions,
"The
heart-rending and reproachful exclamation,

were steadily
not recur

:

—

poor have no friends!"

JOSIAH InMAX.

TOUR OF A DAY

IN

THE NORTH.

A

party consisting of tw^o married men and their
two young women and a young man, who had
planned a pleasant excursion from Rostrevor, rose
''with spirits gay from slumbers light" at an early
hour, bathed, and mounting on horseback were soon
presented with a view of the mountains of xVlourne
On their road they met
rising behind each other.
with a smith, remarkable for the contentedness of his
wives,

he worked for his neighbours, they in
him with necessaries, and a casual job
a traveller indulged him with a little luxury.

disposition:

return supplied
for

—
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At Kirkeel a mean looking town by the sea-side,
seven miles from Rostrevor, our travellers took a second breakfast. From hence to Newcastle, twelve
miles, the road lay beside the sea, which was sometimes bounded by a mountain, (on the top of which
seemed to wish for a volcano)
young Robert D
and sometimes lost in the horizon. The prodigious
mountains which stretched on the other hand, and the
swelling ocean which dashed against the rocks beneath
their feet, formed a scene so different from what usually met their eyes, that it looked like another world,
and not 7iial aprojws was the caution of one of the
party to the rest, "not to imagine themselves in the
moon." The scene was inexpressibly grand. Here
the rude majesty of Nature mocked the hand of
labour
" Proud Cultivation, cease thy toil!"

They travelled along tlie side of Slieve Donard,
one of the highest mountains in [reland, and looked
down upon the waves from a terrific precipice. They
could trace the track of torrents down the side of the
mountain, which had left their stony channels dry,
and had

in their rapid course, torn up the road
rent themselves a passage into the sea.

Newcastle
an ancient

a

on the shore

and

here there
on a rock
and made into a comfortable or rather a modern dwelling, the walls of which being whitened, displeased
the admirers of Gothic architecture, who thought they
would have better matched the solemn dignity of the
scene, had they been permitted to retain a more veneis

is

little village

castle,

part of

which

is

;

built

Turning from this, they set their faces
towards mountains, whose rugged sides were softened
by the thick shades and intermingled buildings of
rable aspect.

TuUamore Park the seat of Lord Clanbrasil.
The party alighted at Briansford, at a boarding
house for the accomodation of those who drank goat's
whey, expecting entertainment and lodging, but they

J30
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were told that

it was not convenient to receive them,
even to refresh themselves, as the house was fiill.
They were hungry and disappointed and knew not

what to do.
But ''be comforted, relief is near."
young gentleman advanced, and with hospitable
politeness resigned his room to the strangers, and sent
his servant to wait on them at dinner.
His name was
Campbell, he was an xVmerican who came on business

A

and to this place for his health.
Tullamore Park was near, and the tourists entered

to Ireland

admire.
The house, a noble mansion, was approached by a gate between two towers, one of which
bore a flag.
As their time was limited, they left the

to

and neat shrubbery, for the wilder charm ^i
the wood, and followed the course of a river which
murmured over its rocky bed, till it descended in a
cascade.
The younger part of the company ventured
tasteful

on stones in the bed of the river, not without hazard,
and delighted themselves with the picturesque view,
through the arch of a bridge, of the steep woody
banks and the waterfall foaming between them. Young
animated Robert
declared they only wanted,
to finish the picture, the wild boar of the forest rushing down upon them.
But his associates were perfectly well satisfied without, such an addition to the
company, and all moved towards a bridge, whose battlements were formed of wood, as was the bridge, of
boards, nailed together in such a manner as to deceive
with the appearance of danger.
Large stones are
scattered about this place, some round and.some oval,
made smooth by nature some 'of these, placed in the
battlements of Briansford- bridge, have a pretty effect.
On leaving the domain, they rested on a seat formed
of stone, which commanded a prospect, justly described in those lines which were inscribed upon it f
;

" Here,

in full light, the russet plains extepd,
There, wrapt in clouds, the hluish hills ascend
Even the wild heath displays her purple dyes,
An4 midst the deserts fruitful fields arise*''

y
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Having taken tea at Briansford, the happy groupe
mounted and rode, in a fine autumnal evening, three

new town, partly built
an octagon form. Here a
good inn received them, and the next morning a ride
of seven or eight miles brought them to Rathfriland,
a town situated on a hill. The weather was now unfavourable; \find and rain attended in a dreary ride
through the mountains, eight miles^to Rostrevor, where
pleasant recollections outbalanced the trifling inconveniences, which youth, health and good humour, made
little account of.
miles to Castlev^rellan, a neat

in a semicircular, partly in

M.

The Pleasures of
The
of so

pleasures of taste,

many

S.

Association.

which have been the subject

opposite speculations

among

philosophers,

depend upon that association with the
feelings of the heart which, for want of a more comprehensive and appropriate name, I would call E,oc-

seem

chiefly to

'pression.

The

natural objects of taste, viz. those that
do not please so much by any

aifcct the ear or the eye,

absolute, or intrinsic ])hysical beauty, as

by a

relation

moral or intellectual beauty, like the magic wand
that can clothe rude and savage nature, with all the
loveliness and sublimity of scenery which imagination
loves to conceive.
Hence the exercise of Taste consists in discovering and seizing those sudden, minute,
to

—

and

ever-shifting associations,

translating as

it

were

the language of nature into that of the heart, and
thus giving life to otherwise dead forms or sounds :
and the pleasures of Taste arise from the associations
so discovered, and the enjoyment of the new intellectual world that has thus arisen from the desert, and
which the creative energy of the mind has peopled
with living phantasies.
It

is

by thus

clothing matter with intellectual qua-

The Pleasures oj Association.
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lities, that we dignify it, and render it a fit object of
contemplation. As without light, all the brilliancy of
colours, the elegant symmetry of forms,- and the beautiful order and harmony we admire in the universe,
would be lost to us so, without the magical power of
association, nature might still smile to us, but it would
be an unmeaning smile, which could not speak to the
It is Association that, like an enchantress,
heart.
gives the landscape its air of innocence and beauty, to
solitude that secret charm, that soft melancholy which
reveals to the heart its thousand indescribable emowithout it, our souls would be congealed into
tions
;

;

indifference.

To

the learned, nature offers tenfold charms. That
which the ignorant can admire nothing but
its vivid dye, sweet fragrance, or general elegance of
form, will interest the botanist by its properties, and
the more exquisite wonders of its internal organizaTo the mineralogist what an endless field of
tion.
sublime speculations is at once opened, at the aspect
of those stupendous masses of rocks, which the vulWhat additional
gar survey with gaping wonder.
grandeur has the starry vault of the firmament to him,
who is acquainted with the wonders of modern astronomy, who is taught in every lucid point to behold a
system, and thus to admire and adore the infinite
plant, in

goodness of an Omnipotent Creator, diffusing itself
with unabated energy, to the farthest regions of imWhat gives beauty her ** voice of
measurable space.
Is it not because it seems to reflect
silent power ?"
If we find ourselves
the internal beauty of the soul ?
deceived, the charm is broken, and we look with indifference, and perhaps with aversion, at the deceitful
features on which we had once gazed with rapturous
What gives to music its magical thrill, hut
emotion.
the association of certain sounds with certain affec-

—

tions of the soul ?
There is no object, though ever so insignificant, v/hich

may

not borrow momentary importance from imagina-

!
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link in a chain of delightful

do we survey the scenes
early years, after imperious necessity, the love of science, or adversity, had driven us

With what
where we spent our
ideas.

from them

how

interest

Returning at

!

pleasing

it is

last

from our long

to descry afar off, the

nativity.

Each well-known

mer scene

;

recollections

spot brings back

crowd upon

us.

exile,

place of our

some

The

for-

heart

overflowing with feeling, we fancy ourselves, for a
moment, present with times long gone by, when every

seemed young and gay as ourselves, and joy
Even the idea that such times are nealloy.
as it is, with a mellow sort of
\''er to return, fraught,
tempered sorrow, is not without its luxury.
How
What though all are now
soothing then it is to weep
sleeping in the grave who once loved me
what though
object

had no

!

—

;

not one left to rojoice at my return, methinks
the trees, the blue hills, and each favourite haunt,
have a voice to congratulate me, and sympathise with
my mingled emotions. But if, ])erchance, some early
and dearly loved friend has survived the many who
once shared our joys, but are now no more; how docs
our soul, as it were, si)ring to meet him ; \vith what
increased love we behold liim, what gratitude even,
that he at least has been spared to welcome us hack to
our native land
do we love, alone, in the silence of night, when
all are sleeping, to go to the grave where our parents
sleep, where reposes the maid that we loved, and
there to hold sad communion with the dead ?
does every little thing that once belonged to them,
every token of their affection, their name written in a
book tliey delighted to read, a favourite passage marked
hy them, the plaintive lay which they sang, the flowers which they loved, and which still breathe a fragrance as sweet, after the hand that planted them is
do all these, and a thousand oth?r seenjgone
ingly trifling things become endeared to us, as melancholy relics of the pasf, which we anxiously treasure
there

is

Why

Why

—Why

N
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up ? Those alone can tell who have felt it. Ask the
orphan who has long ceased to hoar words of love
spoken from a mother's lips, and in sad loneliness of
heart, wanders among strangers in the land of exile.
In short. Association is the source of our most de^
lightful and most refined sensations.
It bestows on
natural objects a tenfold beauty it is one of the principal sources of the pleasures of taste, and it heightens
those of imagination and memory, by giving to recollections of the past, and to conceptions of the future,
a charm sweeter than reality.
T. E. S.
;

Sonnet.

On

Grecian antique vase, sculptured in basalt,
supposed to represent the Elt/sian fields, or Eleusinian mysteries, and exactly similar to the Portland
vase in design.
a

Mournful,
Unsullied

majestic, sober,

and sublime,

relic of that awfiil age,

When

flashed a warrior,* and when spoke a sage,t
fame, resplendent through the night of time.
Star-like still glitters in celestial prime.
And ever shall illume th' historic page,

Whose

Outshining

And prompt

who

life's

busy

stage.

modern days the

lofty

rhyme.

all

in

tread

Mysterious in tliy beauty dost thou stand;
Waking immortal longings for that scene.
Whereof he caught a glimpse, whose wizard hand,
Struck with his diamond i chissel, bright and keen,
And from the dark and stern basalt, bade beauty spring
And unambitious erace her strong enchantments fling,

M. T.
* Leonid as.

/

X

The

basalt

diamond.

is

f

Socrates.

of so firm a texture, that

it

can be CMt only by a

;

:
;

;
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ChristiMas Day.

Another

year has swiftly flown,
Another summer pass'd away
In quick succession come and gone.
Since last I tun'd the votive lay
hail the merry Christmas Day

To

Since then, what hues have deck'd the sky,

and cheerless now
verging toward yon mountain's brow,
Snflfus'd by many a crimson dye.
The sun has sunk in tranquil rest,

So

chilling, cold,

When
Amid

the chambers of the west

\

The sky has clear'd the tempest fled
The peerless snow-drop rear'd its head
The rose has bloom'd the jes'mine bower
Been wreath'd with many an odorous flower
The lily that adorns the vale,
Has shed its perfume on the gale
;

;

;

;

The

Black-bird's loud and joyous note,
Resounded through the darksome grove
The linnet strain'd his mellow throat,
To tune some lay of plaintive love.

The bloom is o'er, the fragrance gone,
The songters mute, and silent grown;
And nature veil'd in torpid rest,

No

longer charms

th'

admiring breast.

And

is not man's existence here,
Pourtrayed in each revolving year?
His spring of life, his youthful hour
save some transient shower,
Is cloudless

—

Genial and

soft,

as that

which yields

;

; ; ;

; ;

J
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Fresh verdure to the laughing fields
Should chill his heart with short alloy.
And give new zest to opening joy.
In riper years his ardent soul,
Brooks no restraint, disdains controul.

His pulse beats high, his spirits play.
Warm as the summer's fervid ray
And, as the beam unfolds the fiower
His fancy opes each mental power
Bursts forth \A\k\ quick and meteor blaze,
And o'er the wide horizon strays.
;

;

Till lost in distance' endless maze,

And wrapt

impending shades
and fancy fades
Then reason holds unrivall'd sway.
And sober thought divides the day

Ardour

in deep,

expires,

I

;

The passions'

dark, tempestuous tide.

In calm reflection's streams subside.

Wisdom

matures, and folly

flies.

Like clouds from bright, autumnal skies.
Soon shadows fill the wide expanse,
And age's chilling frosts advance
The-flowers that grace the roseate spring,
No longer their sweet perfumes fling
The blushing grapes no longer twine
In clusters round the parent vine
;

The

groves resign their foliage.
When winter opes his dread career

So does each

fast declining

:

day,

Steal from our hearts some charm away.
stillness soothes the breast,

So placid

Like slumbering Nature's torpid rest
Yet soon shall Spring with wonted pride.
I

Clothe the rich valley's velvet side

And fields and woods again be gay,
And minstrels pour the roundelay.
Upon the jocund morn of May
And so with renovated power,
The soul shall spring in happier hour
!

;

!
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When

heaven's eternal gates unfold,
every form of earthly mould.
Shall vanish from the wondering eye,
Fix'd on the mansions of the sky

And

And oh what sights shall there combine.
To please, delight, and charm the heart
To raise, ennoble, and refine,
The precious, pure, immortal part.
!

Oh may

it

be our constant care.

While journeying

To aim

tbro' life's toilsome

at joys so rich

and

Tliat bloom in never-ending day

!

D. G.

,

The

Exile,

way.

rare,

a Fragment.

The craggy moon sat on a black cloud and threw
her crimson beams o'er the blue waters.
The silvery
gems of the sky sparkled on the brow of the momiiig.
An isle arose from the bosom of the dark heaving
ocean.
Its mountains w^ere hoary with snow: its
On a rock, black as
plains were banen as \\inter.
the lava of Heckla, lay the gloomy brow'd son of
He thought of Erin the green daughter
the tempests.
of the sea: he thought of his greyheaded father: he
thought of his mother who wept for him he thought
of the fair maid with the golden locks he thought of
the modest smile of her blue eyes, and a tear gemm'd
He heeded not
the wild lustre of his majestic eye.
the mountain mist which spangled his raven hair like
the silver stars in the blue vault of heaven he heeded
not his harp by his side, through which the night
His eye
wind murmur'd making a sullen music.
turned to the west: he thought of the land of his
fathers.
He raised his harp the strings were
unstrung
:

;

:

—

I

Malvina.

;
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;

;

;

—

:
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A Dream.
When

sleeping late, methouglit I stood and mus'd

Upon the banks of a meand'ring stream,
Which in soft murmurs gently fiow'd along.
What were my musings then, I know not now,

—

that they did something bode
Save this alone
Of dark and terrible unto my soul.
I look'd around, and saw a pleasant land,
Where peace and plenty rcign'd on ev'ry side
Rose hills and dales, and hills and dales again,
Interminably mix'd ev'n to the sky
And woods I saw, and birds of every kind
Disporting careless in their thickest shade
It secm'd a country far from war and strife.
the lovely scene was chang'd-^
I look'd again
And soon no more appear'd aught that could please,
But a funereal silence reign'd around
And in the very place where late I saw
Cities and towns and villages arise,
:

:

—

Dark heaving ocean urg'd his billows on,
Destroying all that met his stormy swell,

And

ebbing, left a dreary desert waste
seen but endless plains of sand.

Where nought was

When in my view descended from above
An angel form, glowing in all the bloom

Of youth and beauty— radiant he appear'd.
Thou did'st
And smiling thus address'd me
:

**

see

That lovely scene

before the ocean's waves
Innumerable, heaving to the skies
In one wide undulation swept the plain

And now how chang'd such are the ways
To-day, we see a nation blest with peace
I

of

life

Flourishing arts and commerce lend their aid
soften life, and smooth the rugged path
To-morrow's sun shall see relentless war
Driving his bloody chariot o'er their heads,

To

Fated to

fell

destruction

—such

!"'

is life

N. M.

;
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The

!

Sabbath.

Devoted day of calm repose.

End

A

of Creation sweetly blest,
pause of labour, balm of woes,

A

taste of rest!

Sublime precursor of an hour,

When
In

life's

ev'ry earth born care shall cease;
sad path a lowly flower^
beam of peace

A

And art thou such, and do I find
Thy sacred pleasures fill my soul,
Do they shut trifles from my mind,
And calm the whole?
No, often

The

tempest-tost, I feel

cares of

life

Find business on

too

my

much

entwin'd

leisure steal.

And

shut out good.

Sweet Spirit! who ordain'd and blest,
Shed o'er this heart thy tranquil pow'ry,
And teach my bosom how to rest
In sacred hours.

Nemo.
Melody.
As

the dark cloud that passes so swiftly away.
Before the bright smile of the sun's golden ray;
So the heart that has sighed in the night-time of son-ow,
Will brighten again with the hue of the morrow.

Yet, those clouds may

return,

and the beam of tho

morning,

No

longer glow brightly, our

pathway adorning;

:
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the heart that has smil'd in the noontide of pleasum,
Will droop when beguil'd of its favorite treasure.

Yet the mist that envelopes the

sun's golden smile.

When

from ocean he rises to brighten our isle,
But tempere the lustre that dazzles our sight,
And yields us a softer and mellower light.

So the drops that have

And the joys

sullied our

pathway below.

that have fled from the footpath of woe,

Bid us welcome each joy and each pleasure
aspire to a holier region of bliss,

in this.

And

D
To THE River
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Sweetly unconscious flows thy gentle stream.
Nor know'st thou aught of joy or misery
But I, aweary traveller thro' life's dream,
Must taste of joy and woe, each strange extremity.
;

.

How

dear to me those banks in silence dipt,
gently press' d by thy unheeding tide
How dear those trees in thy soft splendor dipt.
Bending in fondness from thy parent side

And

—

But thou, no lover s rapture speeds thy pace,
This sacred spot approaching from afar
;

No lover's anguish bids thee stay to trace
The last faint lines, ere fate's eternal bar

—

For ever close upon thee 1 must go,
But not, like thee, indifl^erent Turn, my feet
Joyous ye came, unwilling now, and slow
Farewell ye hallow' d haunts, Elizabeth's* retreat.

—

J.
*

The

late accomplished Miss
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